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PREFACE
This volume contains digests of most of the personal injury decisions of the Eastern
Caribbean Supreme Court for the period 2000 to 2017. It is one of several publications
produced by IMPACT Justice (Improved Access to Justice in the CARICOM Region), a civil
society justice sector project funded by the Government of Canada under an agreement
with the Cave Hill Campus of the University of the West Indies. The Project focuses on
improving access to justice in the CARICOM region for women, men, boys and girls by
working with governments and civil society organisations to draft model laws; training
legislative drafters to enhance the ability of governments to formulate their policies;
promoting continuing legal education for attorneys-at-law, conducting training and
encouraging the use of Alternative Dispute Resolution to build relationships and lead to
peaceful solutions to issues at all levels in society and increasing knowledge of the law
through a public legal education programme. Its cross cutting themes are gender equality,
the environment, good governance and human rights.
The digests in this volume are organized under the parts of the body which were injured
and for which compensation was sought through the courts. They are intended to be a
quick reference tool for use by the judiciary and other members of the legal profession in
the States and Overseas Territories served by the Eastern Caribbean Supreme Court. The
full text of many of the cases may be found on the ECSC Judgments Website
(www.eccourts.org) and on Justis One (www.justis.com) the new home of the CariLaw
database, which was originally conceptualized and marketed by the Faculty of Law
Library, University of the West Indies, Cave Hill Campus, Barbados.
IMPACT Justice thanks the research assistants who assisted in assembling the cases,
preparing the digests and checking case citations. It takes responsibility for any errors
found.

Velma Newton (Prof.)
Regional Project Director
IMPACT Justice
Caribbean Law Institute Centre, Faculty of Law
University of the West Indies
Cave Hill Campus
Barbados
November 20188No
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LANDMARK CASES
CORNILLIAC V ST. LOUIS
[TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO – COURT OF APPEAL – CIVIL APPEAL NO. 30 OF
1964 – (Wooding, CJ; McShine, JA; Hyatali, JA) January 11, 1965]
Age at injury:
Age at trial
Sex: M
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $21,000

Occupation: Assistant
Total award: $22,035.60

Facts: The appellant was involved in a motor vehicle accident. He was awarded
$8,535.80 as compensation for the injuries, loss and expense which he incurred. This
sum included $1,035.80 for special damages and $7,500 for general damages. He
appealed against the sum of $7,500 for general damages on the ground that it was
inadequate.
Judgment of the Court: This is an appeal on a question of damages. The appellant was
a victim of a motor vehicle accident on November 16, 1958, and was awarded $8,535.80
as compensation for the injuries, loss and expense which he thereby incurred. This sum
included $1,035.80 being the whole of the special damage claimed. In effect, therefore,
the appeal is against the assessment at $7,500 of the general damages allowed. This
assessment, the appellant contends, was wholly inadequate.
It is common ground that, in order to succeed, the appellant must show that the
amount awarded was so inordinately low as to be a wholly erroneous estimate of the
damage sustained. It is essential therefore, to recapitulate the several considerations
which the learned judge had to bear in mind when making his assessment. I think they
were accurately summarised by the respondent's counsel substantially as follows: (i)
the nature and extent of the injuries sustained; (ii) the nature and gravity of the
resulting physical disability; (iii) the pain and suffering which had to be endured; (iv)
the loss of amenities suffered; and (v) the extent to which, consequentially, the

1
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appellant's pecuniary prospects have been materially affected. I shall set out the
relevant facts separately under each head.
The nature and extent of the injuries sustained: The appellant was occasioned a
compound, comminuted, complicated fracture of the humerus in the middle of the
shaft and a fracture of the upper end of the radius and the ulna at the elbow joint. By
"complicated" is meant that the fracture involved the elbow and the radial nerve and
artery. He also suffered from shock and haemorrhage. The injuries were so extensive
that at first it was feared that his right arm would have to be amputated, but this was
avoided, happily, by the skillful administrations of his surgeon.
The nature and gravity of the resulting physical disability: The fractures have healed
but with a residuum of deformity. There is considerable limitation of movement of the
joint which in the course of time worsened because of new bone formation from the
healing of the fracture. Its present range of movement is no more than about 20°, so
that the appellant is unable to touch his face, and therefore to shave or feed himself or
discharge any ordinary functions involving a range of movement with his right hand,
and in addition the hand has lost some of its grip. Arthritis, too, has resulted: it already
is major and is likely to become worse.
The pain and suffering endured: The appellant experienced intense pain throughout
his stay in a nursing home for the twelve days immediately following the accident. It
was so intense that he had to be given sedatives. At one time the plaster cast in which
the arm was placed after the bones had been set had to be opened up because the pain
in the limb had become intolerable. During the whole of the period until the nerves
healed, which the surgeon reckoned to be anything between 9 and 18 months, he was
subjected to a great deal of pain - diminishing in intensity, it is true, but nevertheless
always perceptibly there.
The loss of amenities suffered: The appellant had been an active, physically fit,
outgoing man who was 48 years old at the time of the accident. He used to enjoy
playing music, mainly jazz and calypso, on both the saxophone and the piano and was
full of the zest of a more than ordinarily successful life. He can no longer play. And his
outdoor activities must necessarily now be limited. For him, therefore, much of the fun
and sparkle has gone from living.
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The effect on pecuniary prospects: At the time of the accident the appellant was
assistant to the superintendent in charge of the cementing operations of Halliburton
Tucker Ltd. and was paid a salary of $865 per month. He was also given a bonus,
probably (as is customary in this country) at the end of each year. He was being
groomed to take over the superintendency when the contract of its expatriate holder
came to an end, and it is practically certain that but for the disabilities which he has
been occasioned he would now have been filling that berth. This is confirmed by the
fact that a junior whom he had assisted in training was promoted to be superintendent
when the contract of the expatriate ended in 1962. As the normal age of retirement was
60 years, it seems clear that the appellant lost the prospect of being for eight years in
that post, which carries a salary of $1,250 per month with the perquisites of a companysupplied home and car. Instead, his employers who appear to esteem him greatly have
to put him in charge of their bulk cement plant and pay him a total of $1,050 per month.
In my estimation, the difference between the emoluments of the two posts exceeds $500
per month. But that is not all.
As the learned judge rightly said, the appellant's loss is long-term as well. His pension
entitlements under his employers' contributory pension scheme will now be less than
if he had been promoted to the superintendency to which he had so confidently looked
forward. No particulars were given in evidence whereby any reasonable estimate can
be made of this prospective loss. Also worth mentioning, although its calculable value
may be negligible, is the is the fact that through the generosity of his employers he is
being paid more than his present job is worth, so that the chances of an increase in pay
for the remaining period of his service must be rated lower than if he had not been
disabled and had secured the expected promotion.
Having recapitulated the several matters which the learned judge had to (and, it should
be added, which he did) take into consideration, I find myself involuntarily echoing
Denning, L.J.'s exclamation: "Good gracious me, as low as ($7,500) for these injuries!" see Taylor V. Southhampton Corporation, reported in Kemp & Kemp on Damages (2nd
edn) Vol.1 at p 640. It certainly seems to me that that sum is a wholly unrealistic
estimate of the damage sustained. However, before examining the matter further, I
should deal with the submission for the respondent that it is not open on the pleadings
for any regard to be had to the appellant's loss of pecuniary prospects.
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I agree that there is no averment in the statement of claim specifying what the
appellant's occupation was, what his pecuniary prospects in what way or to what
extent they were alleged to have been affected. But as I conceive it, no such averment
was necessary unless the claim for loss of pecuniary prospects was one for special
damage which, in my opinion, it was not. In my view, it was but one of the class of
items to be taken into account in the assessment of general damages and was very
closely akin to the claim for the loss of amenities. The answer, then, to the submission
is to be found, I think, in the following passage from Lord Goddard's judgment in
British Transport Commission v Gourley [1956] A.C. 185, at p. 206:
"In an action for personal injuries the damages are always divided into two
main parts. First, there is what is referred to as special damage, which has to be
specially pleaded and proved. This consists of out-of-pocket expenses and loss
of earnings incurred down to the date of the trial, and is generally capable of
substantially exact calculation. Secondly, there is general damage which the
law implies and is not specially pleaded. This includes compensation for pain
and suffering and the like, and, if the injuries suffered are such as to lead to
continuing or permanent disability, compensation for loss of earning power in
the future".
But even on a contrary view of the classification of the claim for loss of pecuniary
prospects, I would reject the submission at this stage. Not only was no objection taken
when the evidence was being led to establish the loss, but both the appellant and his
witness, the secretary/accountant of Halliburton Tucker Ltd., were cross-examined at
some length upon it. There was no suggestion whatever that the respondent's advisers
were taken by surprise. On the contrary, the matter was fully agitated. Accordingly,
since the evidence was relevant to the issue of damages and no new cause of action
(which would have been statute-barred was being introduced thereby, justice would, I
think, have demanded that the appellant be allowed to amend, if amendment was
considered to be necessary, upon such terms (if any) as the circumstances of the case
might warrant. It is too late, therefore, to raise any objection now.
I turn then to my own approach so as to arrive at a proper assessment of the general
damages. As already adumbrated, the appellant is entitled to be compensated for (a)
the injuries inflicted and the loss or impairment of his functional capacity before
making such recovery as he has; (b) the physical disabilities which he will have to bear
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for the rest of his life; (c) the pain and suffering he had to endure; (d) the loss of the
amenities of which he has been deprived; and (e) the loss of pecuniary prospects in
respect both of his employment and of his retirement benefits. I am fully aware that it
is not the practice to quantify the damages separately under each head or, at any rate,
to disclose the build-up of the global award. But I do think it is important for making
a right assessment that the several heads of damage be kept firmly in mind and that
there should be a conscious, even if undisclosed, quantification under each of them so
as thereby to arrive, at an appropriate final figure. I must not, however, be understood
to mean that at the last count there should be a simple addition of a number of money
sums. Any such arithmetical exercise would ignore the realities that are so often
encountered. Frequently, the unit factors overlap so that the aggregate of the several
amounts which might be allowable in respect of each would be an over-assessment of
the total damage taking them all together. In the present case, for instance, the nature
and extent of the injuries inflicted cannot be dissociated from the physical disabilities
which are their permanent result, nor are they unrelated to the pain and suffering
which have had to be endured. So, too, the physical disabilities which have become
permanent are inextricably bound up with the loss both of amenities and of pecuniary
prospects. With one exception, therefore, I shall not disclose the several amounts which
I would attribute by way of compensation if the five heads of damage had to be
considered separately and in isolation. Nevertheless, I shall so assess them for my own
guidance.
The one exception I make is as regards the loss of pecuniary prospects. That was the
subject of most debate and it is, I think, right that I should leave no one in doubt as to
how I view the matter. Besides, that is a head of damage under which there can be no
conformity with a scale of assessment which may be indifferently applied. The measure
of the loss must inevitably depend upon the facts of each case. I repeat, then, that I
regard it as morally certain that, but for his disablement, the appellant would have
succeeded in 1962 to the superintendency to which he had confidently aspired. I have
said also that I estimate the difference between the gross emoluments of that post and
the one he now holds exceeds $500 per month. In the absence of precise figures
however, I shall treat the difference as being $500 per month. Starting from that datum
figure, I allow for the impact which tax may be expected to make on incomes of that
order. Then, multiplying what is left by the 8 years before the appellant would have
reached retirement age, I discount the result so as to give it a present capital value. But
I must not stop there. Satisfied as I am that the appellant would have been promoted
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to the higher post, I cannot be certain that he would have remained in it until he
attained age 60. Apart from the ordinary contingencies of life, none of which I should
ignore, the evidence is that the duties of the superintendent are arduous, exacting and
not without serious physical risks. Anyone performing such duties must be, and
continue at all times, absolutely fit physically and alert mentally. This I regard as an
appreciable threat to a person of the age of the appellant. Taking into account all these
contingencies, I must tax down the amount yet further. And I think I ought to do so
quite significantly. I thus reach for loss of pecuniary prospects a compensation figure
of $15,000. I wish, however, to make it plain that I do not propose that figure as being
mathematically correct. I am assessing general, not computing special damages. I am
evaluating prospects, and the value at which I have arrived is a broad general estimate.
Perhaps, I ought to add here also that I have not forgotten the possible long-term losses
to which I referred earlier. But I doubt that any reasonable estimate can be made of
their value on the evidence before us. Accordingly, I treat them as already
accommodated within the $15,000 which I consider to be a broadly correct figure for
the entire loss of pecuniary prospects. I must now place that assessment beside my
estimates under the other heads and get thereby to my final award.
The injuries sustained by the appellant were undoubtedly serious and of grave
concern. His arthritic condition, already major, is likely to get worse. The limitation in
the range of movement of his right arm is substantial and will not improve. The shock
and haemorrhage resulting injuries cannot have been other than quite considerable.
The pain he endured was both severe and prolonged. The loss of enjoyment through
being disabled to play any music is permanent and will most probably provoke regrets.
Taking all the relevant facts into consideration I would award for general damages the
sum of $21,000. To that falls to be added $1,035.80 being the amount of the special
damage.
Accordingly, I would allow the appeal and substitute for the $8,535.80 for which
judgment was entered for the appellant the aggregate sum of $22,035.80. And I would
allow the appellant his costs of the appeal.
List of cases cited:
BTC v Gourley [1956] AC 185.
Taylor v Southhampton Corporation, Kemp & Kemp on Damages (2nd edn) Vol.1 at p 640.
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ALPHONSO ET AL V RAMNATH
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT – BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS –
COURT OF APPEAL – CIVIL APPEAL NO. 1 OF 1996 –
(Byron, CJ; Singh, JA; Matthew, JA, (Ag.)) July 21, 1997]
Age at injury:
Occupation:
Age at trial: 45
Total award: $321,414.10
Sex: M
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $45,000
Most significant injuries: Loss of leg; fractured rib and fractured left ulna.
Duration of injury and prognosis: Convulsive seizures for rest of life, urinary
incontinence, diminished sense of taste, poor memory recall levels, chronic pain
syndrome which could lead to the development of arthritis.
Facts: On November 27, 1991, Deodat Ramnath (the respondent) was riding his bicycle
returning to his place of work at Pasea, Tortola, when he was struck by a Montero jeep
driven by the first appellant Martin Alphonso and owned by the second appellant
Dennis Alphonso Limited. Martin Alphonso is a director of Dennis Alphonso Limited.
The respondent was severely injured as a result of the accident. On January 11, 1996,
Redhead J, in a suit brought by the respondent against the appellants, entered
judgment for the respondent in the sum of US $439,462 with interest thereon and with
costs. The suit was a claim for US$1.M damages for personal injuries and consequential
loss caused by negligence and/or breach of statutory duty of the first appellant as
servant or agent of second and/or third appellant. The appellants appeal from this
judgment. The order of the Court signed by the Registrar, purporting to evidence the
judgment of Redhead, J, entered judgment for the respondent against the three
appellants. However, a perusal of the learned judge's judgment reveals judgment only
against the first and second named appellants. According to the findings of the judge,
there was no company by the name of Dennis Alphonso Car Rentals Ltd., that the
second and third named appellants were one and the same, and that the jeep driven by
the first named appellant belonged to the second named appellant. There is therefore
a mistake in the order of court that needs to be corrected.
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SINGH, J.A.
The issues addressed in this appeal relate to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Contributory negligence in the respondent:
Vicarious liability:
Quantum of damages:
Rates of Interest:

The finding of the judge of negligence in the first named appellant has not been
challenged.
1.

CONTRIBUTORY NEGLIGENCE

The negligence of the first named appellant as found by the judge, related to (1) the
excessive speed at which he drove his jeep (2) the overtaking of a car in front of him
when it was not safe to do so and (3) his inattentiveness in failing to see the appellant
on his cycle in front of that car. The contributory negligence alleged against the
respondent, was his attempt at riding across the public road without first checking the
traffic behind him and not ringing his bell or giving a signal to signify his intention to
turn right. The learned judge found that whether or not he did so check or give a signal
that the accident still would have occurred, because, in any event, the first named
appellant's evidence was that he did not see the respondent. Redhead, J therefore
found no contributory negligence.
An excursion into the vineyard of the facts as found by the judge show that the
appellant was riding his bicycle on the Blackburn public road on his correct side.
Travelling some 20 to 30 feet behind him was a car driven by one Fonseca. Somewhere
behind Fonseca's car was the Montero jeep driven by the first named appellant. The
respondent decided to cross the road and began by turning right diagonally, having
verified that there was no oncoming traffic. This was a straight road with visibility
about 500 feet ahead. The Montero jeep was higher off the ground than Fonseca's car.
Fonseca, having observed this action of the respondent proceeded slowly until he was
about 5 to 10 feet from the respondent. The first named appellant then overtook
Fonseca. As he was alongside Fonseca's car, he applied his brakes but did not stop and
he collided with the respondent. At the time of impact the front wheel of the
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respondent's cycle was almost to the other side of the road and the back portion that
was struck, nearer to the centre of the road. The brake marks of the jeep were 58'. The
respondent was knocked some 10' onto the grass verge. The appellant's jeep was
severely damaged.
The brake marks and the severe damage to the jeep, after a collision with a mere slow
moving bicycle, indicate excessive speed on the part of the first named appellant.
Unobstructed visibility for some 500 feet in a jeep that was higher off the ground than
the car in front, indicate inattentiveness in this appellant when he failed to see the
cyclist before he actually struck him. The question is, did the respondent, by not
checking behind him or giving any signal of his intention to cross, contribute to his
injuries. Prima facie, these acts of omissions on his part could be said to be negligent
acts by him. However, in the context of this case, I am minded to agree with the learned
judge that had these omissions not existed the accident would still have occurred as it
did.
My reasons for so agreeing are not dissimilar to those of the judge. They relate to the
appellant's excessive speed, his serious inattention, the fact that the cyclist attempted
slowly to cross the road and at the time of impact the cyclist was almost across the
road. Taking the evidence as a whole, I share the view of the judge that had the
respondent rung his bell or given a hand signal, it would not have mattered as Martin
Alphonso was not paying attention and never saw the respondent until just before the
collision. It is also my opinion that had the respondent checked behind him before
undertaking the risk of crossing it still would not have mattered. The reasonable
inference or conclusion to be drawn from the evidence, is that at the time the
respondent decided to cross the road, he posed no threat to Fonseca's car behind him
and Fonseca's car posed no threat to him. That Fonseca had started slowing down to
allow him to cross. That Martin Alphonso in his jeep had not as yet attempted to
overtake Fonseca and therefore would have been somewhere behind Fonseca's car.
That would have been the scenario that would have met the eyes of the respondent
had he checked behind. A scenario that evidenced no danger to the respondent when
he undertook the risk, thereby making it safe for him to cross. Having undertaken the
risk quite safely and started to cross, if he, in the act of crossing, had than decided to
check behind, he would have observed the appellant's vehicle racing down at turn. In
my view, the only avoiding action he could have taken then was to continue his course
which he did. Were he to stop or turn back would have put him in greater peril not
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only of the appellant's jeep but also of Fonseca's car. The accepted evidence is that
Fonseca, having observed the respondent's motion to cross the road, saw no danger to
himself and slowed down to allow him to cross. Martin Alphonso, observing Fonseca's
reduced rate of speed, then decided to overtake paying no heed to the respondent,
thereby with sheer speed and inattentiveness unilaterally converting what was a safe
situation into a highly dangerous one, ergo, the collision.
In his submissions to this Court, Mr. Farrara made much ado that in the trial judge's
judgment, he seemed to have approached the issue of contributory negligence on the
principle that such negligence had to contribute to the accident rather than to the
respondent's injuries. I say "much ado" because whilst the submission has merit, it is
my view that this apparently wrong legal premise created no problem in the context of
this case.
It is accepted that the guiding principle in proving contributory negligence, is whether
the respondent by his acts or omissions contributed to his injuries, in the sense that he
failed to take reasonable care for his own safety taking into account, as he must, that
other users of road are likely to be negligent. It is also a very salutary principle that
when one man by his negligence puts another in a position of difficulty, the court ought
to be slow to find that outer man negligent merely because he may have failed to do
something which looking back on it afterwards, might possibly have reduced the
amount of damage. Contributory negligence did not depend on a breach of duty to
the defendant but on lack of care by plaintiff for his own safety. Although contributory
negligence does not depend on duty of care, it does depend on foreseeability. Just as
actionable negligence requires foreseeability of harm to others so contributory
negligence requires foreseeability to oneself. [The Older (1949) WN 488: Davies v. Swan
Motor Co . [1949] 2 KB; Jones v. Livon [1952] 1 TLR 137].
Given the circumstances of this case, I consider the very thin line between the two
concepts to be nebulous. All the injuries sustained by the respondent were as a result
of the accident. The respondent 's omissions and his injuries were all inextricably
bound up with the accident. Therefore, even though the judge might have approached
the issue on the wrong legal premise, no justice was done to the appellants. For all
these reasons I would uphold the finding of the learned judge of no contributory
negligence in the respondent. I now propose to address the issue of vicarious liability.
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2.

VICARIOUS LIABILITY

The case of the respondent against the second and third named appellants was one of
vicarious liability. The evidence relevant to this issue reveal, that the first named
appellant who was a director of the second named appellant was also an employee of
both the second and third named appellants. The evidence also reveals that at the
material time of the accident, the first named appellant drove a vehicle belonging to
the second and third named appellants with their permission. The factual issue was
whether or not at the time of the accident the first named appellant was on a frolic of
his own.
In order to fix vicarious liability for the negligence of the driver of a motor car on the
owner of the vehicle, it must be shown that the driver was using it for the owner's
purposes under a delegation of a task or duty. Mere permission to use it is insufficient
to establish vicarious liability. Mere knowledge of its use in the owner is not sufficient
[See Launchbury v. Morgans [1973] AC 127 approving Hewitt v. Bonvin [1940] 1 KB 188.
Also Norwood v. Navan (1981) RTR 457 C.A.]. In the Launchbury case, Diplock J said:
"I think that the true test can best be expressed in these words: was the [servant]
doing something that he was employed to do? If so, however improper the
manner in which he was doing it, whether negligent……or even fraudulently .
…. or contrary to express orders . . . the master is liable. If, however, the servant
is not doing what he is employed to do, the master does not become liable
merely because the act of the servant is done with the master's knowledge,
acquiescence, or permission."
There is a presumption that the vehicle is used for the master's purposes if the servant
has authority to use it at all. The onus of proof then shifts to the owner to show that
the employee was acting outside that scope. (Laycock v. Grayson (1939) 5 TLR). This
makes good sense because knowledge of the purpose of such use would be peculiarly
within the bosom of the owner.
In the instant matter the only evidence relevant to this issue of "frolic" was from the
first named appellant. Dennis Alphonso gave no evidence. This evidence disclosed that
at the time of the accident, the first named appellant was purportedly returning to
work from his lunch break. The evidence revealed that despite the fact that this
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appellant lived very close to his place of work, on this day he chose to have his lunch
at the Sunrise Bakery some 1 1/2 miles away. The lunch consisted of bread, cheese and
soda. There is evidence also that on the vehicle that he drove that day were "stickers"
purporting to advertise the business of the third named appellant. This appellant also
testified that at the material time he was not an employee of the third named appellant
despite his pleadings that he was on his lunch break from that establishment. His
evidence was that he was a salesman employed by the second named appellant. The
learned judge disbelieved the evidence of this appellant that he was on a frolic of his
own i.e. his lunch break, and found that at the material time the appellant was driving
the company's vehicle on company business. We were being asked to set aside this
finding of fact of the judge.
It is axiomatic that where a trial judge had the advantage of seeing the witnesses, an
advantage which this Court did not have, that an appeal court usually is, and should
be, slow to reverse any finding of fact which appears to be based on the judge's
assessment of the credibility of the witnesses. This general principle was referred to
and elaborated on by Byron C.J. in Louvinia Alexandra Raymond v. Marie Ann Skelly and
Marie Jose Combie Civil Appeal No. 8 of 1995 St. Lucia dated May 12, 1997. It was also
explained in the well known and often quoted case of Watt v. Thomas [1974] 1 All ER
582 in the speech of Lord Thankerton.
From these two cases I extract these principles: Where a question of fact has been tried
by a judge without a jury and there is no question of misdirection of himself by the
judge, an appellate court which in disposed to come to a different conclusion on the
printed evidence should not do so unless it is satisfied that any advantage enjoyed by
the trial judge by reason of having seen and heard the witnesses could not be sufficient
to explain or justify the trial judge’s conclusion. The appellate court may take the view
that, without having seen or heard the witnesses, it is not in a position to come to any
satisfactory conclusion on the printed evidence. The appellate court, either because the
reasons given by the trial judge are not satisfactory, or because it unmistakably so
appears from the evidence, may be satisfied that he has not taken proper advantage of
his having seen and heard the witnesses, and the matter will then become at large for
the appellate court. If there is no evidence to support a particular conclusion, and this
is really a question of law, the appellate court should not hesitate to so decide. If the
evidence as a whole cannot justify the conclusion reached, or the trial judge failed to
draw conclusions of fact on matters which are material to the decision, or improper
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inferences are drawn from proved facts, it would be open to an appellate court to
correct any resulting irrationality. An appellate court would be more inclined to
substitute its own findings in such cases than in those where the trial judge has decided
on the basis of conclusions about the demeanour and veracity of witnesses. I accept
and adopt these principles and apply the same to this matter.
In disbelieving the evidence of the first named appellant on this issue the learned judge
gave these reasons: (1) Martin Alphonso was a very poor witness; (2) His demeanour
in the witness box left much to be desired; (3) He was a very untruthful witness. The
judge then asked himself the question why would this appellant drive 1 1/2 miles to
eat bread, cheese and soda in his jeep when his house was so close to his workplace.
His Lordship then expressed the opinion that this appellant's "lunch break was tailor
made to fit in his defence". The learned judge also found that this appellant was bent
on absolving the other two appellants and referred to the discrepancy in his evidence
with that of his pleadings as to who was his true employer (already mentioned). The
learned judge found him to be untruthful when he denied any connection with the
third named appellant (whom the judge found to be the as the second named
appellant) especially when he was driving a vehicle belonging to that appellant. The
judge also thought that driving the vehicle with the company stickers was
advertisement of the company which was part of his duty.
Of all the reasons given by the judge for disbelieving the evidence of Martin Alphonso,
I am somewhat skeptical of two of them. Firstly, generally speaking, without more, I
can see nothing wrong in someone wanting to have his lunch somewhere else other
than his home even at a bakery, despite the close proximity of his home to his
workplace. Secondly, again without more, I do not accept that because this appellant
was driving the company's vehicle with its stickers on, that he was thereby on duty
advertising the business of the company. However, despite these two skepticisms on
my part, I am not prepared to fault the learned judge on his finding of fact on the issue.
This is not a situation where these were the only two factors relied on by the judge. He
placed great reliance for his conclusion on the lack of veracity and poor demeanour of
this witness. This was an advantage which we were not privileged to enjoy. In my view,
this was a case where the Laycock v. Grayson (supra) principle should apply. Based on
that principle the onus of proof was on the second and third named appellants to show
that the first named appellant employee, when he drove the second appellant's jeep
that day with permission, was acting outside the scope of his employment. In my
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considered opinion this onus was not discharged. Dennis Alphonso did not testify and
Martin Alphonso's impugned and unacceptable evidence stood alone. The learned
judge evaluated the facts, made a close analysis of the evidence, disbelieved Martin
Alphonso, and then came to his conclusion. I am not prepared to substitute a contrary
finding of fact.
For all these reasons I would uphold the judge's conclusion on vicarious liability and
would attach this liability to the second named appellant. I agree with the finding of
the learned judge that the second and third named appellants are one and the same. I
now address the question of damages.
3.

DAMAGES

Dr. Gonsalves for the appellants dealt with the issue of damages before us and, using
a method of comparison with previous awards from the region, with mathematical
precision sought to inflict a surgical incision on the judge's award reducing it by almost
50%. Learned counsel in his usual eloquent manner, inter alia, questioned mainly the
judge's multiplier of 15 for the respondent who at the time of the accident was 42 years
old, and suggested a multiplier of nine. By this submission, learned counsel invited
interference by this court with the exercise of the judge's discretion in ascertaining the
true damages in this matter. There was no or no serious challenge to the judge's
understanding or application or legal principles relevant to the assessment. What was
challenged by Dr. Gonsalves was more or less the judge's discretionary quantification
upon the application of those principles.
In appeals, comparable in nature to the present one, it must be recognized that the
burden on the appellant who invites interference with an award of damages that has
commended itself to the trial judge is indeed a heavy one. The assessment of those
damages is peculiarly in the province of the judge. A court of appeal has not the
advantage of seeing the witnesses especially the injured person, a matter which is of
grave importance in drawing conclusions as to the quantum of damage from the
evidence that they give. If the judge had taken all the proper elements of damage into
consideration and had awarded what he deemed to be fair and reasonable
compensation under all the circumstances of the case, we ought not, unless under very
exceptional circumstances, to disturb his award. The mere fact that the judge's award
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is for a larger or smaller sum than we would have given is not of itself a sufficient
reason for disturbing the award.
But, we are powered to interfere with the award if we are clearly of the opinion that,
having regard to all the circumstances of the case, we cannot find any reasonable
proportion between the amount awarded and the loss sustained, or if the damages are
out of all proportion to the circumstances of the case. This Court will also interfere if
the judge misapprehended the facts, took irrelevant factors into consideration or
applied a wrong principle of law, or applied a wrong measure of damages which made
his award a wholly erroneous estimate of the damage suffered. The award of damages
is a matter for the exercise of the trial judge's judicial discretion and unless we can say
that the judge’s award exceeded the generous ambit within which reasonable
disagreement is possible and was therefore clearly and blatantly wrong we will not
interfere. [See the judgment of this Court in Bernard Nicholas v. Kertist Augustus Civil
Appeal No. 3 of 1994 Dominica dated April 15, 1996.]
The injuries suffered by the respondent left him with pains to his head, back, abdomen
and both legs. He lost one leg and he now wears a wooden leg. He may suffer from
convulsive seizures for the rest of his life. The seizures are without warning and are
violent. As a result of post traumatic sequel the following conditions were identified
(a) Hemi paresis of the left hand side of the respondent's body. (b) Grand mal seizures
(c) Urinary incontinence (sic). He has to wear pampers (d) Anosmia and a diminished
sense of taste (e) Poor memory recall levels. Other injuries also reported were: (a)
Amputation of the left leg below the knee (b) Fractured rib and (c) Fracture of the left
Ulna. There is reduction in his sex drive. From the injuries a chronic pain syndrome
has developed that could in the future develop arthritis. Further details of the injuries
and their effect on the respondent's earning power and his future restricted way of life
were fully considered by the learned judge in his very careful and detailed judgment.
Now to the quantification.
THE MULTIPLIER
In determining the multiplier, the learned judge treated this 45 year old respondent as
having a working life of up to 65 years. Addressing the uncertainties of life, the judge
then discounted that by a quarter and arrived at a multiplier of 15: in arriving at this
figure the learned judge seemed to have relied on one regional case only, that of
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Franklyn Lloyd v. Nathaniel Phillip a decision of the high court in St. Kitts Civil Suit 79 of
1991. In that case a multiplier of 10 was used for a 57 year old doctor where the
evidence disclosed a working life of approximately 70 years. It does not appear from
Redhead J's judgment in the instant matter that he enjoyed the assistance given this
court by the legal advisors of the appellants on this issue.
Dr. Gonsalves presented this Court, for our guidance, with nine other unreported
authorities from the region showing comparable injuries and the multipliers adopted
e.g. 32 years old, multiplier 13, 33 years old, multiplier 13, 26 years old, multiplier 9, 30
years old, multiplier 13, 24 years old, multiplier 14, 52 years old, multiplier 5, 40 years
old, multiplier 12, 31 years old, multiplier 10, 47 years old, multiplier 9 (but reduced to
6). It is obvious from these authorities that the identification of the true multiplier
depended on the individual facts and circumstances of each case and that there was no
rigid formula. In an effort at limiting prolixity, I have not mentioned the names of the
cases, all being unreported cases.
In determining the multiplier a court should be mindful that it is assessing general and
not special damages. That it is evaluating prospects and that it is a once for all and
final assessment. It must take into account the many contingencies, vicissitudes and
imponderables of life. It must remember that (end of page 13) the plaintiff is getting a
lump sum instead of several smaller sums spread over the years and that the award is
intended to compensate the plaintiff for the money he would have earned during his
normal working life but for the accident. {See Franklyn Lloyd v Phillip Supra}.
I am of the view that the learned judge had these legal principles in his mind when he
fixed the multiplier at 15. However, I am also of the view that given the circumstances
of this case, had the judge been made aware of the aforementioned comparable awards
there was the possibility that he may not have gone as high as 15. In my judgment,
considering all the circumstances and applying the law as above stated, the appropriate
multiplier should have been 12 and I so hold. I now address the head of damage of
pecuniary loss and the relevant multiplicand.
PECUNIARY LOSS: THE MULTIPLICAND
In his statement of claim, the respondent pleaded an average weekly earning prior to
the accident of $308.95. The learned judge found from the evidence the average weekly
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earning to be between $330 to $350 per week and based his award on $350 per week.
This basis is challenged by Dr. Gonsalves because of what is stated in the pleadings.
To a certain extent I do not disagree with this challenge.
For the purpose of the multiplicand, the basis should be the least amount the
respondent would have been earning if he had continued working without injuring.
[See Cookson v. Knowles [1979] A.C. 556]. The evidence disclosed this figure to be $330
per week. What is stated in the pleading is not the evidence in the case. I therefore do
not agree with Dr. Gonsalves that the sum should be $308.95. I would therefore use as
the basis for the multiplicand the average earning of $330 per week. The respondent's
current earning capacity as found by the judge is $110 per week. Subtracting this sum
from $330, leaves the multiplicand at $220. Multiplied by 52 weeks we have the figure
of $11,400. Using the multiplier of 12, the loss of income is quantified at $137,280. The
learned judge discounted his award under this head by 5% because of its lump sum
nature. Dr. Gonsalves suggested a discount of 20% based on the Lloyd v. Phillip
judgment (supra). This discount is necessary to cater for the contingencies of life.
Because of the younger age of the respondent when compared to Lloyd I do not agree
that the discount should be 20%. At the same time I consider the learned judge's 5 %
too low. I would discount this sum by 10% and reduce the judge's award under this
head to $123,552.
NURSING SERVICES
The learned judge found, and it is not challenged, that the respondent will need
nursing care for the rest of his life. Under this head, the judge on the evidence of an
agreement between the respondent and one Mrs. Yamraj towards this end, awarded
the sum of $800 per month or $9,600 per year. Using the multiplier of 15% with a
reduction of 5% he arrived at the figure of $108,000. Dr. Gonsalves challenged this
award and submitted a multiplicand of $400, with a multiplier of 9 less 20 %.
The evidence disclosed an agreement of $800 per month with Mrs. Yamraj for her to
provide the respondent with his meals and to watch over him (because of his epileptic
seizures). Of this sum $400 was to be paid for watching over him. The reasonable
inference is that the remaining $400 would be for his meals. I agree with the submission
of Dr. Gonsalves that the respondent should not be paid the $400 per month for his
meals as if he were not injured he would have had to provide his own meals. Mr.
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Bennett suggest an inflation on the remaining $400. In the absence of evidence as to
what this rate of inflation should be I cannot accede to this suggestion. I would
therefore agree with Dr. Gonsalves that the multiplicand under this head should be
$400 per month or $4800 per annum. And, applying the multiplier of 12 and the
discount of 10% used by me under the heading of pecuniary loss I reduce the judge's
award under this head from $108,000 to $51,840.
LOSS OF EARNING CAPACITY
Under the head of the respondent's loss of earning capacity, the learned judge
considered the principles enunciated in the cases of Moeliker v. A Reyrolle and Co. Ltd
[1977] 1 All ER 9 and Fairley v. John Thompson (Design and Contracting Division Ltd)
[1970] 2 Lloyds Rep. 40 and the facts that the respondent was not only an amputee but
also a person suffering from grand mal seizures. He then concluded that there was a
real risk of him losing his job and that his chances of getting another job was virtually
nil. Given those circumstances he awarded the respondent $10,000 under this head.
The learning from the aforementioned two cases is that this head of damage would
arise where a plaintiff is, at the time of trial, in employment but there is a risk that he
may lose this employment at some time in the future and may then, as a result of his
injury, be at a disadvantage in getting another job or an equally well paid job. The
cases show that it is a different head of damages from an actual loss of future earnings
which can already be proved at the time of the trial. As Denning, MR put it in the
Fairley case.
"It is important to realize that there is a difference between award for loss of
earnings as distinct from compensation for loss of earning capacity.
Compensation for loss of future earnings is awarded for real assessable loss
proved (end of page 16) by evidence. Compensation for diminution of earning
capacity is awarded as part of general damages."
On the facts as found by the learned judge in this case, there can be no legal justification
for interfering with his award under this head and I confirm it at $10,000.
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SPECIAL DAMAGES
As special damages, the respondent claimed $98,222.10. The learned judge found that
receipts were produced to support most of the expenditures and awarded the
respondent that sum as special damages. Dr. Gonsalves could not find evidence of
$7,200, of this sum and Mr. Bennett for the respondent did not pursue the issue. I also
do not find evidence of this $7,200. I would therefore reduce the special damages to
$91,022.10.
GENERAL DAMAGES
Redhead, J. in his judgment awarded the respondent general damages for pain,
suffering and loss of amenities in the sum of $45,000. Before doing so he considered
comparable cases to be found in Kemp and Kemp the Quantum of Damages Volume 3
and related those cases to the instant matter. Dr. Gonsalves suggested to this court the
sum of $35,000.
I do not propose interfering with the judge's award of $45,000. This was a matter in the
discretion of the judge. In my judgment, the learned judge exercised his discretion most
carefully and advisedly and I cannot say that the award exceeded the generous ambit
within which reasonable disagreement was possible. I therefore confirm the award of
$45,000 as general damages. I now address the issue of interest
4

INTEREST

In his judgment, the learned judge awarded interest of 9% per annum of the total award
from March 12, 1992 to date of judgment and 5% per annum from date of judgment
until payment. The 5% is not challenged for obvious reasons, that being the statutory
rate as prescribed by s.7 of the Judgment Act Cap. 35 of the Laws of the British Virgin
Islands. However, there is serious challenge to the 9%. The learned judge gave no
reasons for this rate of 9%.
The general principle is that interest ought only to be awarded to a plaintiff for being
kept out of money which ought to have been paid to him. With regard to general
damages, no interest should be awarded before judgment on loss of future earnings.
On damages for loss of amenity and pain and suffering, interest should be awarded
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from the date of the service of the writ to the date of trial at the rate payable on money
in court placed on short term investment. Regarding special damages interest should
be awarded for the period from the date of the accident to the date of trial at half the
above rate. [See Jefford v. Gee [1970] 1 All ER 1202].
There was no evidence led as to the rate of interest on a short term investment. In
deciding the issue of the rate of interest before judgment therefore, I propose to use the
statutory rate of 5% per annum as the yardstick and the awardable rate. And, in
deciding the issue of what interest should be awarded under the respective heads in
this matter, I propose doing so in accordance with the guidelines aforementioned.
These will now be reflected in my conclusion of this matter.
CONCLUSION
For all the reasons given, I would order that this appeal do stand dismissed with costs
to the respondent to be taxed certified fit if not agreed, and that they be paid by the
first and second named appellants. The order of the learned judge is varied to read as
follows:
Pecuniary Loss

$123,552

No interest awarded before judgment.

Nursing Services

$ 51,840

Loss of earning capacity

$10,000

Special Damages

$91,022.10

Interest at the rate of 2 1/2 per cent per
annum from date of accident 27.1.9 1 to
date of trial June 6, 1995.

General Damages for pain
and suffering and Loss of
Amenities
Total Damages

$45,000

Interest at the rate of 5 per cent per annum
from date of service of the Writ 23.3.92 to
date of trial June 6, 1995.

No interest awarded before judgment
No interest awarded before judgment

$321,414.10

There will be interest on this global sum at the rate of 5 per cent per annum from the
date of Redhead J's judgment January 11, 1996 until payment.
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I sincerely hope my mathematics are correct. I do not profess to possess the
mathematical expertise of Dr. Gonsalves.
Satrohan Singh
Justice of Appeal
I concur

C.M. Dennis Byron
Chief Justice

MATTHEW J.A. (Ag.):
I also agree with the decision of the learned trial judge that liability should be attached
to the first and second appellants but I am of the firm view that the respondent suffered
damage as a result partly of his own fault and partly of the fault of the first appellant.
The scenario on the day in question was that the respondent was riding his bicycle on
the left and correct side of the road going Eastwards. Fonseca was driving his car
slowly behind him. The first appellant was driving his jeep behind Fonseca's car and
when he thought the road was clear he overtook Fonseca. About the same time the
respondent was turning right across the road when he came into collision with
Alphonso.
It is accepted that the respondent committed negligent acts by not checking behind him
or giving any signal of his intention to cross the road. While it is true he posed no
threat to Fonseca who was driving behind him it does not mean he was not driving
negligently with regard to Fonseca who was no doubt exercising much caution.
However, he did pose a threat to Martin Alphonso when he rode across the line of
traffic in the path of Alphonso. In my judgment the respondent was contributory
negligent. I would hold that the respondent was 25 per cent liable for the accident and
the appellants 75 per cent liable. I agree with the computation of damages in the
judgment of Singh, J.A. as well as the award of interest and the order for costs.
A.N.J. Matthew
Justice of Appeal (Ag.)
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Cases referred to:
Davies v Swan Motor Co. [1949] 2 KB 291
Fairley v Thompson (Design and Contracting Division) [1970] 2] Lloyds Rep. 40.
Hewitt v Bonvin [1940] 1 KB 188.
Jefford v Gee [1970] 1 All ER 1202
Jones v Levon [1952] 1 TLR 137.
Launchbury v Morgans [1973] AC 127.
Laycock v Grayson (1939) 5 TLR. 698
Nicholas v Augustine. Civ. App. No. 3 of 1994 dated April 15, 1996.
Norwood v Navan (1981) RTR 457.
Raymond v Skelly et al Civ. App. No. 8 of 1995 dated May 12, 1997 (St. Lucia)
The Older (1949) WN 488.
Wells v Thomas 1974 All ER 583.
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BACK
Back injury
MILLS ET AL V DOUGLAS
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - DOMINICA – HIGH COURT CIVIL SUIT NO. 247 OF 2000 (Pemberton, J.) October 4, October 29, 2001, March
05, July 11, 2002, June 15, 2004]
Age at injury: C-1 14 years, and C- Occupation: Students
2 13 years
Age at trial: C-1 16 years and C-2 15 Total award, $38,925
years
Sex: Male
Type of award: Compensation
PLSA: C1 $15,000; C2 $22,000
Most significant injury: C1- Back injury C2- Head injury
Other injuries: Abrasions and lacerations.
Duration of injury and prognosis:
C1- Back pains will persist for a long time limiting his employment options.
C2 – Headaches and giddiness still persisting and should be investigated by CT
scan to determine the degree and extent of his injuries.
Facts: The first and second claimants (C1 and C2) were the minor sons of the third
claimant. C1 and C2 sustained injuries when the vehicle in which they were being
driven was involved in an untimely accident. C1 sustained injury to his lower back
together with some superficial abrasions, injury to his right wrist and some swelling.
C2 sustained lacerations to his forehead and face and injury to his head. At trial, he
was still suffering from headaches and giddiness and would likely be hampered in his
future employment opportunities.
Held: C1 was awarded general damages of $15,000 together with interest at the rate of
4% per annum from the date of service to the date of the consent judgment. C2 was
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awarded general damages of $22,000 together with interest at the rate of 4% per annum
from the date of service to the date of the consent judgment.
Counsel:
Dr. W. Riviere for the claimants.
Mr. D. Stowe for the defendants.

Gun shot wound to the back
ANTOINE V ATTORNEY GENERAL OF GRENADA
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT- GRENADA – HIGH COURT CIVIL SUIT NO. GDAHCV2009/0383
(Taylor-Alexander, M.) February 25, 2014]
Age at injury: Not known
Occupation: Farmer/Shop Keeper
Age at trial: Not known
Total award: $80,425
Sex: Male
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $80,000
Most significant injury: Bullet wound to the lower back.
Other injuries: Damage to the sciatic nerve.
Duration of injury and prognosis: The claimant would have to use a walking aid
permanently.
Facts: The claimant was sitting in his shop when he came under attack by plain clothes
officers armed with guns. Mistaking the police officers for bandits, the claimant
responded by throwing his cutlass in their direction. The cutlass struck the lattice work
on the shop counter but this prompted a reaction by the police officers during which
he was shot. The claimant was treated at hospital where it was confirmed that the bullet
had entered his lower back and passed through the left flank on the anterior abdominal
wall. The claimant underwent a laparotomy (abdominal exploration) which revealed
no damage to any organs or the abdominal wall. His external wounds were dressed
and he was kept in the male surgical ward for an undisclosed period of time. His
general recovery was good but he developed complications relating to paralitic ilieus
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(obstruction of the intestine due to paralysis of the intestinal muscles). He also suffered
an extreme neurological injury to the sciatic nerve resulting in weakness of his lower
extremity. As a result, he would have to use a walking aid permanently.
Held: The claimant was awarded general damages of $80,000 and special damages of
$425 with interest at 3% from the date of the accident to the date of judgment and 5%
post judgment. Prescribed costs of $7,328.25 were also awarded.
Cases referred to:
Wright v British Railways Board [1932] 2 All ER 698.
Broome v Cassell [1972] AC 1027.
Counsel:
Derick Sylvester and Cherelle Bain for the claimant.
Adebayo Oluwu for the defendant.

Lower back injury
DELPLESCHE V DE ROCHE
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT- ST VINCENT AND THE
GRENADINES –HIGH COURT (CIVIL) –CLAIM NO. 41 OF 2012
(Lanns, M) April 19, 2013]
Age at injury: 54
Occupation: Home Assistant
Age at trial: 57
Total award: $65,000
Sex: F
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $65,000
Most significant injury: Lower back pain.
Additional injuries: Trauma to head, headaches, abrasions to face, lacerations to
forehead, nose and lower lip and knee pain.
Duration and prognosis. Continued to suffer from lower back pain.
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Facts: The claimant was standing on the side walk on a public road when she was
struck down by a motor vehicle driven by the Defendant. She sustained trauma to the
head and left knee, abrasions to face, laceration to forehead, nose and lower lip,
bleeding from left nostril. The claimant complained of severe pain to her lower back,
head and knee. She was left with scarring on her face. There was no updated medical
evidence before the court. On July 31, 2012 judgment in default of acknowledgment of
service was entered against the defendant for special damages, with assessment of
general damages to be done later.
Held: After considering the evidence and submissions, the age of the claimant, the
nature of her injuries, her physical disability, the pain and suffering which she endured
and her loss of amenities the court awarded her $65,000 as general damages for pain
and suffering and loss of amenities together with interest at the rate of 3% from the
date of service of the Statement of Claim to date of judgment on assessment.
Cases referred to:
Carter v St. Clare Latham Concrete and Aggregates Ltd. VC 2006 HC 15
(www.justis.com).
CCAA Ltd. v Jeffrey [2004] ECSC J0302-1 (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Hatchett v First Caribbean International Bank et al [2007] ECSC J1129-1m VG 2007 HC44
(www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Jacob v Romulus et al [2010] ECSC J0728 -1 (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Mayers v Williams and Shell Antilles and Guianas Ltd. [2002] (www.eccourts.org).
O’Garro et al v Ross et al VC 2008 HC 12 (www.justis.com).
Tobitt et al v Frederick AG 2010 HC 55 ( www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Counsel:
Mr. Cecil A Williams for the claimant.
Defendant absent despite service.
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Back sprain
HAWLEY V HALLIDAY
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT- GRENADA– ST. CHRISTOPHER
AND NEVIS– HIGH COURT- CIVIL SUIT NO. 29 OF 1996
(Smith, J) February 9, 2000]
Age at injury: Unknown
Occupation: Legal Assistant
Age at trial: Unknown

Total award: $24,362

Sex: Female
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $9,000
Most significant injury: Lower back sprain.
Other injuries: Right shoulder contusion, acute neck sprain or whiplash, contusions to
the upper right buttocks and right sacroiliac sprain.
Duration of injury and prognosis: Likelihood of chronicity with accompanying pain.

Facts: The claimant, a legal assistant, was injured when the car she was driving was hit
by a vehicle driven by the defendant which had mounted a sidewalk, swerved and
struck pedestrians before slamming into the claimant on the 16th December, 1996. The
claimant suffered injuries to her back and neck, with difficulty sleeping on a count of
the pain. Particularly, she suffered an acute neck sprain or whiplash, acute back sprain,
contusions to the upper right buttocks and right sacroiliac sprain. She was unable to
engage in regular exercises for a period. Her pain and suffering was likely to be
chronic.
Held: The defendant owed a duty of care to the claimant and was negligent in the
driving of her vehicle. The claimant was entitled to EC$15,362 for special damages for
the cost of repair to her car, rental and her medical bills. For her pain and suffering,
including the element of chronic pain, she was awarded EC$9,000.
Cases referred to:
Cornilliac v St. Louis (1965) 7 WIR 491.
Counsel:
Mr E. Ferdinand for the claimant.
Mr. N. Butler for the defendant.
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CHEST
Injury to chest
CANAII V MALZAIRE ET AL
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT – ST. LUCIA – HIGH COURT –
CLAIM NO. SLUHCV2003/0821 (Mason, J.) February 1, April 2, May 2, 2007]
Age at injury: 48
Occupation: Taxi Driver
Age at trial: 52
Total award: $107,957.22
Sex: M
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $50,000
Most significant injury: Pneumomediastinum (air in the chest) from laceration to
trachea.
Other injuries: Fracture of the left distal tibia, laceration to forehead.
Duration of injury and prognosis: Tracheotomy and debridement of open ankle
fracture, open reduction and internal fixation of left ankle with bone grafting,
limitation of flexion and extension of the ankle, expected to develop post-traumatic
osteoarthritis of the ankle which may necessitate fusion of the ankle.
Facts: The claimant was severely injured in an accident caused by the negligence of the
2nd defendant who permitted a disabled truck, owned by the 1st defendant, to be left on
the highway without proper illumination. The Court considered the quantum of
damages that should be awarded to the claimant.
Held: The claimant was awarded general damages in the sum of $92,500 comprised of
$50,000 for pain and suffering and loss of amenities, for loss of future earnings in the
sum of $40,000 and $2,500 for future medical care. The claimant was awarded special
damages in the sum of $12,957.22.
Cases referred to:
Alphonso et al v Ramnath (1997) 56 WIR 183.
Auguste v Neptune (1997) 56 WIR 229.
British Transport Commission v Gourley [1956] AC 185; [1955] 3 All ER 796.
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Cornilliac v St. Louis (1965) 7 WIR 491.
Cookson v Knowles [1979] AC 556; [1978] 2 WLR 978.
Hodgson et al v Trapp et al [1989] AC 807.
Counsel:
Ms. Beverley Downes for the claimant.
Mr. Dexter Theodore for the defendants.

Injury to chest
MCMILLAN V WARREN ET AL
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT – ST. VINCENT AND THE
GRENADINES - CLAIM NO. SVGHCV2013/0183 (Lincoln, M.) - June 25, 2015]
Age at injury: Not provided
Occupation: Farmer and landscaper
Age at trial: Not provided
Total award: $10,530
Sex: M
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $10,000
Most significant injury: Injury to chest causing damage to lung.
Additional injuries: Injuries to neck. both legs, abrasions, bruises and minor cuts on
both legs.
Duration and prognosis By 2012, the claimant was deemed to have fully recovered
and was fit for work.
Facts: The claimant was involved in a road traffic accident which occurred on 13
August 2010. He sustained blunt injuries to his right lateral chest and neck and to both
legs as well as injury to his right lung and right lower zone lung pneumonitis. He was
examined on 13 Sept 2012 by the same doctor who concluded that his right lung was
healthy and functioning normally and all bruises healed. The claimant was deemed to
have regained health and was fully fit for work. In December 2013, three years after
the accident, the claimant was seen by a doctor after complaining of pain from his neck
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and right shoulder down to his back. The doctor found that he was suffering from a
degenerative disease. The claimant stated that his condition was caused by the accident
which had occurred in 2010 and sought damages from the defendants for their
negligence.
Held: The judge found that two years after the accident the claimant had made a
complete recovery from the injuries sustained in the accident. He was now suffering
from a degenerative disease, but there was no evidence that his degenerative condition
was caused or exacerbated by injuries which he sustained during the accident. He
considered awards made in cited cases, and taking inflation into account, found that
$10,000 was reasonable compensation for pain, suffering and loss of amenities with
interest at 2 ½% from date of service of the claim to the date of judgment. With regard
to loss of earnings, the plaintiff had neither pleaded nor given evidence of where he
was employed prior to the accident, his earnings prior to the accident or of the period
for which he remained unemployed as a result of his injuries. There was therefore
insufficient evidence on which he could be awarded damages for loss of earning.
Cases referred to:
Bramble v Danny et al [2004] ECSC J0115-1 (www.justis.com).
CCCA Limited v Jeffrey [2004] ECSC J0302-1 (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Christopher v Samuels et al [2010] 3 JBVIC 1801 (www.justis.com) and
www.eccourts.org)
Douglas v Roberts et al VC 2014 HC 10 (www.justis.com).
Enville v AG of St Vincent and the Grenadines et al VC 2014 HC 20 (www.justis.com).
Louis v St Omer et al LC 2005 HC 45 ( www.justis.com).
McLean v Bynoe [2009] ECSC J0703-3 (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Smith v Fleming et al [2011] ECSC J0527-1 (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Trocard v Edmund et al [2010] ECSCJ0512-1 (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Counsel:
Ms. Patricia Marks for the claimant.
Mr. Duane Daniel for the defendants.
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Injury to chest and collarbone
THE STATE V FRANCIS
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - COMMONWEALTH OF
DOMINICA - HIGH COURT – CRIMINAL CASE NO. 30 OF 2015(Thomas, J.) November 13, 2015]
Age at injury: Not known
Age at trial: Not known

Occupation: Not known
Total award: $9,400

Sex: Male
Type of award: Criminal injury and compensation.
PSLA: $7,500
Most significant injury: Stab wounds to collarbone and chest.
Other injuries: Puncture wounds to the right knee, right flank, scapula and
lumbar regions.
Duration of injury and Prognosis: Full recovery by date of trial.
Facts: The defendant and the complainant were cousins. They played video games
together and visited each other’s home. The respondent had a history of mental illness
and was an out-patient of the psychiatric hospital. On the night in question he entered
the complainant’s home, uninvited, and attacked him with an ice pick inflicting
seventeen (17) stab wounds to various parts of his body including the chest, back, head
and knee. The attack was unprovoked since both the complainant and his mother were
asleep at the time of the attack. The victim was hospitalised for two (2) days. The
respondent had no previous convictions and was not known to be violent. This was
confirmed by family members and shared by community persons interviewed. The
respondent pleaded guilty and showed remorse for his actions. By date of trial the
complainant had made a full recovery.
Held: The complainant was awarded general damages of $7,500; loss of earnings of
$1,400; special damages of $500. If the full award was not paid in 6 months from the
date of the order, the respondent would serve six (6) months in prison. The defendant
was also ordered to continue his treatment at the Psychiatric Unit. The respondent
would be released from prison in a month’s time.
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Cases referred to:
Cornilliac v St. Louis [1965] 7 WIR 491.
Greer v Alston Engineering Sales and Service Ltd. (2003) 63 WIR 388; [2003] UKPC 46.
Queen v Mikel Scotland [2012] ECSC J0418-1 (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org)
Wells v Wells [1999] 3 All ER 198; [1998] 2 All ER 481.
Statute referred to:
Criminal Law and Procedure Act. Chap. 12:01, Revised Laws of Dominica.
Counsel:
Ms. Baptiste, Director of Public Prosecution for the State.
Mrs. Dyer-Moore for the defendant.

FACE
Abrasions to face
TROCARD V EDMUND ET AL
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT- DOMINICA – HIGH COURTCIVIL SUIT NO, DOMHCV2008/0206 (Cottle, J.) March 9th, May 12th, 2010]
Age at injury: 65 years
Occupation:
Age at trial: 68 years
Total award: $8,200
Sex: Male
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA : $7,500
Most significant injury: Multiple abrasions to head, lip and mouth.
Other injuries: Minor abrasions to hand and elbow.
Duration of injury and prognosis: Full recovery. By trial the claimant’s injuries had
fully resolved.
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Facts: The claimant was riding his bicycle along the road and the first defendant was
driving the second defendant’s motor vehicle along the same road. They were both
travelling in the same direction. The motor vehicle collided with the rear of the
claimant’s bicycle. The claimant was tossed into the air on impact and landed on the
windscreen causing it to shatter. The claimant was then thrown into the bushes off the
shoulder of the roadway. The claimant suffered multiple abrasions about the body,
including the wrist, elbow, lip, head and mouth. The abrasions were minor and by trial
had fully resolved.
Held: The collision was caused solely by the defendant who failed to exercise due care
in his attempt to overtake the claimant. The claimant was awarded general damages
of $7,500; special damages of $700; prescribed costs of $2,460. Interest was awarded on
the global sum of $8,200 at the rate of 5% from judgment until payment.
Case referred to:
Louis v St. Omer et al LC 2005 HC 45 (www.justis.com).
Counsel:
Mrs. Yearwood for the claimant.
Mr. McDonald for the defendants.

Broken jaw bone
SKEPPLE V WEEKES
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - ANTIGUA AND BARBUDA –
COURT OF APPEAL- HCVAP 2009/010
(George-Creque, JA; Gordon, JA; Baptiste, JA) July 23 2009; Jan. 25 2010]
Age at injury: Unknown

Occupation: Unknown

Age at trial: Unknown

Total award: $170,744.49

Sex: M
Type of award: Compensation
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PSLA: $100,000
Most significant injury: Broken jaw bone.
Other injuries: Dislocation of the right sternoclavicular joint; a bulging deformity in
the dorsum of the base of the first metacarpal bones of the left hand with tenderness
and limited range of movements, laceration of about 3 cm long in the thenar region
of the left hand and tenderness and crepitations in the distal phalanx of the ipsilateral
thumb; swelling and tenderness of the right shoulder, though with full range of
movements.
Duration of injury and prognosis: No evidence that the claimant would be
incapable of doing his pre-accident job in future.
Facts: The claimant was injured when his motorcycle collided with a pickup van being
driven by the respondent for which the respondent accepted liability. The claimant
suffered serious internal injuries, a broken jaw bone, a broken left thumb, a broken
clavicle, bruised kidney, bruises over various parts of his body and he lost three teeth.
He was knocked unconscious for 16 hours, and was hospitalized for a total three
weeks, one of which was spent in the Intensive Care Unit. For 6 weeks after the accident
he was able to ingest only liquids due to the fact that his jaw was wired and clamped
shut. For three of those weeks he was on bed rest as the injuries to his pelvic area
limited his ability to place weight on his legs without generating “excruciating pain.”
His mother and girlfriend provided necessary care and support. Prior to the accident
the appellant was earning $3,000 per month at his then employment Cars.com;
subsequent to the accident, once the appellant had recovered, he was able to gain
permanent employment with LIAT, but at a lesser salary of $1,923 per month.
Held: The award for loss of pecuniary prospects could not be granted as there was no
evidence that as a result of the accident the appellant was incapable of doing the job he
was doing before as a result of some physical or mental injury suffered from the
accident. There was no direct relationship between the loss of his job at Cars.com and
his new employment at a lower pay. The damage claimed for loss of earnings before
trial is precise, capable of being worked out and was suffered before trial of this case,
thus a classic claim for special damages. The appellant had failed to include any
schedule of special damages claimed and therefore could not seek to recover. Where
possible the sum assessed for each relevant head of damage should be specifically
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itemized to enable the claimant and defendant to know the sum for each head of
damage which equally facilities challenge on appeal.
Cases referred to:
Alphonso v Ramnath (1997) 56 WIR 183.
Auguste v Neptune (1997) 56 WIR 229.
George et al v Pinnock et al [1973] 1 WLR 118.
Hayward et al v Pullinger & Partners Ltd [1950] 1 KBD 581.
Statutory instrument referred to:
Eastern Caribbean Civil Procedure Rules, 2000.
Counsel:
D. Hamilton, QC for the claimant.
P. Knight for the defendant.

Burns to face
SANDY V ANTIGUA PUBLIC UTILITY AUTHORITY ET AL
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - ANTIGUA AND BARBUDA HIGH COURT- ANUHCV1998/0156
(Mitchell, J.) July 17, 29, 31 2003]
Age at injury: Unknown

Occupation: Electrician and Constable

Age at trial: Unknown
Total award: $109,145.15
Sex: M
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $65,000
Most significant injury: Second-degree burns to face.
Duration of Injuries and Prognosis: Full recovery on face with minimal scarring
and 5% cosmetic deficit.
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Facts: The claimant, a constable in the Royal Antigua and Barbuda Police Force and a
qualified electrician, was under the supervision of the second defendant when he was
injured during an explosion at the first defendant’s power plant. The defendants
admitted liability. The claimant suffered extensive burns about his body and required
repeated hospitalization. He was required to undergo extensive plastic and
reconstructive surgery in Barbados, including the process of skin grafting. While in
Barbados, he stayed with friends who took care of him, providing accommodation and
meals. The process required continuous medical care and follow-up, including regular
check-ups up to five years after the incident. His girlfriend provided full time nursing
services for the first five months of his intense rehabilitation. On account of the nature
of his injuries, he had limited ability to engage in sporting activity or other athletic
endeavours. He was unable to work for sixteen (16) months in the RABPF and in his
secondary jobs including providing private security for a night club, and as a private
electrician.
Held: The standard applicable to the proof of special damages is the balance of
probability. The claimant was unable to provide some receipts for taxi fares, flight
costs, cosmetic creams, nursing care in Antigua and Barbados, accommodation and
meals in Barbados and, doctors’ visits. The Court considered that these claims with
respect to special damages for services provided by third parties which were necessary
on account of his physically incapacity attributable to the accident were reasonable in
the circumstances and awarded $44,145.15. With regard to other claims, the Court
found that an ordinary civil servant is by the General Orders that apply to all civil
servants barred from taking up part-time employment without proper authorisation.
In the case of a police officer, he is a uniformed member of an armed and disciplined
force in the service of the State and cannot rent out his services as if he were an ordinary
private citizen. The claimant was therefore unable to claim for an illegal contract which
demonstrated manifest conflicts of interests and illegality; namely the provision of
police services in the absence of authorisation by the Commissioner of Police. His claim
for loss in income from private electrical work was likewise denied. The claimant was
awarded $65,000 for pain and suffering and loss of amenities taking into account the
nature of his injuries, and his protracted and complicated recovery. With regard to
further financial loss, the claimant could not be awarded for loss of prospects within
the police service in the absence of credible evidence to support the claim, and there
was none to suggest that his prospects for promotion in the police force were harmed
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by the injuries that he suffered. Interest awarded at a rate of 5% from the filing of the
claim to the date of judgment.
Cases referred to:
Ratcliffe v Evans [1892] 2 QB 524.
Grant v Motilal Moonan Ltd et al (1988) 43 WIR 372.
Smith v Manchester Corporation (1974) 17 KIR 1.
Statute referred to:
Eastern Caribbean Supreme Court Act, CAP 143.
Counsel:
Mr. Jason Martin for the claimant.
Ms. Tracy Benn for the defendants.

Fracture of wall of orbit of right eye
DABREO V STEVENS YACHT INC. ET AL
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT – BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS –
HIGH COURT – CLAIM NO. BVIHCV2002/0013 (Rawlins, J.) September 27, 28;
October 1, 18 2004]
Age of injury: 50
Occupation: Not given
Age at trial: 53
Total award: $36,596.25
Sex: M
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $8,500
Most significant injury: Traverse fracture of lateral wall of orbit of right eye.
Other injuries: Facial discoloration on left side and below right eye, fracture
affecting 6th, 7th and 8th left lower ribs, segmental collapse of left lower lobe of ling,
bruises to legs, knees and right index finger.
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Duration of injury and prognosis: No permanent or continuing disability or
scarring. Approximately 20-25% incapacity with avoidance of strenuous activity
recommended.
Facts: The claimant was travelling as a passenger in a motor jeep which collided with
a pickup that came out of a side road. The second defendant, who was employed by
the first defendant, was driving the pickup at the time of the accident. The Court
considered whether the defendants were negligent and whether the claimants were
contributorily negligent.
Held: The defendants were found to be at fault and liable to the extent of 50% for the
collision. The claimant was awarded general damages for pain and suffering and loss
of amenities in the sum of $8,500 with interest at the rate of 5% per annum from the
date of service of the claim to the date of trial; $25,436.10 for loss of earnings and $349.34
for future medical expenses. The claimant was also awarded special damages in the
sum of $2,311.15 with interest at the rate of 5% per annum from the date of service of
the claim to the date of trial.
Cases referred to:
Alphonso et al v. Ramnath (1997) 56 WIR 183.
British Transport Commission v Gourley [1956] AC 185; [1955] 3 All ER 796
Cornilliac v. St. Louis (1965) 7 WIR 491.
Froom and Others v Butcher [1975] 3 All ER 520.
McNally v. Lotte and CITCO (BVI) Ltd. VG 2003 HC11 (www.justis.com).
Woods, A (as Administrator of the Estate of N.E. Woods, Deceased (1985) LILR 510.
Statutes referred to:
Income Tax Act, Cap 208, s.8.
Social Security Act, s. 18.
Counsel:
Mr. J. Martin for the claimant.
Ms. Tracy Benn for the defendants.
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Fracture of facial bones
CASIMIR V ETTIENE
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT -COMMONWEALTH OF
DOMINICA – HIGH COURT – CLAIM NO. DOMHCV2013 OF 310- (Thomas, J.)
September 26th, 2013, October 01, 2013 January 23rd, 2014]
Age at injury: Not known
Occupation: Not known
Age at trial: Not known
Total award: $5,000
Sex: Male
Type of award: Compensation
PLSA: $5,000
Most significant injury: Loss of four (4) front teeth.
Other injuries: Facial abrasions.
Duration of injury and prognosis: On-going pain at trial.
Facts: The claimant visited the residence of a lady whom he alleged was his girlfriend
and was pregnant with his child. It was 3:00 o’clock in the morning. He confronted
both the girlfriend and the defendant who was asleep at the residence. The defendant
punched the claimant in the face and mouth, and then threw him over the porch
causing him to burst his head. The claimant suffered a bruised face and four of his front
teeth were knocked out. The claimant also suffered a laceration from the wrist to the
3rd digit of his right hand. He was treated at hospital. The claimant sought
compensation for the injuries sustained in this violent attack. The defendant
counterclaimed alleging that when the claimant visited the lady’s residence he became
very disappointed, agitated and annoyed when he discovered the defendant sleeping
there. The claimant became physical with the lady who was indeed pregnant. The
defendant came to the lady’s defence and the claimant then attacked him. He left the
claimant at the residence and visited the police station where he made a report. The
defendant denied knocking out the claimant’s teeth, stating that the claimant was
drunk and had slipped and struck his mouth against the table.
Held: The claimant failed to meet the evidential standard to satisfy the court that the
defendant was liable for assault and battery of the claimant and was therefore not
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entitled to damages. Instead the defendant’s counterclaim succeeded and the
defendant was entitled to damages for assault and battery in the sum of $5,000 plus
prescribed cost.
Cases referred to:
Ashley v Chief Constable of Sussex Police [2008] 2 WLR 975; [2008] 3 All ER 573.
George v O’Brien [2010] ECSC J0602 -3 (www. justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Wilson v Pringle [1987] QB 237.
Shallow v Frank [2008] ECSC J0916-8 (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Counsel:
Mrs. Dyer-Munro for the claimant.
Mrs. Felix-Evans and Mr. Murdoch for the defendants.
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Fracture of facial bones
JULES V WILLIAMS ET AL
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT -DOMINICA – HIGH COURTCIVIL SUIT NO, DOMHCV2009/0018
(Cottle, J.) December 15th, 2011, May 5th, June 12th, 2012]
Age at injury: 26 years
Occupation: Amateur boxer
Age at trial:
29 years
Total award: $107,545.84
Sex: Male
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $100,000
Most significant injury: Fractures to facial bones.
Other injuries: Multiple abrasions and wounds, internal bleeding.
Duration of injury and prognosis: Permanent facial deformity.
Facts: The claimant was an amateur boxer who had represented his country in
competition. He sustained severe injuries when he was struck by a motor vehicle being
driven by the first defendant. He suffered fractures to the facial bones; wounds to the
face, left arm and elbow; internal bleeding due to wound to the mesentery and
mesocolon and multiple abrasions. Following the accident he was taken to the hospital
where he remained for nine days. During this time, it was noted that he had suffered
severe deformity to his face. On discharge from hospital the claimant continued to
experience pain in his mouth. He attended his dentist and an ENT specialist for further
treatment. He was diagnosed as suffering from malocclusion (imperfect positioning
of the teeth when the jaws are closed); inability to open his mouth and loss of sensation
of his lower lips. As a result of the facial deformity, he was subsequently referred
abroad to a plastic and reconstructive surgeon. The surgeon confirmed that several
bones in the face were fractured. Arch bars and a metal plate were inserted. It was
noted that the metal place would remain in place but he would shortly undergo further
surgery for the removal of the arch bar. At trial the claimant’s considerable pain was
ongoing. The medical evidence indicated that the claimant’s facial appearance had
been permanently altered.
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Held: The claimant was awarded general damages of $100,000; special damages of
$7,545.84; costs on the prescribed scale of $15,943.19. Interest was awarded at the rate
of 5% from judgment until payment.
Cases referred to:
Tewodros v Malik et al LC 2014 HC 14 (www.justis.com).
Cornilliac v St. Louis (1965) 7 WIR 491.
Skepple v Weekes [2010] ECSC J0125-2 (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
James v Lewis et al AG 2009 HC 16 (www.justis.com).
Counsel:
Mrs. Didier for the claimant.
Mrs. J. Dyer for the defendants.

Fracture of jaw bone
NOEL V JOHN
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT- GRENADA – HIGH COURT CIVIL SUIT NO. GDAHCV2011/0567
(Cenac-Phulgence, M (Ag.) July 2, 25 and December 21, 2012]
Age at injury: 24 years
Age at trial: 25 years

Occupation: Ward Clerk
Total award: $172,000 and interest of
6% per annum on PLSA from date of
service of claim to date of payment

Sex: F
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $160,000
Most significant injury: Fracture of jaw bone.
Other injuries: Facial laceration, loss of teeth.
Duration of injury and prognosis: The damage to the claimant’s facial nerve and
her facial scarring were permanent.
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Facts: The claimant was a passenger in the front seat of a motor vehicle driven by the
defendant. The vehicle collided with a wall as a result of which the claimant went into
a state of unconsciousness. The claimant sustained serious injuries and was
hospitalised for eight days during which time she underwent emergency surgery to
repair a broken jaw bone. The fracture was stabilised by direct fixation with plate and
screws. Lacerations to the claimant’s face were also sutured. The steel instrument
implanted would be a permanent lifelong fixture. The claimant underwent three (3)
other surgeries which were performed abroad. At trial the claimant was still
experiencing intermittent pain and discomfort from the injuries sustained. The right
side of her face would freeze whenever she drank cold drink or during cold weather.
The claimant was referred for plastic surgery which could replace the bone but would
not cure the damage to the nerve which was permanent. The claimant would therefore
be left with some facial deformity and scarring.
Held: The claimant was awarded general damages of $160,000 with interest of 6% from
date of service of claim form to date of payment and prescribed costs of $12,000 and
prescribed costs of $12,000.
Cases referred to:
Cornilliac v St Louis (1963) 7 WIR 491.
Jules v Williams et al (www.eccourts.org).
McHugh v Cunningham (1999) IEHC 157.
Skepple v Weekes [2010] ECSC J0125-2 (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Sudama v Baldeosingh TT 1979 HC 57 (www.justis.com).
Trocard v Edmund et al [2010] ECSC J)0512-1 (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Counsel:
Ms. Cherrelle R. Bain for the claimant.
Ms. Ria A.R. Marshall for the defendant.
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Lacerations to cheek
LEWIS V HANNIBAL
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT- GRENADA – HIGH COURT CIVIL CLAIM NO. GDAHCV2002/0019– (Benjamin, J.) April 22, May 12, and June
3, 2004, August 28, 2007]
Age at injury: 45 years
Occupation: Not known
Age at trial: 52 years
Total award: $92,000
Sex: Male
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $27,500
Most significant injury: Lacerations to cheek, forehead and elbow.
Other injuries: Multiple soft tissue injuries, scarring.
Duration of injury and prognosis: The claimant suffered an exacerbation of an
existing injury which would likely worsen in the future.
Facts: The claimant was dismounting his bicycle on a sidewalk when the defendant
negligently drove his motor vehicle and collided with him. The evidence suggested
that the claimant had temporarily lost consciousness. He was treated at hospital for
pain to the chest, right shoulder, right hand, head, neck and right tempero-mandibular
joint (connects lower jaw to skull). Lacerations to his left cheek, left forehead, and right
forearm were sutured whilst other lacerations to the right elbow and left clavicle were
dressed. The claimant was referred for X-rays and released the same day. The X-rays
revealed severe degenerative changes but no fractures or dislocations. It was held that
the accident had given rise to pain in the right shoulder and operated to aggravate the
pre-existing degenerative condition. However, the reduced range of motion was
attributed to the pre-existing degenerative condition. The injury resulted in visible
scars to the forehead, lateral to the left eye, on the right forearm and chest wall. At trial
the scar on the chest had disappeared but the other scars were visible and described as
permanent. A foreign body was later discovered in the claimant’s right forearm. His
claim to have broken his foot in the accident was not borne out by the evidence. The
court also rejected an injury to the knee which had developed post-accident.
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Held: The claimant was awarded general damages of $27,000 with interest at 5% from
the date of the order until payment; special damages of $55,300 with interest of 3%
from the date of service until date of order 6% until payment; and prescribed costs of
$9,700. The counterclaim which the defendant had filed was dismissed with no order
as to costs.
Counsel:
Mr. A. Clouden for the claimant.
Mr. R. Fergusson for the defendant.

Loss of eye
NATIONAL GUARANTEE INSURANCE COMPANY LIMITED V GEORGE
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT- GRENADA – COURT APPEAL NO.
22 OF 2002 (Byron, CJ, Redhead, JA and Georges, JA (ag.)) November 25, 2002]
Age at injury: Not known
Occupation:
Age at trial: Not known
Total award: $106,184
Sex: M
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $84,000
Most significant injury: Loss of an eye.
Facts: On May 24, 1999 the respondent sustained serious injuries in a motor vehicle
accident which resulted in loss of his eye. The appellant questioned the quantum of
damages on the basis that the award of $84,000 for pain, suffering and loss of amenities
was too high and ought to be reduced to $50,000.
Held: Damages is an exercise of the judge’s discretion as long as he does not make an
award that is excessive or out of proportion or if the learned trial judge exercises a
wrong discretion and takes into account what he ought not to. Under the
circumstances, a Court of Appeal would not lightly interfere with an award of
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damages. Therefore, the appeal was dismissed and the judgment affirmed. Costs
awarded in the amount of $9,000.
Cases referred to:
Alphonso et al v Ramnath (1997) 56 WIR 183.
Statutes and statutory instrument referred to:
Companies Act, Sec. 513.
Motor Vehicles Insurance (Third Party Risks) Act, Cap. 202.
Rules of the Supreme Court, 1970, Order 50, rule 3(1).
Counsel:
Dr. Francis Alexis for the appellant.
Mrs. Celia Edwards for the respondent.

Loss of eye
REGIS V E.S. DOLLAND & ASSOCIATES LTD.
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT- GRENADA – HIGH COURT –
CIVIL CASE GDAHCV2012/0293 (Aziz, J.) October 19, 2015]
Age at injury: 20 years
Occupation: Helper
Age at trial: 23 years
Total award: $102,040
Sex: Male
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $85,060
Most significant injury: Loss of right eye
Other injuries: Scarring around the eye socket.
Duration of injury and prognosis: permanent blindness in the right eye.
Facts: The claimant was employed by the defendant’s company as a helper. He was
using a grinder with a metallic blade to cut concrete board when the blade broke off
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causing injury to his face and eye. He was treated at hospital where an assessment
showed zero light perception in the right eye but 20/20 vision in the left eye. The
claimant underwent emergency surgery during which adhesions of the conjunctiva
were excised. He remained in hospital for seven (7) days during which time lacerations
to the eyelid and forehead were also repaired. The medical prognosis was that the
claimant was legally blind in the right eye. At trial the claimant pleaded that he had
never received any training on the proper use of the grinder. He had been issued with
protective goggles in the past but these were no longer useable. The claimant also
stated that the defendant’s company had no policy of insisting that protective clothing
be worn or of sending home members of staff who failed to do so. Following the
accident, the claimant wore dark glasses to conceal his physical deformity.
Held: The claimant was awarded general damages of $85,060 together with interest at
6% from date of filing to date of payment; special damages of $16,980 and costs of
$17,012. The claimant was deemed to have contributed to his own injury since he did
not do enough to protect himself from injury. The quantum of general damages was
reduced by 20% to reflect contributory negligence.
Cases referred to:
Jones v Livox Quarries Ltd. [1952] 2 QB 608.
A C Billings & Sons Ltd. v Riden [1958] AC 240.
Fraser v Dalrymple et al AG 2010 HV 9 (www.justis.com).
Haywood v Olivierre [2007] ECSC J0404-4 (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Ilkiw v Samuels [1963] 2 All ER 679; [1963] 1 WLR 991.
Well v Wells [1998] 2 All ER 481; [1999] 1 AC 345.
Counsel:
Mr. Derick Sylvester with Cathisha Williams for the claimant.
Mr. Benjamin Hood for the respondent.
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Loss of vision in right eye
GEORGE V FRANKLYN ET AL
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT- GRENADA – HIGH COURT CIVIL
SUIT NO. 346 of 2000 (Pemberton, M.) March 08, July 10, 2001]
Age at injury: 42 years
Occupation: Ward Clerk
Age at trial: 43 years
Total award: $160,000
Sex: Male
Type of award: Compensation
PLSA: $84,000
Most significant injury: Complete loss of vision in right eye.
Other injuries: Minor head injury.
Duration of injury and prognosis: Permanent eye injury.
Facts: The claimant, then 42, lost his right eye as a result of a motor vehicle accident.
At trial the claimant had resumed driving and had changed his job. He was even
earning more than he had earned previously but his sense of job satisfaction was
significantly reduced. His credit rating at the bank diminished. The claimant was still
experiencing frequent headaches and loss of balance. He could no longer participate in
or enjoy outdoor activities. The claimant was sin reasonably good health but the
accident did have a debilitating effect on his family life.
Held: The claimant was awarded general damages of $84,000 with interest at 4% from
date of service to the date of the judgment; special damages of $17,194 with interest of
6% from the date of judgement until payment; and costs of $5,000.
Counsel:
Mrs. Celia Edwards and Ms N. Byer for the claimant.
Mr. R. Ferguson amicus.
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Loss of vision in right eye
MCGIBBON V LIDDIE
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT – ANGUILLA – HIGH COURT –
CLAIM NO. AXAHCV/2006/0081 (George-Creque, J.) November 19, 20, 2007;
December 4, 2007]
Age at injury: 34
Occupation: Not known
Age at trial: 42
Total award: $614,227.28
Sex: F
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $75,000
Most significant injuries: Dislocated right hip, fracture of the right acetabulum,
sunken right eye and significant loss of vision in right eye.
Other injuries: Laceration over the nose bridge.
Duration of injury and prognosis: Significant loss of vision in right eye, constant
headaches. Permanent disability in right eye, visual acuity loss and chronic pain
from right hip dislocation.
Facts: The claimant was injured as a result of a collision between two motor vehicles
on a public road. The defendant denied liability and asserted that the claimant’s
injuries were caused by her negligence and contributed to by her failure inter alia to
properly manoeuvre her vehicle and to wear a seatbelt. The Court considered whether
the defendant was guilty of negligence and whether the claimant was contributorily
negligent by not wearing a seatbelt.
Held: While it was not the law that a seatbelt should be worn in Anguilla, there was
no evidence that wearing one would have reduced the extent of the claimant’s injuries.
The Court was satisfied with the evidence of continuing pain and discomfort suffered
by the claimant from headaches, a deformity of the peri-orbital region, and a hip
dislocation coupled with a fracture of the lip of the acetabulum. It concluded that
continuing to work in her present condition would have presented difficulties and that
in the future she might need a hip replacement. She was awarded $75,000 for pain and
suffering, resulting physical disability and loss of amenities; $442,104 for loss of
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pecuniary prospects and special damages of $25,929.64. Costs as prescribed by CPR
Part 65(5)(2) were assessed in the sum of $71,293.64.
Cases referred to:
Alphonso et al v Ramnath (1997) 56 WIR 183.
Chapman v Wadadli Cats Ltd. AG 2004 HC 3 (www.justis.com).
Cornilliac v St. Louis (1965) 7 WIR 491.
George v Franklyn et al GD 2001 HC 28 (www.justis.com).
Kelsick v Josiah VG 2004 HC 19 (www.justis.com).
Morson v Lewis [2007] ECSC J0129-1 (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Pigott v Galeforce Windows & Doors Inc. [2007] ECSC J0111 – 1 (www.justis.com and
www.eccourts.org).
Sayers v Boatswain GSD 2003 HC 6 (www.justis.com).
Counsel:
Ms. P. Nicola Byer and Mrs. Josephine Gumbs Connor for the claimant.
Mr. Thomas Astaphan for the defendant.
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Multiple facial fractures
THE STATE V AARON
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT- COMMONEALTH OF
DOMINICA- HIGH COURT- CRIMINAL CASE NO. 26 OF 2013 (Thomas, J.)
November 27, 2015]
Age at injury: 23 years
Occupation: Not known
Age at trial:
Total award: $52,470
Sex: Male
Type of award: Criminal injury and compensation
PLSA: $20,000
Most significant injury: Multiple displaced fractures to face, nose and orbital floor.
Other injuries: Abrasions and swelling to nasal pyramid and left cheek with
decreased patency of the nasal airways; decreased sensation in the distribution of
left infra-orbital nerve below the left eye.
Duration of injury and prognosis: Permanent and irreversible facial disfiguration.
Facts: The defendant and the claimant were among groups of persons gathered outside
a shop for carnival celebrations. There were exchanges between the various groups and
there was an initial exchange between the defendant and the claimant with attempts to
hit each other. The exchanges continued some distance away from the shop with
bottles being thrown. The claimant then approached the defendant with a mortar pestle
and the defendant responded by throwing a stone at him which struck him on the left
side of his face. The claimant suffered multiple abrasions to the nasal pyramid;
deceased patency of the nasal airways and decreased sensation in the distribution of
the left intra-orbital nerve. CT scan of the orbit/facial bones revealed a depressed
fracture of the interior and medical wall of the right orbital floor, multiple displaced
fractures of the left sinus and multiple fractures of the nasal, septum and left frontal
bone. The claimant had to travel abroad for surgery and medical care.
Held: The defendant was ordered to pay general damages of $20,000; special damages
of $32,470; interest of 5% on the global sum of $52,470 from date of judgment until
payment. It was further ordered that the global sum be paid in full within one year
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from the date of the order. If 50% or less of the compensation ordered was paid within
the time ordered the defendant would serve 9 months in prison. However, if between
51% and 90% was paid the defendant would serve 6 months’ imprisonment. The
defendant was ordered released within 3 days after the trial. However, an order was
made for his arrest by an officer in uniform in the event of his failure to comply with
the Order.
Cases referred to:
Browne v R Dominica Criminal Appeal No. 8 of 2003 (www.eccourts.org).
Statutes referred to:
Criminal Procedures Act, Chap. 12:01.
Offences Against the Persons Act, Chap. 10:33.
Counsel:
Miss Felix for the State.
Mr. Alleyne for the defendant.
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HEAD INJURIES
Concussion and vertigo
CHAPMAN V WADADLI CATS LIMITED
ANTIGUA AND BARBUDA- COURT OF APPEAL- CIVIL APPEAL NO. 16 of
2004 (Saunders, CJ; Gordon, JA; d’Auvergne, JA)
December 2, 2004; April 25, 2005
Age at injury: 47 years

Occupation: Senior Nurse

Age at trial: 54 years
Sex: F

Total award: $120,000

Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $120,000
Most significant injury: Concussion to the head, vertigo.
Other injuries: Abrasions to the leg, Cervical spondylosis and a mild degree of
carpal tunnel syndrome.
Duration of Injury and prognosis: Concussion healed with no intracerebral
abnormality; chronic vertigo likely to be permanent.
Facts: The claimant, a 47-year-old senior nurse, was injured while on vacation when
she was struck by a rope on the mast of catamaran she was aboard. She was struck to
the deck, where she suffered a concussion, abrasions on her leg. In the aftermath of
the accident she suffered a range of conditions including difficulty with her short-term
memory, writing, arithmetic, poor motor-function inter alia. She was diagnosed as
being in a post-concussional state. Over the course of the next three years, she suffered
from vertigo and unsteadiness in her feet, resulting in several falls which caused
substantial injury. She lost sensation in her forefinger and thumb on her right hand and
was required to take pain medication which resulted in lower functioning at work and
ultimately depression. She was required to transfer from the high-intensity acute
surgery department to the ophthalmology department four years after the accident,
with a reduced workload from 39 hours to 29 hours. This lasted for one year before she
was required to retire early at the age of 52 years instead of the normally expected
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retirement age of 60. She experienced difficulty cooking, entertaining with her
husband, hobbies such as knitting and driving and general diminution in the quality
of her social life. The High Court found the defendant liable for the significant personal
injuries suffered by the claimant from the accident, particularly pain and loss of
balance. For her pain which it found to be permanent and chronic, and her suffering
and loss of amenities, the Court awarded $500,000. Her depression and psychological
condition were compensated with a further sum of $40,000. For her loss of a congenial
form of employment she was awarded $30,000. No special damages had been claimed.
Held: On appeal, the Court held that the award of $40,000 for pain and suffering and
$80,000 for loss of amenities, would in all circumstances be fair. The Court further held
that the award for loss of congenial awards should be included within loss of amenities
rather than a separate head and included $20,000 for the purposed within the sum of
$80,000 for loss of amenities. The Court declined to include a separate award in relation
to depression and other psychological systems and instead included it within the
award for pain and suffering. Interest at the rate of 6% per annum from date of filing
of claim to date of judgment.
Cases referred to:
Auguste v Neptune (1973) 1 WLR 118.
CCAA Limited v Jeffrey [2004] ECSC J0302-1 (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Davies v Mersey Regional Ambulance Service [1998] EWCA Civ. JO302-1
(www.justis.com).
Hale v London Underground [1993] PIQR 30.
Counsel:
Mr. John Fuller for the appellant.
Mr. Clare Roberts for the respondent.
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Head injury
MILLS ET AL V DOUGLAS
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - DOMINICA – HIGH COURTCIVIL SUIT NO. 247 of 2000 (Pemberton, J.) October 4, October 29, 2001, March 05,
July 11, 2002, June 15, 2004]
Age at injury: C-1 14 years, and C- Occupation: Students
2 13 years
Age at trial: C-1 16 years and C-2 15 Total award, $38,925
years
Sex: Male
Type of award: Compensation
PLSA: C1 $15,000; C2 $22,000
Most significant injury: C1- Back injury C2- Head injury
Other injuries: Abrasions and lacerations.
Duration of injury and prognosis:
C1- Back pains will persist for a long time limiting his employment options.
C2 – Headaches and giddiness still persisting and should be investigated by CT
scan to determine the degree and extent of his injuries.
See case under BACK INJURIES.
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Head injury
THOMPSON ET AL V JONES ET AL
[THE EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - ST VINCENT AND THE
GRENADINES - CLAIM NO. 2012/0138 (Actie, M) August 5, 2014]
Age at injury:
First claimant: 29 years old
Second claimant: 4 years old
Third claimant: 2 years old

Occupation: First claimant only one of 3
of working age. Occupation not known

Age at trial:
First claimant: 33 years old
Second claimant: 8 years old
Third claimant: 6 years old

Total awards:
First claimant $80,000
Second claimant $35,000
Third claimant $50,000

Sex: All three claimants were female
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $80,000, $35,000 and $50,000
Most significant injuries: Head injuries including left side paresis.
Other injuries: Broken limbs, difficulties with lower limbs, scarring of body.
Duration and prognosis: The first claimant continued to experience pain and had
difficulty standing, she complained of pain in the cervical area. Mobility reduced.
The second claimant was left with scarring about her body including a large keloid
scar on her leg and a scar on her face. She complained of headaches and pain in her
arms which were both broken. The third claimant continued to have difficulty with
her lower left limb and weakness in her left hand. She had difficulty walking and
running and would fall quite often. Considerable scarring all over her body and
difficulty speaking.
Facts: The claimants sustained injuries on 13 September 2010 when a motor vehicle
owned by the first defendant and driven by the second defendant stuck them as they
were walking along the main road.
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Shunette Thompson
The first claimant was 29 years old and 5 months pregnant at the time of the accident.
She suffered a deep laceration to frontal region, clots in vaginal vault and abrasions to
both knees. She underwent surgery and delivered a still born child. She had a fracture
of the left orbit discovered after a CT scan. The first claimant continued to experience
pain and had difficulty standing. She complained of pain in the cervical area and her
mobility was reduced.
Ronisha Foyle
The second claimant was 4 years old at the time and is daughter of the first claimant.
She suffered mild closed head injury, right lung contusion, blunt abdominal trauma
with renal injury, bilateral proximal humeral fractures and a scalp laceration. The
second claimant was left with scarring about her body including a large keloid scar on
her leg and a scar on her face. She complained of headaches and pain in her arms which
were both broken.
Latesia Foyle
The third claimant was 2 years old at the time of the accident. She suffered multiple
superficial bruises to face and head: severe head injury, bilateral lung contusions, blunt
abdominal trauma with splenic, likely hepatic and pancreatic and renal injury. She
remained unconscious for 9 days and showed residual left side paresis. The third
claimant continued to have difficulty with her lower left limb and weakness in her left
hand. She had difficulty walking and running and would fall quite often. There was a
considerable amount of scarring all over her body and she had difficulty speaking.
Held: While there was no medical evidence to support a claim for psychiatric damage
in respect of the loss of her unborn child, it was obvious that such an event would be
traumatic and the first claimant was entitled to an elevated award for this. An award
of $8,000 was made in respect of nursing care provided by the claimant’s common law
husband and father of the children. The first claimant was awarded $80,000 for pain,
suffering and loss of amenities; the second claimant $35,000 and the third claimant
whose injuries were more extensive than the second, $50,000. Special damages of
$1,232.50 and prescribed costs in accordance with CPR 65.5, as amended, were also
awarded.
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Cases referred to:
Bramble v Danny et al [2004] ECSC J0115-1 (www.justis.com).
David et al v Bowen et al [2013] ECSC J0607-5 (www.justis.com).
Delplesche v De Roche VC 2013 HC 10 (www.justis.com).
Donnelly v Joyce [1973] All ER 475, [1973] 3 WLR 514.
Lewis v Durand [2013] ECSC J0430-3 (www.justis.com).
Mason v Maundays Bay Management Ltd A1 2009 HC 11 (www.justis.com).
McLoughlin v O’Brien [1983] AC 41.
Mills v British Rail Engineering Ltd (1992) PIQR
Pena et al v British Islands Health Service [2013] ECSC J0522-8 (www.justis.com).
Piggot v Galeforce Windows & doors Inc. [2007] ECSC J0111-1 (www.justis.com).
Wells v Wells [1988] 3 All ER 198; [1999] 1 AC 345.
Counsel:
Ms Patricia Marks for the claimants.
Ms. Mandella Campbell for the first defendant.

Head injuries including to the left preauricular area
ANTHONY V EDWARD
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - SAINT LUCIA – HIGH COURT –
CLAIM NO. SLUHCV2008/0656 (Georges, J.) November 19, 2010]
Age at injury: 12
Occupation: Not known
Age at trial: Not known
Total award: $12,790
Sex: M
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $10,000
Most significant injury: Several ½ cm tooth marks in the left preauricular area, left
temple and occipital area.
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Other injuries: Deep gash on top of left buttock, 2 cm scratch on left scapular area
and anterior shoulder.
Duration of injury and prognosis: 5 months after incident wounds had healed and
formed 4 scars, the longest of which was a 3 cm long lesion while the adjacent ones
were non-significant.
Facts: The minor/child was attacked and bitten on and above his buttocks by the
defendant’s Rottweiler dog. A claim for damages for personal injuries was brought by
the claimant as next friend of her son. Liability was not disputed and judgment in
default was entered. The court considered the quantum of damages that should be
awarded.
Held: The claimant was awarded general damages in the sum of $12,000 with interest
at the rate of 6% from date of service of writ to date of judgment and special damages
in the sum of $790 with interest at the rate of 3% per annum from date of incident to
date of judgment.
Cases referred to:
Alexander v Persad (1988) (www.ttlawcourts.org).
Cornilliac v St. Louis (1965) 7 WIR 491.
CCAA Limited v Jeffrey [2004] ECSC J0302-1. (www.justis.com and
www.eccourts.org).
Wells v Wells [1999] 1 AC 345; [1998] 2 All ER 481.
Statute referred to:
Animals Act, 2003 St. Lucia.
Counsel:
Ms. Egan Modeste for the claimant.
Mr. Geoffrey Du Boulay for the defendant.
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Laceration to scalp
MCLEAN V BYNOE
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT – ST. VINCENT AND
THE GRENADINES CLAIM NO. 463 OF 2006 (Lanns, M.) July 3, 2009]
Age at injury: 29
Occupation: Mason and Carpenter
Age at trial: 33
Total award: $22,951
Sex: M
Type of Award: Compensation
PSLA: $15,000
Most significant injury: A 4 cm. laceration to the left parietal region of the scalp.
Duration and prognosis: The claimant was off work for 3 months; no long term
damage.
Facts: On 3 April 2005 the claimant was assaulted and struck with a cinder block on
the left side of his head. He sustained a 4 cm laceration to the left parietal region of the
scalp. He was admitted to the hospital and was off work for 3 months. A CT Scan
revealed no evidence of acute intracranial haemorrhage or skull vault fracture.
Held: Although there was no plausible evidence that the claimant was employed by a
female who produced a certificate that he was in her employ from January to March
2009, she produced no evidence of wages paid, the judge stated that he accepted that
the claimant was employed as a mason and carpenter prior to the accident, and that as
a result of the assault, he was prevented from seeking employment from 33 rd to 11th
July 2005. He also could not accept without more that the claimant earned $65 per day
and proposed to “pluck a figure from the air”, following Ashcroft v Curtin and assess
his loss of earnings in the sum of $55 per day for 60 days, totalling $3,300. The judge
accepted the amounts claimed for a medical report and CT scan and awarded $1,150
as special damages.
Cases referred to:
Ashcroft v Curtin [1971] 1 WLR 173.
Barrow v Yard; Francis v Trotman (See Thomas v Francis Trading et al) BB 1988 HC 58.
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Bonham-Carter v Hyde Park Hotel [1948] WN 89; (1948) 64 TLR 177. [1948] WN 89.
British Transport v Gourley [1956] 2 WLR 41; [1955] 3 All ER 796.
Grant v Motilal Moonan Ltd. (1988) 43 WIR 372.
Heeralall v Hack Brothers (Construction) Ltd (1977) 25 WIR 117.
Joseph et al v Frederick [2005] ECSC J0722-1 (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Counsel:
Ms. Niara Frazer for the claimant.
No appearance by or for the defendant.

Multiple injuries to head
STEWART V ABEL
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT – DOMINICA – HIGH COURT –
CIVIL SUIT NO. DOMHVC2009/0208 (Thomas, J.) Jan. 20, 22, Oct. 3 and 9, 2014]
Age at injury: 54
Age at trial: 59

Occupation:
Total Award: Defendants awarded
$12,500 including $1,500 for pain,
suffering and loss of amenities.

Sex: F
Most serious injury: Multiple head injuries
Claimant found to be solely responsible for the accident.
Facts: The claimant’s vehicle was involved in a collision with that of the defendant. The
claimant sustained multiple head injuries when her head struck the driver side-glass
and the front passenger side-glass. The claimant suffered a laceration from the left
upper lip through the bow and the forehead and a haematoma to the right side of the
forehead. The underlying frontal bone was exposed. She underwent emergency
surgery and treatment at a hospital over a period of two days. The claimant also
suffered damage to the left orbital nerve, loss of sensation above the wounds and was
thereafter unable to control the movement of her frontalis muscles. She travelled
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abroad for further medical treatment including reconstructive surgery. Her claim in
negligence was dismissed. The first defendant’s counterclaim averring that it was the
claimant who was negligent succeeded. The evidence showed that she was travelling
at a greater speed than the defendant, and that her vehicle was the “striking” vehicle
which dislodged the right front wheel and apron of the first defendant’s vehicle.
Held: The Court determined that in all the circumstances of the case, damages fell at
the feet of the claimant. Her claim failed and the defendant’s counterclaim was upheld.
The claimant had to pay the first defendant damages for loss of his vehicle and nominal
damages loss of use and $1,500 for pain, suffering and loss of amenities.
Case referred to:
Morgans v Launchbury [1973] AC 127.
Counsel:
Mr. Lennox Lawrence for the claimant.
Mrs. Zine Dyer and Mrs. Gina Dyer-Munro for the defendants.

Neurological damage to brain
EDWARDS V HAYNES ET AL
[THE EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - ST VINCENT AND THE
GRENADINES - HIGH COURT - CLAIM NO 25 OF 1998
(Cottle, M.) November 28, 2003]
Age at injury: 47
Occupation: Unemployed
Age at trial:
Total award: $111,920
Sex: M
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $100,000
Most significant injury: Pre-accident neurological damage worsening after the
accident.
Duration of injury and prognosis: Claimant died 4 years after accident
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Facts: On 9 May 1996 the claimant was struck by a motor vehicle as he was walking
along the road. The judge found the defendants liable for the accident. The claimant
suffered lacerations to his face. Before the accident he had some neurological deficit:
he spoke with a slur but was able to walk unassisted. After the accident, he was
conscious and could follow instructions but did not speak; he was in a state of
hyperkinesis: his four limbs especially his arms were in a constant, motion, crossing
over one another. There was also loss of power in the left arm, he was incontinent of
urine and unable to dress or feed himself. He died on 26 December 2000.
Held: The claimant was 47 at the time of the accident, and despite his neurological
condition, appeared to have enjoyed a pain-free existence which permitted him to
enjoy much of everyday life. He suffered injury to the brain which resulted in a total
loss of amenities for the rest of his life. He was awarded $100,000 for loss of amenities,
pain and suffering. With regard to special damages, he was entitled to recover $11,920,
but not the sum of $41,400 claimed for domestic assistance because he required and
had domestic assistance prior to the accident. The claim of $38,432 for medicines and
special foods was not allowed on the basis that the claim was not sufficiently
particularised and proved.
Counsel:
S E Commissiong for the claimant.
R. Burch-Smith for the defendant.

Trauma to head
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LEDGER ET AL V CADOGAN ET AL
[THE EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - ST VINCENT AND THE
GRENADINES – HIGH COURT - CLAIM NO SVGHCV2013/0077
(Actie, M) June 10, 2016]
First claimant: age at injury not given
Second claimant: 2 years old
Age at trial: Not given

Occupation: Not given
Total award:
First claimant: $42,500
Second claimant: $3,500

Sex: 1st claimant F; 2nd claimant M
Type of award Compensation
PSLA: First claimant: $40,000; second claimant: $3,500
Most significant injury: The first claimant suffered head trauma and soft tissue
injury to her knee and elbow. The second claimant had a decreased range of motion
to the right foot.
Other injuries: The first claimant suffered a superficial abrasion on the forehead
with underlying haematoma and other superficial abrasions. The second claimant
had a superficial 2.5 cm laceration on his forehead with a small hematoma and
laceration to the left leg. He had a decreased range of motion in his right foot.
Duration and prognosis: Both claimants had made a good recovery by the time of
the trial.
Facts: The first claimant was crossing the road when she was struck by a vehicle driven
by the third defendant. The first claimant was carrying her son (the second defendant)
in her arms and the impact of the accident caused the child to be thrown from her arms
into the road. The first claimant claimed $120,000 for pain and suffering and loss of
amenities; $10,000 for future medical care and $5,000 for nursing care.
Held: The injuries of both claimants were considerably less severe than those cited in
legal arguments which were not helpful in determining the appropriate level of award.
The second claimant had made a full recovery and needed no further medical care. The
first claimant was compensated for the trauma of having witnessed her son being
thrown out of her hands on impact, her continuous headaches being experienced,
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which required further investigation. She was awarded $30,000 for pain and suffering
and $10,000 for loss of amenities. She was also awarded a nominal sum of $2,000 for
future medical care after medical evidence of requiring a CT scan and pain killers for
persistent headache were taken into account and a nominal sum of $500 for nursing
care with interest at the rate of 3% from the date of accident to the date of the
assessment of damages.
The second claimant was awarded $3,500 as general damages for pain and suffering
and loss of amenities with interest at the rate of 3% per annum from the date of filing
the claim to the date of judgment and at the rate of 6% per annum from the date of
assessment until full payment.
[Actie, M.: “The court on an assessment of damages must always strive to maintain uniformity
of awards as far as is reasonably practicable by considering awards made in comparable injuries.
Counsel is under a duty to assist the court and should endeavour to present suitable authorities
in support of an assessment. The request for out of scale awards gives the claimant a false hope
of a windfall, which should not be countenanced by counsel.”]
Cases referred to:
Cato v Olliver et al [2000] ECSC J0207-2 (www.justis.com).
Cherry et al v Trim et al LC 2013 HC 32 (www.justis.com).
Cornilliac v St Louis (1965) 7 WIR 491.
Delplesche v de Roche VC 2013 HC 10 (www.justis.com).
Henry v Robinson Car Rental Suit (Harrison’s Assessment of Damages 1st edition p. 52).
Jacob v Romulus et al [2010] ECSC J0728 -1 (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org)
O’Garro et al v Ross et al [2008] HC 12 (www.justis.com).
Stapleton v Chambers et al VC 2015 HC 5 (www.justis.com)
Thompson v Jones et al
[2015] ECSC J0026-1(Justis www.justis.com and
www.eccourts.org).
Wells v Wells [1998] 3 All ER 481; [1998] 1 AC 345.
Counsel:
Ms. Patricia Marks with Mr. Jemalie John for the claimants.
Mr. Israel Bruce for the defendants.

Post concussion syndrome
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ROGERS V DORE
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT- ST. KITTS AND NEVIS – HIGH
COURT- CIVIL SUIT NO. 12 OF 1999
(Pemberton, J.) December 17, 2014; June 30, 2015]
Age at injury: 38 years

Occupation: Messenger

Age at trial: 42 years

Total award: $139,670.25

Sex: Female
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $30,000
Most significant injury: Post-concussion syndrome.
Other injuries: Fracture of arm; severe ligamentous injury to the left knee; abrasions
to the head, body and limb.
Duration of injury and prognosis: Post-concussion syndrome and underlying
depression possibly treatable with aggressive treatment. Prospect of re-entry into the
workforce considered limited.
Facts: The claimant was injured as a result of a motor vehicle accident which took place
on 18th August, 1997. As a result of the accident, she was medically boarded and
thereafter ceased working. She suffered from severe amnesia and had difficulty
recalling incidents. She was diagnosed as having Post-Concussion Syndrome which
manifested in tension headaches and underlying depression. The claimant was unable
to play with her children or enjoy sports which she typically did. As a result of her
level of cognitive function, the prospect of her re-entering the workforce would be
limited.
Held: For general damages under loss of future prospects, the multiplier was
determined to be 10, being assessed at the date of the trial with a multiplicand of $955
reflecting the claimant’s gross salary minus social security payments. No evidence was
led in respect to pain and suffering and therefore no award was given. She was entitled
to an award of $30,000 for loss of amenities taking into account the nature of her
depression and her cerebral contusion and brain damage which resulted in amnesia
and personality change. With regards to special damages in cases where the social
security legislation is silent, and social security payments have been made, they should
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be deduced from any award made. Pre-judgment interest awarded on: special
damages at a rate of 3% per annum from date of accident until date of judgment & on
general damages at rate of 4% per annum from date of service of the claim until date
of default judgment. Post-judgment interest awarded on special and general damages
at rate of 6% from date of judgment to the date of payment.
Cases referred to:
Alphonso et al v Ramnath (1997) WIR 183.
Arjoon v Williams Trinidad and Tobago HCA 1538 of 1972.
Chinlee Engineering Construction Ltd. & Hansa v Stewart (1998) (www.ttlawcourts.org).
Cornilliac v St. Louis (1965) 7 WIR 491.
Cookson v Knowles [1979] AC 776, [1978] 2 WLR 978.
Dews v National Coal Board [1988] AC 1, [1987] 3 WLR 38.
Dookie v Bharath TT 1996 HC 225 (www.justis.com).
Juman v Ramiah (1972) Daly’s Damages.
Lloyd v Skantel [1991] ECSC J1209-2 (www.justis.com).
Gravesandy v Moore (1986) 40 WIR 222.
Nabi v British Leyland (U.K) Ltd. [1980] 1 WLR 529.
Ramsamooj v Gencoo Trinidad and Tobago, TT 1975 HC 16 (www.justis.com).
Surugh v Lalsingh Trinidad & Tobago TT 1969 HC 18 (www.justis.com].
United Dairy Farmers Limited v Goulbourne (by next friend Williams) (1984) 21 JLR 10.
Counsel:
Mr. J. Cato for the claimant.
Ms. P. Haynes and Ms. M. Liburd for the defendant.

Skull fracture
MANNER V WEEKES
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[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - ST. KITTS AND NEVIS – COURT
OF APPEAL- CIVIL APPEAL No. 27 of 2003
(Alleyne, JA; Gordon, JA; d’Auvergne, JA(Ag.)) November 2, 23, 2004]
Age at injury: 5 years
Occupation: Student
Age at trial: 11 years
Total award: $32,115
Sex: F
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $25,000
Most significant injury: Depressed skull fracture.
Other injuries: Laceration on parietal area of head.
Duration of injury and prognosis: No brain damage, continued headaches likely.
Facts: The claimant was 5 years old when she was struck by a stone thrown by the
defendant while she was walking with her father. She received a cut to the forehead
which bled profusely in January 1997. She was hospitalized for five days. She
continued to suffer severe headaches after her discharge from the hospital, and she
often experienced dizziness, became weak and slept a lot. She has difficulty in focusing
her left eye and seeing more generally. She fell behind in her school work and missed
a lot of school on account of her headaches.
Held: The claimant was awarded $15,000 for pain and suffering and $10,000 for loss
of amenities, varying the award of $44,000 awarded at first instance for PSLA. For
future medical expenses particularly treating her headache and cost of spectacles the
court adopted a multiplier of 15 years and multiplicand of $533.33 taking account of
her young age for a total of $8,000. (Award appears to be inadvertently lowered on
appeal to $500) Special damages of $2,115 ordered. Interest on special damages of 2½%
from date of accident to the date of judgment. Interest on damages for PSLA 5% from
date of filing of the claim until date of judgment.

Cases referred to:
Bird v Cocking & Sons Ltd 1951 2 TLR 1260.
Cato v Oliver et al [2000] ECSC J0207 (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
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Fotheringham v Murfett Case No. 862 in Butterworths Personal Injury Litigation Service.
Henry v Robinson Car Rental Suit (Harrison’s Assessment of Damages 1st edition p. 52).
Rushton v National Coal Board [1953] 1 QB 495.
Counsel:
P. Nisbett for the claimant.
B. Barnes & Denise Lee for the defendant.
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LIMBS
LOWER LIMBS
Amputation above the knee
BALLANTYNE V JOHN
[IN THE EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT ST VINCENT AND THE
GRENADINES CLAIM NO. 277 OF 1993 (Cottle, J.) October 26, 2007]
Age at injury: 27
Age at trial: 40

Occupation: Bartender
Total award: $286,678

Sex: M
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $130,000
Most significant injury: Amputated leg.
Additional injuries: Several injuries including fractures to his ribs.
Duration and prognosis: Permanent disability.
Facts: On 12 April 1993 the claimant was struck by a motor vehicle and pinned against
a bank. He was then 27 years old. He suffered severe injuries including fractures to his
ribs but his most severe injury was to his left leg which was crushed and had to be
amputated above the knee. He was fitted with a prosthetic limb and returned to work
with no loss of income until 1996 when he was discharged because of limited mobility.
In his affidavit in support of his claim for damages, the claimant swore that
immediately after the accident he was conscious and in intensive pain and endured
operations in St. Vincent and Trinidad before eventually having the amputation.
Held: The claimant’s injuries were severe. Although he had not provided evidence of
loss of amenity he was a young man in the prime of his life and would necessarily have
lost the simple pleasure of all those pursuits that young men revel in which require
two legs. He was awarded $40,000 for loss of amenities and $84,820 for loss of earnings
from 1996. As regards loss of future income, he had secured part-time employment and
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had many useful years of working life ahead of him. He could equip himself for
employment in a field which would not require much mobility and with the use of a
modern prosthesis, could regain much of his mobility. Given his age, a multiplier of 10
would be adopted to provide an award of $42,420 for loss of future income. He
provided no estimated cost for replacement of his prosthetic limb which had
deteriorated badly between 1993 and 2006, but it must be replaced. He would be
awarded $20,000 under this head to be used in the future.
With regard to the various periods of delay in the matter for which no explanations
were given, the claimant would be awarded interest on the special damages at 3% from
the date of filing of the judgment of Mitchell, J. on January 14, 2002. Interest on the
global sum at the rate of 6% from present judgment until payment. Total award of
$286,678 including special damages.
Counsel:
J. Martin for the claimant.
S. E. Commissiong for the defendant.

Amputation of big toe and partial amputation of second toe
MAYNARD V JEFFERS ET AL
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT– SAINT CHRISTOPHER AND
NEVIS – HIGH COURT- NEVHCVV2004/0131 (Dennis, J)
October 22-24, 29, 2012; December 18, 2015]
Age at injury: 27 years
Occupation: Labourer
Age at trial: 36 years
Total award: $260,310
Sex: Male
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $95,000
Most significant injury: Amputation of great toe and partial amputation of
second toe.
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Duration of injury and prognosis: 15% permanent partial disability, likelihood
of future degeneration.
Facts: On December 23, 2003, the claimant, a 27-year-old labourer, was offloading golf
carts on the premises of Four Season’s Resort (the third defendant) when his right big
toe was severed by moving parts of a fork lift truck driven by the first defendant, the
employee of the second defendant. The claimant was rushed to the Alexandria
Hospital where he underwent surgery to remove the mangled big toe. Eight days later,
the distal phalanx or joint of the right second toe also had to be amputated. He was
hospitalized for two weeks and experienced substantial pain. He continued to
experience substantial pain after he was discharged from the hospital and his lower
limb function has diminished substantially. As a result of his injuries, he was unable to
play sports, a previous past-time, without great difficulty, if at all. He was unable to
play with his son in the ways in which he was accustomed. In the immediate aftermath
of the accident, he was unemployed for 41 weeks. The quality of his working
arrangements shifted dramatically from working five-sometimes six days a week to
one day a week at another company and then part-time on an inconsistent basis. There
is future possibility that the loss of toe function may increase stress elsewhere leading
to other future problems -particularly arthritis, bone inflammation (osteomyelitis) and
inflammation of the joint lining (synovitis) due to the extra dependence for balance on
the remaining toes and the possibility of a further amputation.
Held: The first defendant owed the claimant a duty of care in the operation of the fork
lift, a duty which was breached when the first defendant failed to take adequate care
in the operation of the fork lift, satisfying himself that it was safe to lower the forklift
when he did. The injury was reasonably foreseeable. The claimant and the first
defendant were employed by the second defendant and were not independent
contractors as evidenced from the second defendant’s direct payment of the social
security, the second defendant’s setting of wages and direct negotiations with clients.
The second defendant was vicariously liable for the first defendant’s negligence. The
second defendant was liable for failing to provide a safe system of work as the failure
to provide a ramp rendered the task unduly dangerous, a fact which was compounded
by a lack of an adequate supervisory system. The third defendant was not liable as the
duties owed were duties owed as between the second defendant and his workers. The
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risk was not one of occupiers’ liability. Volenti non fit injuria and contributory
negligence must be specifically pleaded; it was insufficient in the latter case to aver that
the accident was caused entirely by the claimant’s own negligence.
The claimant’s loss of earnings for the 41 weeks was met by payments from the Social
Security Department and as such his claim for loss of earnings could not be recovered.
He was awarded $95,000 for pain and suffering and loss of amenities taking into
account the nature of his amputations, his gait abnormality, the requirement to wear
special footwear and the future possible challenges. As an unskilled labourer, the
nature of the injuries affected his future pecuniary prospects. The claimant, who was
36 years old at the time of the trial, had a likely activity working life of a further twentynine years which was adequately covered by a multiplier of ten (10) The extent of the
claimant’s disability resulted in impairment of his earning capacity by 40%, which,
based on his pre-accident salary would have been reduced by $1,360 per month for a
total of $163,200.
Interest awarded on PSLA from date of service of claim until date of trial at a rate of
5%, special damages at a rate of 2½ per cent from date of accident until the date of the
trial and interest on the entire judgment debt arising until payment at 5%.
Cases referred to:
Alphonso et al v Ramnath (1997) 56 WIR 183.
Carty v. Patrick et al [2009] ECSC J0629-2 (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
CCAA Ltd. v. Jeffrey [2004] ECSC J0302-1 (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Cornilliac v. St. Louis (1965) 7 WIR 491.
CTO GFC v Dziennik [2006] All ER 157.
Evans v. Lufthansa German Airlines 1981 (lawtel).
Fevrier v Canchan et [2002] ECSC J0328-5 (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Haddow v. Braltex [1991] EWCA Civ J0701-1 (www.justis.com).
Hodgson et al v. Trapp et al [1989] AC 807.
Joseph v. Morris et al [2009] ECSC J0622-2 (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Lawrie v Glasgow Corporation (1952) SC 361.
Lee Ting Sang v. Chung Chi-Keung [1990] 2 AC 374; [1990] 2 WLR 1173.
Market Investigations Ltd. v. Minister of Social Security [1969] 2 QB 173.
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Ogarro et al v. Ross et al VC 2008 HC 12 (www.justis.com).
Ormrod v. Crossvilie Motors Services Ltd. [1953] 1 WLR 1120, [1953] 2 All ER 753.
Palfrey v Greater London Council [1985] ICR 437.
Speed v. Thomas & Company Limited [1943] KB 557.
Tortola Yacht Services Limited v. Baptiste [2009] ECSC J0622-3 (www.justis.com and
www.eccourts.org).
Watts v. W.H. Smith reported in 2004 Kemp & Kemp.
Wells v. Wells [1998] 3 All ER 198 [1999] 1 AC 345.
Wilson & Clyde Coal Company Limited [1938] AC 67; [1937] 3 All ER 628.
Statute referred to:
Judgments Act.
Counsel:
Miss Dahlia Joseph for the claimant.
Mr. Jeffry E. Nisbett for the first defendant.
Mr. J.O. Webb for the second defendant.
Third defendant not appearing or represented.

Amputation of right leg
JOSEPH V MORRIS ET AL
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - ANTIGUA AND BARBUDA
HIGH COURT- CIVIL SUIT NO. 166 OF 2005
(Mathurin, M) October 17, 2007; April 15, 2008; June 22, 2009]
Age at injury: 48 years
Age at trial: 53

Occupation: Businesswoman
Total award: $883,141.41

Sex: Female
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $135,000
Most significant injury: Amputation of right arm
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Duration of injury and prognosis: Permanent
Facts: In November 2003, the claimant, a 48 year old self-employed business woman
and mother of three, was standing on the side of a road when she was struck by the
first defendant who was being taught to drive by his aunt the second defendant. The
defendant accepted liability. The claimant was hospitalized and treated for crushing
injury of her right leg. She underwent reconstructive surgery. She was treated in
Florida where her limb was amputated. She was fitted with an artificial limb on her
return to Antigua. Her prosthesis wore out and required a replacement. As a result of
her injuries, her work life was curtailed. Her injuries also resulted in a diminution of
the quality of her life with her being unable to partake in previous past times such as
exercising, engaging in recreational sports, gardening, shopping for clothes and food
and dancing. Her husband, who had a liver condition, was unable to work prior to the
accident. On account of her injuries, she was no longer able to take care of him and had
to employ persons to assist her around the house. She experienced pain if she stood up
for long periods and could no longer be a homemaker.
Held: The claimant was awarded $85,000 for pain and suffering; and for loss of
amenities $50,000. She was likely to need to replace her prosthesis and as such the
Court awarded her the value of 2 pairs totalling $13,000. There was no evidence to
support a claim for future medical award. The claimant was awarded $57,600 for future
domestic aid at a multiplier of 8 and a multiplicand of $7,200. Future gardening
expenses were awarded, with a similar multiplier of 8 and a multiplicand of $2,400. In
the absence of sufficient evidence to exactly calculate future loss of earnings, the Court
accepted that there was likely to be a decline due to her injury. The Court awarded
$14,500 based on a multiplier of 5 and a multiplicand of $2,900. Special damages agreed
by consent.
Interest was awarded on general damages at the rate of 3% from the date of claim to
the date of judgment. Interest on total judgment sum was $883,141.41 from date of
judgment until payment.
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Cases referred to:
Alphonso et al v Ramnath (1997) 56 WIR 183.
Auguste v Neptune (1997) 56 WIR 229.
Cornilliac v St. Louis (1965) 7 WIR 491.
Heerallal v Hack Bros (1977) 25 WIR 17.
Mathurin and Mathurin v Paul SLU HCV 2002/0867 (Unreported).
Mayers v Deep Bay Development Company Limited AG 2003 HC 52 (www.justis.com).
Surju v Walker (1973) 21 WIR 86.
Warner v Coates and Browne ANUHC1997/0377 (Unreported).
Counsel:
Mr. George Lake for the claimant.
Mr. Hollis Francis for the first-named defendant.
Ms. Samantha Marshall for the second-named defendant.

Ankle injury – partial tear of ligaments of ankle
KELSICK V JOSIAH
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - ST. KITTS AND NEVIS – HIGH
COURT- CIVIL SUIT NO. 412 OF 2000 (Joseph-Olivetti, J.) MAY. 6, 18, 2004]
Age at injury: 48

Occupation: Businessman

Age at trial: 52
Total award: $71,906.14
Sex: M
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $60,000
Most significant injury: Partial tear to talo-fibular and calcanio-fibular ligament of
right ankle joint.
Other injuries: Severe whiplash soft tissue cervical spine injury, fracture of spur in
tip of right olecranon with local cyst, formation and hemarthrosis to right elbow,
ligamental strain to left wrist joint.
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Duration of injury and prognosis: 8% impairment as a whole person. Likelihood of
Post Traumatic Degenerative Joint Disease.
Facts: K, a 48-year old professional tri-athlete and water sports operator was injured
while riding his pedal cycle when he was struck by a vehicle driven by the defendant.
He suffered pain neck, elbow, back and ankle. More specifically, as a result of his
injury, he suffered severe whiplash soft tissue cervical spine injury, fracture of spur in
tip of right olecranon with local cyst, formation and hemarthrosis (bleeding into
spaces) to right elbow, ligamental strain to left wrist joint, partial tear to talo-fibular
and calcanio-fibular ligament of right ankle joint. He was temporarily disabled in his
full function for eight (8) months. K, was unable to take part in triathlons, and sporting
activities more generally- a past time since he was a child which he was now deprived
of. K, displayed evidence. While there was no permanent impairment, the claimant
was likely to and did show signs of post traumatic degenerative joint disease.
Held: The defendant was negligent in his driving and therefore liable for the damage.
The claimant was awarded $40,000 for pain and suffering taking into account the
likelihood of future pain and future degeneration. The claimant was awarded $20,000
for loss of amenities taking into account the effect on his way of life as a former triathlete forced to retire. In assessing awards for general damages the Court must have
regard to the nature of the injuries, the ages of the cases, and the social and economic
conditions of the comparator jurisdictions. Interest awarded on special damages at the
rate of 3% from the date of the accident to the date of the judgment, and interest of 5%
per annum on all awards of general damages from the date of the filing of the writ to
the date of the judgment.
Cases referred to:
Alphonso et al v Ramnath (1997) 56 WIR 183.
CCAA Limited v Jeffrey [2004] ECSV J0302-1 (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org)
Wadadli Cats Ltd v Chapman [2005] ECSC J0425-1. (www.justis.com and
www.eccourts.org).
Lansiquot v Geest Plc [2002] All ER (D) 87; [2002] UKPC 48.
Seepersad v Persaud [2004] UKPC 19.
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Counsel:
J. Lindsay for the claimant.
T. Benn for the defendant.

Broken ankles on both legs
PRINGLE V HERBERT
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT- SAINT CHRISTOPHER AND
NEVIS – HIGH COURT- CIVIL SUIT NO. 16 OF 1996 (Bruce-Lyle, J.) December 7,
2000; July 13, 2001]
Age at injury: 30 years
Age at trial: 36 years

Occupation: Labourer
Total award: $279,511.91

Sex: Male
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $180,000
Most significant injury: Broken ankles on both feet.
Other injuries: Broken left arm, fractured left rib, fractured left tibia, fracture below
the knee, abrasions to chest, shoulders and face.
Duration of injury and prognosis: Physical impairment -56%.
Facts: The claimant, a 30-year-old porter, was riding his bicycle on 2nd August, 1992
when he was struck by a bus. He was hospitalized in an unconscious state, regaining
consciousness after two to three days. He suffered a range of injuries. He lost two of
his teeth, he was cut on his chest and shoulders which resulted in keloid scars; he
suffered fractures to his left leg in the tibia, fractures below the knee; he suffered broken
ankles on both legs, resulting in a shortening of his left leg. The instep of his left foot
was twisted and the ankle of his left leg had a deformity. He required multiple
surgeries, including three surgeries to straighten his feet. The claimant suffered no
permanent disability and remained in employment though he would be required to
undergo surgery in the future which would result in loss of earnings. Prior to the
accident, he was a competitive footballer who enjoyed sporting and other physical
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activities, after the accident he avoided socializing because he now disliked his
appearance.

Held: The claimant was awarded $84,549.10 for loss of earnings, future medical care
and future loss of earnings while he received medical care. He was awarded $180,000
for pain and suffering and loss of amenities taking into account the extent of his
physical impairment which was in the region of 56%, the serious and continued pain
which he experienced and the curtailing of his social and physical activities.
Cases referred to:
Cornilliac v St. Louis (1965) 7 WIR 491.
Eade v Swinburne [1985] EWCA Civ J 1122-6 (www.justis.com).
James v Douglas et al KN 1994 HC 16 (www.justis.com).
Lloyd v Phillip et al [1991] ECSC J1209-2 (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Counsel:
V. Veira for the claimant.
J. Trancoso and M. Liburd for the defendant.
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Broken tibia and fibula
MORILLE V PIERRE ET AL
[SAINT LUCIA – HIGH COURT – CLAIM NO. SLUHCV1994/0596
(Cottle, J.) February 28, 2008]
Age at injury: Not known
Occupation: Not known
Age at trial: Not known
Total award: $133,980.55
Sex: M
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $80,000
Most significant injury: Broken tibia and fibula.
Duration of injury and prognosis: Infection resulted in repeated hospitalization and
multiple surgical procedures, discharged from hospital approx. 18 months after
initial accident with another 12 months required to be fit for work.
Facts: The claimant suffered injuries as a result of a motor vehicle accident. The
defendant failed to apply for an order for the judgment to be set aside in accordance
with CPR 2000, Parts 12-13. The Court considered the quantum of damages that should
be awarded to the claimant.
Held: The claimant was awarded special damages in the sum of $53,980.55 together
with general damages in the sum of $80,000 for pain and suffering and loss of
amenities.
Cases referred to:
Burnett v Kola Singh (1987) (TT (unreported judgment).
James v Dewan (1974) Daly’s Damages, 79.
Ragoonanan v Maharaj TT 1976 HC 54 (www.justis.com).
Stewart v Ragbir (1984) (www.justis.com).
Statute referred to:
CPR 2000, Parts 12-13.
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Counsel:
Mr. H. Fraser for the claimant.
Ms. L. Faisal for the defendants.

Comminuted fracture of ankle and lower 1/3 of leg
FRASER V DALRIMPLE ET AL
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - ANTIGUA AND BARBUDA –
HIGH COURT- CIVIL SUIT ANUHCV 2004/0513
(Michel, J.) November 4-5, 2009; May 5 2010]
Age at injury: 46 years
Age at trial: 49 years

Occupation: Truck Driver
Total award: $224,329.75 plus interest on
$85,000 and $65,000 from April 28, 2005
to May 5, 2010

Sex: Male
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $150,000
Most significant injury: Severely comminuted fracture of left ankle and lower 1/3
of leg.
Other injuries: Fracture left medial malleolus of left tibia, severely comminuted
fracture of lower end fibula; Lateral dislocation of left ankle/tibio talar dislocation
with lateral shift of talus with ankle diastases.
Duration of injury and prognosis: Temporarily disabled in the functions of his left
lower extremity, with no evidence of improvement. PPD (permanent partial
disability) of 24% since the joint will have no mobility and he will remain with a limp
due to limb shortening.
Facts: F, a truck driver and handyman, was injured when he fell from a moving truck
in the course of his employment for work associated with an election campaign on the
28th February, 2004. He hit the pavement with his left foot first, and had to be taken by
ambulance to the hospital. He suffered a severely comminuted fracture of the left ankle
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and lower 1/3 of leg, a fracture of the left medial malleolus of the left tibia, a severely
comminuted fracture of the lower end fibula, lateral dislocation of the left ankle/ tibio
talar dislocation with lateral shift of talus with ankle diastases, and a severely
contaminated compound wound with neuro-vascular compromise. He underwent
surgery the same evening on his left leg and ankle. His ankle was stabilised with two
Steinman's Pins as internal fixation was not possible on account of the nature of the
injury and contamination. He was hospitalized for twenty-eight days before he was
discharged. He was bedridden from April until August when he could then move
around with the aid of the cane. In October, the claimant was advised to undergo a
surgical ankle arthrodesis (fusion of ankle joint.) The surgery was unsuccessful and did
not show any of the clinical or radiological signs of fusion/arthrodesis in surgically
performed arthrodesis surgery, in spite of full immobilization of the ankle with the
help of a non-walking and walking fibre glass cast for many months. He was advised
to undergo further surgery in Guyana, which he did in March 2006, remaining there
until July 2006. In spite of the surgeries which included surgical reconstruction, little
evidence of improvement was seen with the possibility that he may not be able to bear
weight on his ankle and may result in a below knee amputation and prosthesis.
Held: The claimant was awarded $85,000 for pain and suffering and $65,000 for loss of
amenities taking into account the extent of his pain, the number of surgical procedures
undertaken, his resulting disability and his pecuniary prospects. He was awarded
$10,000 for future medical costs based on the [inadequate] evidence before the Court
as to the costs of future medical care. The claimant who had between 19-14 years
between either the filing of the claim, or the judgment on liability, was awarded
$114,000 for loss of future earnings. The Court took into account the temporary nature
of his work, and his ability to do sedentary work to determine a multiplier of 4 and a
multiplicand of $28,600. No special damages award was made for loss of income.
Interest awarded on PSLA award from date of filing against the last defendant served
until the date of judgment at 5%.
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Cases referred to:
Alphonso et al v. Ramnath (1997) 56 WIR 183.
Auguste v Neptune (1997) 56 WIR 229.
Carty v. Patrick et al [2009] ECSC J0629-2 (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Fevrier et al v. Canchan et al [2002] HC 6 ECSC J0328-5 (www.justis.com and
www.eccourts.org).
George v Khoury Civil Appeal No 19 of 2004 Antigua (www.eccourts.org).
Lansiquot v Geest Plc [2002] All ER (D) 87; [2002] UKPC 48.
Mayers v. Deep Bay Development Company Ltd AG 2003 HC 52 (www.justis.com and
www.eccourts.org).
Wadadli Cats Ltd v Chapman [2005] ECSC J0425-1. (www.justis.com and
www.eccourts.org).
Counsel:
Mr. Kendrickson Kentish and Ms. Kathleen Bennett for the claimant.
Ms. Leslie-Ann Brisett and Mr. Vere Bird III for the second and third defendants.
The fourth defendant in person.

Comminuted fracture of femur
ANDERSON V DONACIEN ET AL
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT -SAINT LUCIA – HIGH COURT –
CLAIM NO. SLUHCV2013/0965 (TAYLOR-Alexander, M.) July 11, August 5, 11,
2014]
Age at injury: Not known
Occupation: Hotel housekeeper
Age at trial: 41
Total award: $228,973.86
Sex: F
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $150,000
Most significant injury: Comminuted fracture of the mid-shaft of the left femur,
comminuted fracture of the distal 1/3 of the right femur.
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Other injuries: Blunt soft tissue injury to the right ankle and neck and a type 111
sprain of the right acrimo-clavicular joint.
Duration of injury and prognosis: Permanent limp, suffers with deformity of right
shoulder compromising ability to lift heavy objects which surgery will improve, will
continue to have pain in legs after standing for prolonged period, continues with
joint dislocation of the collarbone and shoulder blade joint.
Facts: Judgment in default was entered against both defendants for injury, loss and
damage suffered by the claimant as a result of a road accident. The court considered
the quantum of damages that should be awarded to the claimant.
Held: The claimant was awarded general damages in the sum of $173,878.26 and
special damages in the sum of $12,313.69 together with $55,095.60 for disadvantage on
the labour market.
Cases referred to:
Alphonso v Ramnath (1997) 56 WIR 183.
Cornilliac v St. Louis (1965) 7 WIR 491.
Mathurin v Rain Forest Sky Rides Ltd. [2010] ECSC J0803-2 (www.justis.com and
www.eccourts.org).
Pigott et al v Potter et al [2012] ECSC K0823-2 (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Richard v Francois (www.eccourts.org).
Counsel:
Mrs. Lydia Faisal for the claimant.
Mrs. Esther Greene-Ernest for the defendants.
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Comminuted fracture of femur
CHEDDI V MARTYR ET AL
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - SAINT LUCIA – HIGH COURT –
CLAIM NO. SLUHCV1996/0715 (Edwards, J.) January 26, 26, 2004]
Age at injury: 29
Occupation: Minibus driver
Age at trial: 37
Total award: $30,080.43
Sex: M
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $38,000 (reduced by 40%)
Most significant injury: Closed comminuted fracture of the shaft of right femur,
fracture of cervical spine at the second cervical vertebrae.
Other injuries: Abrasions on forehead, wound in right ankle.
Duration of injury and prognosis: Surgery performed involving open reduction
and internal fixation of fractured femur. Post-surgery limitation of motion in right
knee, still in considerable pain and presently walks with a limp.
Facts: On October 3, 1995 a collision occurred between two vehicles, a minibus driven
by the claimant and a motor truck driven by the 1st defendant and owned by the 2nd
defendant. The claimant received medical treatment up to January 12, 1996; suffered
pain and wore a neck brace for three months and was unable to work for 37 weeks. The
claimant brought an action against the defendants seeing damages for personal injuries
and loss of earning caused by the accident. The defendants counter-claimed for
damage to the motor truck resulting in loss of use. The court considered whether the
defendants were negligent and whether the claimant was contributorily negligent, and
the quantum of damages that should be awarded.
Held: Liability was apportioned as 40% to the claimant and 60% to the defendants. The
Court considered the decisions in John v Maharaj and Mohammed v Sackoor and Shamina
v Dyal and concluded that since the claimant had not proved that he suffered any loss
of amenities or that he would incur future medical expenses, $38,000 was fair and
reasonable. He was also awarded special damages in the sum of $12,134.05. Both
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general and special damages were reduced by 40%, resulting in a total award of
$30,080.43.
Cases referred to:
Heyliger v Deokaran (T & T) (Unreported).
Shamina et al v Dyal et al (1993) 59 WIR 239.
Mohammed v Sackoor Journal of the Law Assoc. of T & T, Vol. 3, p. 95.
John v Maharaj (1974) Daly’s Damages, 1976.
Counsel:
Mr. Verna Gill for the claimant.
Mr. Richard Frederick and Ms. Lydia Faisal for the defendant.

Comminuted fracture of tibia
OLIVER (BY HIS MOTHER AND NEXT FRIEND PATRICIA OLIVER)
V KEIR ET AL
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - ST VINCENT AND THE
GRENADINES - CLAIM NO. 215 OF 1998 (Bruce-Lyle, J) November 1 2002]
Age at injury: 3 years old
Occupation:
Age at trial: 8 years old
Total award: $6,636
Sex: M
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $4,500
Most significant injury: Comminuted fracture of mid shaft of left tibia.
Prognosis: The claimant was expected to make a full recovery from his injuries.
Facts: The claimant was three years old when in 1997 he was involved in a motor
vehicle accident caused by the first defendant who was driving a car owned by the
second defendant. The claimant sustained a swollen and painful deformed left leg
caused by a comminuted fracture of the mid-shaft of the left tibia. The claimant testified
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that by date of trial he was no longer feeling pain in his left leg. The first defendant
pleaded guilty to an offence of dangerous driving in the magistrates’ court.
Held: On the balance of probabilities, the first defendant was driving negligently at the
time of the accident and failed to see the claimant who was struck by the side of the
vehicle. The claimant was expected to make a full recovery from his injuries. He was
awarded $136 as special damages, $4,500 for general damages and costs of $2,000.
Counsel:
Mr. Victory Cuffy for the claimant.
Mr. Richard Williams for the defendants.

Comminuted fracture of tibia
POMPEY V TONEY
[THE EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - ST VINCENT AND THE
GRENADINES - CLAIM NO. 395 OF 2006 (Matthew, J.) April 30, 2008]
Age at injury: Not given
Occupation:
Age at trial: Not given
Total award: $20,000
Sex: M
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $20,000
Most significant injury: Compound comminuted fracture of mid shaft of the
right tibia.
Additional injuries: Abrasions to both knees and the left elbow; a small wound
on the mid right leg with pain and swelling of the right leg.
Facts: The claimant was injured in a motor vehicle accident when the defendant’s car
collided with his motorcycle. The claimant sustained a compound comminuted
fracture of the mid shaft of the right tibia, fracture of the right fibula, a small wound to
the mid right leg and swelling of the right leg, abrasions to both knees and left elbow.
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Held: The defendant was sole cause of the accident when without stopping he turned
across oncoming traffic and collided with the claimant’s vehicle. No proper evidence
was provided by the claimant to support claims for loss of amenity, loss of earnings or
medical expenses so no award was made under those heads of loss.
Cases referred to:
Cornilliac v St Louis (1965) 7 WIR 491.
Baptiste v CK Greaves Co Ltd. Claim no 192 of 1997 (unreported).
Counsel:
Mr. J. O. R. Martin for the claimant.
Mr J. Delves for the defendant.

Comminuted fracture of tibula and fibula
BUTE V DE FREITAS ET AL
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - ST. VINCENT AND THE
GRENADINES – HIGH COURT – CLAIM NO. SVGHCV2010/2303
(Taylor-Alexander, M.) August 8, 2012]
Age at injury: 46
Age at trial: 48

Occupation : Not given
Total award: $236,512.20

Sex: M
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $75,000
Most significant injury: Comminuted fracture of the right tibula and fibula.
Duration and prognosis: The fracture eventually consolidated, but with some
deformity and shortening of the right leg which resulted in a permanent limp.
Facts: The claimant was involved in a motor vehicle accident while riding his
motorcycle. The second defendant who was driving a rented car owned by the first
defendant collided with him, he fell off his bike and suffered a comminuted fracture of
the right tibula. This did not heal well as a result of infection. The claimant walked with
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a permanent limp as a result of shortening of his right leg. He was unable to work for
11 months. The claim against the first defendant was dismissed. Judgment in default
of defence was entered against the second defendant.
Held: Based on the limited evidence available, the claimant’s monthly earnings were
assessed as $1,400. Based on the medical evidence, the claimant was unable to work for
11 months immediately following the injury and his award for loss of earnings was
$15,400. For the pain and suffering which he endured, the claimant was awarded
$75,000. Since the claimant’s average monthly earnings were $1,400 per month, the
annual multiplicand would be $16,800. Since he was not wholly incapacitated and
could be employed, the multiplier was fixed at 7 years. The award for future loss of
earnings was therefore $16,800 x 7 = $134,400. The total damages awarded the claimant
or his injuries were:
Special damages
Pain and suffering and loss of amenities
Future loss of earnings
Prescribed costs on special damages
and PSLA

$19,048.90
$75,000.00
$134,400.00
$ 8,464.20

Pre-judgment interest on special damages of 19,048.90 would be at the rate of 3% from
the date of the accident to the date of judgment and on the general damages for pain
and suffering would be 4% from the date of service of the claim to the date of judgment.
Post judgment interest on special and general damages would be at the rate of 6% per
annum from the date of judgment to the date of payment in full.
Cases referred to:
Cookson v Knowles [1979] AC 556, [1978] 2 WLR 978.
Cornilliac v St. Louis (1965) 7 WIR 491.
Fraser v. Dalrymple [2010] ECSC J0505 -1 (www.justis.com).
Mathurin v. Rain Forest Sky Rides [2012] ECSC J0803-2 (www.justis.com).
Woods v. Joseph [2007] ECSC J0831-2 (www.justis.com)
Counsel:
Ms. Suzanne Commissiong for the claimant.
Ms. Maia Eustace for the defendant.
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Comminuted fracture of tibia and fibula
FEVRIER ET AL V CANCHON ET AL
[SAINT LUCIA - HIGH COURT – CLAIM NO. 313 OF 1989
(d’Auvergne, J.) February 4, 7, March 28, 2002]
Age at injury: C1 : Not known;
C2: 25 years old

Occupation: C1 – Civil Servant,
C2 – Environmental Health Officer

Age at trial: Not known
Total award: $203,000
Sex: C1 - M, C2 – F
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: C1 - $50,000; C2 - $150,000
Most significant injury: C1 – Commuted fracture of left tibia and fibula, fracture
dislocations of the metacarpals and metatarsal joints in both feet, C2 – Commuted
fracture of the right femur.
Other injuries: C1 - 6 inch laceration to right knee region, 6 inch laceration to outer
aspect of the right leg, C2 – Abrasions and superficial laceration about the body.
Duration of injury and prognosis: C1 – Operative reduction and K wire fixation of
the fractures and dislocation of feet, fracture tibia and fibula manipulated, reduced
and immobilized in a plaster cast with incapacitation for 6 months. Injuries in feet
may result in chronic pain and produce permanent disability of 2%. C2 – Surgery
performed and K wire inserted into femur with incapacitation for 6 months. 1 inch
shortening of right lower limb which would produce chronic joint pains in that limb
resulting in permanent disability of approx. 10%.
Facts: The claimants, husband and wife, were injured in a vehicular collision when
their stationary motor vehicle was struck by an incoming motor van driven by the first
defendant who was employed as a driver by the second-named defendant. The court
considered whether the 1st and 2nd defendants were guilty of negligence. The claimants
sought damages for pain and suffering, loss of amenities, negligence and costs of the
action.
Held: The Court held that the first-named defendant acted negligently and was liable
to the claimants to the tune of 75% of the damages incurred and the estate of the third
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defendant was liable for the remaining 25%. The 1st claimant was awarded general
damages in the sum of $50,000 for pain and suffering and loss of amenities of life. The
2nd claimant was awarded general damages in the sum $150,000 for pain and suffering
and loss of amenities of life. The claimants were awarded special damages in the sum
of $3,000.
Cases referred to:
Auguste v Neptune (1977) 56 WIR 229.
Bennett v Chemical Construction (Great Britain) Ltd. [1971] 3 All ER 826.
Bourhill v Young [1943] AC 92; [1942] 2 All ER 396.
Bullock v The London General Omnibus Company and Others [1907] 1 KB 264.
Cornilliac v St. Louis (1965) 7 WIR 491.
Hill-Venning v Beszant [1950] 2 All ER 1151.
Kunwarsingh v Ramkelawani (1972) 20 WIR 441.
Maitland v Raisbeck [1944] 2 All ER 272.
Nettleship v Weston [1951] 2 All ER 448; [1951] AC 201.
Searle v Wallbank [1947] AC 31.
Wiltshire v Essex Area Health Authority [1987] QB 730.
Counsel:
Ms. Brender Portland for the claimants.
Mr. O. Wilkinson Larcher for 1st and 2nd defendants.
Mr. Kenneth Foster, Q.C. and Ms. Isabella Shillingford for 3rd defendant.
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Comminuted fracture of tibula and fibula
FLERMIUS V SOLOMON ET AL
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT- SAINT LUCIA – HIGH COURT –
CLAIM NO. 1041 OF 2002 (Skanks, J) May 29, June 3, 2003]
Age at injury: 29
Age at trial: 31

Occupation: Carpenter
Total award: $139,175 (excluding
interest)

Sex: Female
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $55,000
Most significant injury: Compound comminuted fracture of right tibia and fibula.
Duration of injury and prognosis: Bone loss and existing fragments were reduced
and fixed with external fixators and knee plaster caste later applied. Tibia not reunited and bone infection present. Bone grafting operation needed which would cost
$5,000, if successful it would allow the claimant to continue his trade as a carpenter.
Following surgery a further 9 months of inability to work. 2 inch shortening of right
leg will be permanent and will produce an obvious limp with 30% permanent
disability.
Facts: An application was made for an assessment of damages following a motorcycle
accident in which the claimant suffered a compound comminuted fracture of right tibia
and fibula. Before the accident, which occurred on October 26, 2001, the claimant was
described by the proprietor of the business for whom he worked as a carpenter, as “a
very skilled carpenter.” The court considered the quantum of general damages for pain
and suffering and loss of amenities that should be awarded to the claimant.
Held: In St. Paul v St. Croix, a 1989 case in which the claimant suffered similar injuries,
the award was $30,000. If an allowance was made for inflation and increased living
standard since 1989 and including the need for a further operation, damages for pain,
suffering and loss of amenities would be $55,000. In terms of future financial loss, the
claimant would be prevented from working for the next nine months and for this he
should be compensated $14,175 ($1,575 x9). Due to the difficulty of accessing financial
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loss thereafter, when he would be left with a limp, a shorter right leg and a permanent
30% disability which would put him at a disadvantage when seeking work as a
carpenter, he would be awarded a global sum of $60,000 as Smith v Manchester type
damages. In addition, there would be an award of $5,000 for an operation in future.
The total award, exclusive of interest was $139,175: $5,000 for an operation, $55,000 for
pain, suffering and loss of amenities, $14,175 for the first 9 month financial loss and an
additional $60,000 because of the difficulty of assessing future financial loss thereafter.
Cases referred to:
August v Neptune (1997) 56 WIR 229.
Paul v St. Croix. St. Lucia High Court, No. 225/1988.
Statute referred to:
Judgments Act Cap. 35, s. 7.
Counsel:
Mr. Francois for the claimant.
Ms. Anthony for the defendants.
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Comminuted fracture of left tibia and fibula
FRANCIS ET AL V MAYNES ET AL
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - ANTIGUA AND BARBUDA –
HIGH COURT - CIVIL SUIT NO. 414 OF 1992
(Georges, J) May, 13-14 1998; June 3- 4, 19 , 1999; March 29, 2000]
Age at injury: C1 F) 30 years
C 2) 27 years
Age at trial: C1) 32 years
C2) 29 years

Occupation: c1) Plumber
C2 )Plumber
Total award: C1) $48,770
C2) $$63,213.35

Sex: C1:Male; C2:Male
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: C1) $40,000; C2) $50,000
Most significant injury: C1): Severely Comminuted fracture of left tibia and
fibula. C2): Compound fracture of shaft femur, tibia fibular and lower end of
tibia (inter-articular) in ankle joint.
Duration of Injury and prognosis: C1): 12% permanent physical impairment in
lower extremity; 5% permanent physical impairment. C2): 24% permanent
disability in lower extremity; 10% of physical impairment as whole man.
Facts: The first claimant, a 30-year-old plumber, was injured when he was riding his
motorcycle and it was involved in a collision on 21st April 1992. He and his pillion rider
were struck by the first defendant who negligently drove the vehicle of the second
defendant from a minor road to a major road without due care when she slammed into
the first claimant. The first claimant was examined at the Casualty Department on 21st
April 1992 complaining of serious injury to his lower limb. An examination confirmed
that his left leg had a severely comminuted fracture of the left tibia and fibula. He was
required to go undergo two surgeries during the five (5) weeks he spent at the hospital
to re-align his fracture tibia and fibula with its anatomical alignment. His lower limb
was immobilised for six (6) months. Six (6) years after the accident, a clinical evaluation
disclosed that he had lost range movements in his ankle and subtalar joints as a
residual disability on account of the long period his leg was immobilised in the cast.
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He was temporarily disabled and unable to perform his duties for more than one year
and disabled for in excess of one year in the full use of his lower left extremity. His
injuries resulted in 12% permanent physical impairment in lower extremity; 5%
permanent physical impairment. He was evaluated as likely to have increased in his
permanent physical impairment on account of post traumatic degenerative joint
disease in his lower left joints. The Claimant was unlikely to be able to engage in any
further competitive or recreational sports.
The second claimant, the pillion rider of the first defendant, was thrown off the
motorcycle when the first defendant’s vehicle struck the bike. After admission to
hospital, he became unconscious and was clinically diagnosed with a Fat Embolism
and was shifted to ICU where he remained unconscious for two weeks. Thereafter, he
was operated on when he became fit to do so where there was an open reduction and
internal fixation of his left femur with the help of an intramedullary K-nail. He was
hospitalized for two months and was seen on an outpatient basis for three (3) months.
He was diagnosed as having 24% permanent disability in lower extremity; 10% of
physical impairment as whole man. He was temporarily disabled for more than one
year following the accident and disabled in the full functions of his lower extremity for
more than a year. He was therefore likewise likely to lose any ability to engage in
recreational sports or activities. There was a steel implant in his left thigh which may
require future surgical recovery.
Held: The first claimant was awarded $40,000 in general damages with interest at the
rate of 6% per annum from the date of the issue of the writ to the date of the trial; and
to special damages of $8,770 plus interest at the rate of 3% per annum from date of
accident to the date of trial and thereafter at the rate of 5% per annum until payment.
The second claimant was awarded $50,000 for pain and suffering and loss of amenities
with interest rates of 6% per annum from the date of issue of the writ to the date of the
trial and thereafter at the rate of 5% per annum until payment. He was also awarded
$13,213.55 at 3% per annum from the date of the accident to the date of trial and
thereafter at the rate of 5% per annum until payment.
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Cases referred to:
Alfred v Mahabir (1987)Trinidad and Tobago High Court Claim No 158 of 1980.
Avis Rent a Car Ltd v Maitland (1980) 32 WIR 296.
Chan Wai Tong v Li Ping Sum [1985] AC 446.
Cornilliac v St. Louis (1965) 7 WIR 491.
Hopkinson v Lall (1959) 1 WIR 582.
Matuszowicz v Parker (1987) 50 WIR 24.
Morgan v Launchberry [1973] AC 127.
Rojan v Narinesingh TT 1997 HC 65 (www.justis.com).
Wylie et al v Sorzano et al (www.ttlawcourts.org).
Counsel:
Mr. Gerald Watt, Q.C. with Lenworth Johnson for the plaintiffs.
Ms. E. Ann Henry with Natasha Shillingford for the defendants.

Compound fractures of left and right tibia
HORNE ET AL V WILKINSON
[ EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT – ST VINCENT AND THE
GRENADINES - CLAIM NO. SVGHCV2005/0129 (Kelsick, M.) June 30, 2014]
Age at injury: First claimant – 7 years Occupation: School children
old; second claimant - 9 years old
Age at trial: 17 and 19 years respectively Total award: First claimant $121,721.19
Second claimant: $7,500
Type of award: Compensation.
PSLA: first claimant - $75,000; second claimant- $7,500
Most significant injury for first claimant: compound fractures of left and right tibia.
The second claimant’s injuries were not specified.
Other injuries: The first claimant also sustained injuries to her face which left her
with keloid scarring on her right cheek.
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Duration and prognosis: It was anticipated that the first claimant would need to
undergo plastic surgery for severe disfiguring scarring of the left leg, right cheek and
lip.
Facts: The two claimants, aged 7 and 9 years old, suing by their mother and next friend
Susan Horne, were walking along the road when they were struck by a motor vehicle
driven by the defendant on March 30, 2004. The first claimant suffered compound
fractures of her leg and injury to her right leg. She underwent surgery and was
hospitalised for a period of 72 days. After the accident, she underwent surgery and was
hospitalised for a period of 72 days. She had serious disfiguring scarring to her left leg
and had an increased chance of developing degenerative joint disease as an adult. She
also sustained injuries to her face which left her with keloid scarring on her right cheek,
lip, and severe disfiguring scarring of the left leg which will be permanent. It was
anticipated that she would need to undergo plastic surgery to reduce the scarring of
the left leg. With regard to the second claimant, as a result of the similarity in the names
of the two claimants, there was a mix-up in the evidence and pleadings and no
evidence was tendered in relation to the injuries of the second claimant. Affidavit
evidence adduced was that she had received a sprain to her arm which was placed in
a sling, abrasions to her back, arm and leg, a severe wound to her forehead and had
been off school for 3 weeks. No application was made to amend the pleadings or
otherwise remedy the defect.
Held: First claimant: (i) Pain, suffering and loss of amenities - there was no evidence
as to the cause of the pain which the first claimant continued to experience, and relation
to loss of amenities, of the type of sports she played or whether she had any particular
disability. Therefore, following Singh, JA in Auguste in which he said that itemization
may not be appropriate where there was a vagueness of the evidence and lack of
specific diagnosis of the injury, a global sum of $75,000 as general damages for pain
and suffering and loss of amenities was awarded; (ii) with regard to future medical
expenses, an award of $44,253.50 to undergo plastic surgery was reasonable; (iii)
$2,467.69 as the cost of transportation and medication were pleaded as special damages
and accepted.
Second claimant: The pleadings in respect of the second claimant said that she
sustained injuries in the accident, but they would have to be pleaded and proved. All
that the court could give was an award based solely on the pain and suffering she
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would have suffered for the three weeks that she was unable to go to school. She was
awarded a sum of $7,500 as general damages for pain and suffering.
Interest: Interest of 5% from the date of judgment falls within the range within the
region and was awarded.
Cases referred to:
Auguste v Neptune (1997) 56 WIR 229.
CCAA Ltd. v. Jeffrey [2004] ECSC J0302-1 (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Carty et al v St. Kitts-Nevis-Anguilla Trading and Development Co. Ltd. [2009] ECSC J06292 (www.justis.com).
Cherry et al v Trim et al LC 2013 HC 32 (www.justis.com).
Franklin v. M.A. Kharafi & Sons WLL Ltd. [2000] ECSC J0405-2 (www.justis.com and
www.eccourts.org).
Jefford v Gee [1970] 1 All ER 1202; [1970] 2 QB 130.
Gabriel v. John [2012] ECSC J0405-2 (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org)
James v Lewis et al [2009] ECSC J0731-2 (www.justis.com)
Khoury v. George et al [2004] HC 13 (www.justis.com)
Counsel:
Ms. Patina Knights for the claimant.
Ms. Patricia Marks for the defendants
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Compound fractures of left tibia and fibula
CHARLES V CORRIDON
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT- ST. VINCENT AND THE
GRENADINES - CLAIM NO SVGHCV 2002/0506 (Actie, M) June 3 2014]
Age at injury: 21
Age at trial: 36

Occupation: Painter/ Farmer
Total award: $340,000

Sex: M
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $250,000
Most significant injury: Multiple fractures to his left tibia.
Duration and prognosis: The claimant underwent surgery and developed a chronic
ulcer of the left leg as well as chronic osteomyelitis. The claimant’s continuous pain
would be lifelong and there was a possibility of amputation if the infection were to
continue.
Facts: In 1998 the claimant was injured in a motor vehicle accident by a car driven by
the defendant. The claimant sustained multiple trauma to his head and body including
a large laceration to the left leg with bony deformity. Compound fractures of the left
tibia and fibula. The claimant underwent surgery and developed a chronic ulcer of the
left leg as well as chronic osteomyelitis.
Held: The claimant would likely require plastic surgery for which he would have to
travel overseas. The claimant’s continuous pain would be lifelong and there was a
possibility of amputation if the infection were to continue. Having regard to the
severity of the injury, the recurrent and contemplated surgical procedures required
and the evidence of continuous pain and suffering for the past 15 years, an award of
$250,000 consisting of $150,000 for pain and suffering and $100,000 for loss of amenities
would meet the justice of the case. With regard to future loss of earnings, the claimant
was 21 years old at the time of the accident. He stated that he earned $650 a month
prior to the accident, but this was not substantiated. The nature of his injuries would
have impacted his earning capacity, whether as a painter or a farmer. Since his
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assertion as to earnings was unsubstantiated, the court proposed a nominal amount of
$500 per month giving a multiplicand of $6,000 with a multiplier of 15. Accordingly,
an award of $90,000 was made for future loss of earnings.
Cases referred to:
Chewings v Williams and Anor [2009] EWHC 2490. QB, [2010] P1QR Q1.
Cornilliac v St Louis (1965) 7 WIR 491.
Fredericks v Cunningham SVGHCV 2002/475 [2009] ECSC J0721-3 (www.justis.com and
www.eccourts.org).
Mathurin v Rain Forest Sky Rides Ltd. [2010] ECSC J0803-2 (www.justis.com and
www.eccourts.org).
Morille v Pierre et al LC 2001 HC 14 (www.justis.com).
Wells v Wells [1998] 3 All ER 481; [1999] 1 AC 345.
Statutes referred to:
The Limitation Act, 1980 Cap 90, Laws of St Vincent and the Grenadines.
Counsel:
Ms. Nicole Sylvester for the claimant.
Mr. Samuel Commissiong for the defendant.

Fracture of ankle
BARBER V SAMUEL
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - DOMINICA – HIGH COURTDOMHCV2009/0101 (Cottle, J.) April 14, September 12, 2011]
Age at injury: Not known
Occupation: Not known
Age at trial: Not known
Total award: $13,104
Sex: M
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $10,000
Most significant injury: Fracture of the ankle.
Duration of injury and prognosis: Injury was fully resolved.
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Facts: The claimant was riding his motor cycle along the main road when the
defendant, driving in the opposite direction, suddenly made a right turn into the
claimant’s lane of traffic. The claimant took evasive action to avoid the collision but
was unsuccessful in doing so. He fell from his motor cycle and sustained personal
injuries. The defendant was a nurse and assisted him on the scene of the accident. He
was treated at hospital where he was assessed and X-rays ordered. The X-rays revealed
soft tissue damage but no bony injuries and the claimant was discharged. However,
the claimant continued to experience discomfort and new X-rays were ordered. These
revealed an undisplaced fracture of the ankle. The joint was encased in a plaster of
paris cast for six weeks. At the date of trial it was confirmed that the claimant’s injury
was completely healed.
Held: The claimant was awarded general damages of $10,000, special damages of $80
and prescribed costs of $3,024.
Case referred to:
Cornilliac v St. Louis [1965] 7 WIR 491.
Statutory instrument referred to:
CPR 2000 Pt 10.6 (2).
Counsel:
Mrs. Dawn Yearwood-Stewart for the claimant.
Ms Lisa De Freitas for the defendant.
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Fracture of Ankle
RAYMOND V JOSEPH
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT – DOMINICA – HIGH COURT –
CIVIL SUIT NO. 289 OF 1994 (Cenac, J.) May 2000, July 2001, August 1, 2001]
Age at injury: 60 years
Age at trial: 66 years
Sex: M
Type of award: Compensation
PLSA: $20,000
Most significant injury: Fracture of ankle
Duration of injury and prognosis: Injury healing without complications
Facts: The claimant was walking in the area of the river bank when he was struck down
by a car driven by the defendant. He sustained injuries to his right lower limb which was
swollen at the ankle and painful. X-rays at the time showed non-displaced fractures of
both the lateral and medial malleoli (that is, the end of the tibia and ankle). The fractures
were not displaced and remained in good alignment. A case was applied below the knee
to stabilize the ankle. The claimant remained in hospital for four days. On release, he
continued to experience considerable pain from the ankle injury and ambulated on
crutched for six months. The fractures healed well without complications, but the
claimant experienced some residual swelling and discomfort at the ankle. At the start of
the trial there was full movement at the ankle joint with mild pain on extreme movement,
but full resolution was anticipated and in fact took place before the trial ended.
Held: The claimant was awarded general damages of $20,000 and the defendant was
ordered to pay to the claimant one-half of the costs to be taxed if not agreed.
Counsel:
Mr. Michael Bruney for the claimant.
Mrs. S. Blomqvist-Williams for the defendant.
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Fracture of femur
GILBERT V MONERVILLE
[SAINT LUCIA – HIGH COURT – CLAIM NO. SLUHCV2002/449
(Shanks, J.) March 16, 18, April 8, 2005]
Age at injury: 53
Occupation: Mason/Farmer
Age at trial: 57
Total award: $116,829 (incl. interest)
Sex: M
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $45,000
Most significant injury: Undisplaced osteochondral fracture of the lateral condyle
of the femur.
Other injuries: Sprained right ankle.
Duration of injury and prognosis: Incision and drainage of right septic knee, Reaspiration and manipulation of knee joint resulting in inability to stoop, bend down
or climb stairs/ladder, Wasting of right quadriceps muscle with painful restriction of
knee movement, Total knee replacement may be required, walks with a marked limp
using a walking stick and knee brace.
Facts: The claimant was injured in a road accident and issued a claim against the
defendant. The Court considered whether the claimant was contributorily negligent in
allowing his knee to become infected together with the quantum of damages that
should be awarded to the claimant.
Held: The Court found no contributory negligence on the part of the claimant. The
claimant was awarded damages in the sum of $45,000 for pain and suffering and loss
of amenities, for future medical care in the sum of $20,000, for loss of earning capacity
in the sum of $15,000 and $1,100 for sea baths. Special damages were agreed in the sum
of $19,229.
Counsel:
Ms. Clemar Hipployte for the claimant.
Ms. Kate Wilson for the defendant.
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Fracture of femur
NIBBS V TODMAN
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS HIGH COURT – CLAIM NO. 42 OF 1992 (Shanks, J.) June 30, July 22, 2004]
Age at injury: 53
Age at trial: 67
Sex: M

Occupation: Fisherman and fruit and
vegetable vendor
Total award: $40,000

Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $40,000
Most significant injury: Serious fracture of right femur.
Duration of injury and prognosis: Shortening of leg and lack of strength and
movement were permanent disabilities limiting function and mobility of leg.
Facts: On 19 August 1989, the claimant, a self-employed fisherman and vegetable and
fruit vendor was involved in a road traffic accident with the defendant and suffered
serious injuries to his right leg. The Court of Appeal held the defendant liable for the
accident to the extent of 30%. The claimant applied to have his damages assessed on 17
October 2001 and on June 30, 2004 the matter finally came on for assessment.
Held: The judge held that the injury was borderline between serious and very serious
and that the claimant was entitled to an award of $40,000 for pain and suffering and
loss of amenity on a full liability basis. No award would be made for loss of future
earnings since over the 15 years the claimant had only been unable to work for 130
weeks. Interest of 2% was awarded on the general damages from the date of service of
the claim form.
Counsel:
Ms. Michelle Matthew for the claimant.
The defendant in person (for part of the hearing).
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Fracture of femur
PEREIRA V MILLS
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT- ST. KITTS AND NEVIS – HIGH
COURT- SKBHCV2004/0038 (Mathurin, M) November 23, 2004; March 15, 2015]
Age at injury: 15 years
Age at trial: 20 years

Occupation: Student
Total award: $84,120

Sex: Female
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $60,000
Most significant injury: Fracture of mid shaft of left femur with displacement.
Other injuries: Abrasions.
Duration of injury and prognosis: 5+ years with 30% permanent disability.
Facts: P, a 16-year-old, was the front seat passenger in the defendant’s vehicle when
the defendant negligently drove into the rear end of a stationary vehicle. She suffered
multiple abrasions and a fracture of the mid shaft of the left femur with displacement.
She underwent surgery and a Steinman Pin insertion of the left tibia and skeletal
traction. She underwent two months in traction in the hospital and then physiotherapy
for two months. The injury healed with a mal-union of the proximal left fracture with
overlap at the fracture site and a rotational deformity. That is, after the accident there
was a hump on her thigh where the bone was broken. Her disability at the time of the
award was assessed at 30% partial disability until rectified through further surgery to
correct her gait. She experienced excruciating pain and pain at the fracture on direct
pressure.
Held: The defendant was liable for general damages of $60,000 taking into account the
nature of the disability and future pain regarding the corrective surgery (the
osteotomy) for which there is a possibility that it may be problematic. Agreed future
medical costs and special damages were awarded. Interests awarded at the rate of 3%
from date of service of claim until date of assessment. Interest on the global sum at 5%
from date of judgment until payment.
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Cases referred to:
Bacchus v Jack et al TT 1999 HC 38 (www.justis.com and www.ttlawcourts.org).
Cornilliac v St. Louis (1965) 7 WIR 491.
Hawkes v Garside November 1997 reported in Kemp & Kemp 2016 ed. 14-00.
Heerallal v Hack Bros. Construction Co. Ltd. (1977) 15 WIR 117.
Mohammed & Ors. v Supersad HCA Nos. 154 to 157(Judgment delivered 23 Oct, 1987).
Wylie et al v Sorzano et al (1992) (www.ttlawcourts.org).
Counsel:
Ms. Vernice Morton for the claimant.
Mr. Charles Wilkin, Q.C. with Mrs. Raquel Walsh-Silston for the defendant.

Fracture of femur
RICHARDS V FRANCOIS
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT- GRENADA – HIGH COURT –
CIVIL SUIT NO. GDAHCV2010/0156 (Mohammed, J.) June 10, 27, July 8 and
November 7, 2013]
Age at injury: 20 years
Occupation: Bus driver
Age at trial:
Total award: $98,604.03
Sex: Male
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $56,000
Most significant injury: Displaced fracture of left femur resulting in shortened
leg.
Other injuries: Multiple soft tissue injuries, skin traction of lower leg,
permanent scarring, permanent limp and deformity.
Duration of injury and prognosis: Claimant advised against further injury as
this would be risky and complicated. Likelihood of back pain developing in the
future.
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Facts: The claimant alighted from his vehicle in the middle of the road and was struck
by a motor vehicle driven by the defendant, the Police Superintendent in charge of
traffic branch of the Police Force. The claimant suffered a displaced comminute fracture
of the mid shaft of the left femur, skin traction to the left lower limb and soft tissue
injuries to his left leg, his left arm and shoulders. He was admitted to hospital where
he spent three months. During this time he was immobilized with his left leg
suspended in air. The claimant suffered the indignity of having to attend his biological
functions while remaining in bed. After discharge from the hospital, the claimant
mobilised on crutches and canes for over six months. The injuries resulted in a
permanent limp as a result of a shortened leg. He was advised that further surgery to
straighten his leg would be risky and complicated. He also suffered permanent
scarring of the affected areas. The medical prognosis was that there was a strong
possibility of his developing back pain in the future. The injuries affected the claimant’s
ability to run, walk, jog or garden. His ability to life heavy loads was also impaired.
Held: The claimant was awarded general damages of $56,000 with interest of 6% from
service to payment; special damages of $862 with interest of 3% from the date of service
to date of judgment and 6% thereafter until payment. The claimant and defendant had
both contributed to the accident with liability agreed on a 70-30 basis. The award
would be adjusted accordingly.
Cases referred to:
Carty v Patrick et al [2009] ECSC JO629-2 (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Cornilliac v St Louis (1965) 7 WIR 491.
Fraser v Dalrimple et al [2010] HC30 (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Fredericks v Cunningham [2009] ECSC J0721 – 3 (www.justis.com and
www.eccourts.org).
Grealis v Opuni (2003) EWCA Civ 177.
Jeremiah et al v Gilbert et al [2010] ECSC J0218 – 1 (www.justis.com and
www.eccourts.org).
Mathurin v Rain Forest Sky Rides Ltd. [2010] ECSC J0803 -2 (www.justis.com and
www.eccourts.org).
Counsel:
Mr. Derick Sylvester for the appellant.
Mr. Alban John for the respondent.
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Fracture of femur
PIGOTT V. POTTER & POTTER
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - ANTIGUA AND BARBUDA HIGH COURT- ANUHCV 2010/0423
(Michel, J.) February 17, April 26, May 30, August 22, 2012]
Age at injury: 21

Occupation: Foreman and Draughtsman

Age at trial: 25
Sex: Male

Total award: $241,885 plus costs

Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $50,000
Most significant injury: Severely comminuted fracture of the right femur.
Other injuries: Entire right lower limb in external rotation, 1/2" 1.25 cm shortening
of right lower extremity, 15 degrees of angulation/ mal-union at the fracture site of
the injured femur.
Duration of injury and prognosis: 45% permanent physical impairment of the right
lower extremity (Corrective surgery possible); 18% permanent physical impairment
as a whole person.
Facts: The claimant, a 21-year-old labourer, was injured in a motor vehicle accident on
the 22nd January, 2009. As a result, he sustained a severely comminuted fracture of the
right femur, entire right lower limb in external rotation, 1/2" 1.25 cm shortening of right
lower extremity, 15 degrees of angulation/ mal-union at the fracture site of the injured
femur. He was hospitalised for three weeks and undertook physiotherapy from March
2009, until April 2010. During this period, he was unable to walk without crutches or a
cane. As a result of his femoral deformity, he walked with a visible limp. He was
required to put a half-inch sole in his shoe to balance his walk to compensate for his
shortened leg. He wished to obtain the surgical procedure to correct his deformity, but
did not have a quote from any surgeon; instead relying on his local doctor who
provided a rough estimate of the cost as between US$70,000- $90,000. He was incapable
of sleeping on his right side without substantial pain and was unable to move his hips
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or gyrate his waist on account of limited flexibility and rotation; a factor that would
influence his future conjugal relations. He was unable to participate in a range of
sporting and social activities as a result of his injuries. He expressed concerns that his
impairments would have the likely effect of diminishing his employment prospects as
a manual labourer and that he would be unable to become a police officer. There was
no evidence his employer wished to or would be likely to fire him in the future on
account of the accident.
Held: The claimant was awarded $50,000 for pain, suffering and loss of amenities. He
was awarded $189,000 for future corrective surgery, if he so elected to do. He had not
made any definitive steps towards obtaining the surgery but it was an option, which
even though it was not necessary (as a shoe-insole would suffice), was one he was
entitled to. He was awarded at the lower range of the scale as he may elect not to have
the surgery. Interest was payable at a rate of 2.5% on special damages from the date of
the accident to the date of the hearing of the assessment. Interest of 5% was awarded
on the general damages from the date of filing of the claim to the conclusion of the trial.
Interest was payable to the claimant at the rate of 5% from the date of judgment until
the date of payment.
Cases referred to:
Fevrier et al v Canchan et al [2000] ECSC J0328 – 5 (www.justis.com and
www.eccourts.org).
Mathurin v Rain Forest Sky Rides Ltd [2010] ECSC J0803 – (www.justis.com and
www.eccourts.org).
Wilson-Frank v Charles Mc Enearny and Co. Ltd. (1971) Daly’s Damages 67.
Counsel:
Mr. Loy Weste and Ms. Lisa Weste for the claimants.
The defendants not appearing or represented.
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Fracture of femur
TEAGUE V RALPH
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - HIGH COURT- CIVIL SUIT
NUHCV2007/0417
(Harris, J.) June 24, December 9, 2003; March 6, April 1, 2004
Age of injury: 35 years

Occupation: Heavy equipment
operator /truck driver

Age at trial: 40 years

Total award: $83,072.25

Sex: Male
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $40,000
Most significant injury: Fracture of femur.
Other injuries: Total displacement with a swelling deformity in the lower third
of the thigh. Abrasion on the anterior aspect of the lower third of the leg; laceration
of about 1cm long on the anterior of the knee.
Duration of injury and prognosis: Unknown prognosis with regard to the limited
flexion of his knee.
Facts: The claimant, a 36-year-old, heavy equipment operator/truck, was riding his
motorcycle when the defendant drove his vehicle negligently, causing a collision with
the claimant on the 22nd of August, 2005. The claimant suffered injuries namely, a
supracondylar comminuted spiral fracture of the left femur with total displacement
with a swelling deformity in the lower third of the thigh; abrasion on the anterior
aspect of the lower third of the leg and a laceration of about 1cm long on the anterior
of his knee. He required an operation on the 23rd of August, for open reduction and
internal fixation with a L-plate under general anaesthesia. His recovery was such that
he was discharged on the 7th November. The claimant, an avid footballer and a cyclist,
was incapacitated for 12 months.
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Held: In the absence of sufficiently pleaded special damages the Court made the
claimant a nominal award of $5,500 that is justifiable on the scale of common
experience in the circumstances of this case with respect to the motorcycle. He was also
awarded $2,802.50 for hospital expenses and $20,000 for loss of earnings from the date
of the accident to the date of filing, totalling $28,302.50 for special damages. For pain
and suffering, he was awarded $15,000 and for loss of amenities, $25,000. With regard
to loss of amenities, the claimant had said that prior to the accident he earned $1,800
per month. In the absence of expert medical evidence that the limited flexion of the
knee would render the claimant unemployable, the Court was permitted to award a
nominal sum which contemplated that the claimant was employable, but sought to
top-up the income he was capable of earning in the future so as to put him, as far as
possible, in the position he would have been in, had he not been injured. The claimant’s
earnings would be reduced by the monthly sum of $200 ($2400 per year) by virtue of
his injury and the consequential lower financial prospects. He was therefore awarded
$24,000 for loss of future earnings (10 years purchase x $200 a month). The total award
of $92,303.50 was reduced by 10% - the extent to which the claimant was contributorily
negligent, and was therefore $83,072.25.
Interest pursuant to the Supreme Court Act was awarded at 5% per annum on the
special damages award only, from the date of accident to Judgment. Interest pursuant
to the Judgment Act applied to the whole of the judgment sum from the date of
judgment until full satisfaction.
Cases referred to:
Alphonso et al v. Ramnath (1997) 56 WIR 183.
A.G of Antigua and Barbuda v Bufton et al C.A No. 22 of 2004 (www.eccourts.org.).
CCCA Limited v Jeffrey [2004] ECSC J0302-1 (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Cornilliac v St. Louis (1964) 7 WIR 491.
Fevrier et al v Canchan et al [2002]ECSC J0328–5 (www.justis.com and
www.eccourts.org).
Greer v Alston’s Engineering Sales and Service Ltd (2003) 63 WIR 388.
Heeralall v. Hack Bros Construction Co. Ltd. (1977) 25 WIR 117.
Jones v. Livox Quarries Ltd. [1952] 2 QB 608.
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Lewis v Denye [1940] AC 921; [1940] 3 All ER 299.
Miller v. Charles Antigua and Barbuda Claim No. 469 of 1989.
Nibbs v. Todman [2004] JBVIC 2201 (www.justis.com).
Sarju v Walker (1973) 21 WIR 86.
Tate and Lyle Food and Distributor v GLC [1982] 1 WLR 149.
Wells v Wells [1999] 3 All ER 198; [1998] 2 All ER 481.
Statutes referred to:
Eastern Caribbean Civil Procedure Rules.
Eastern Caribbean Supreme Court Act.
Judgment Act, Cap. 227.
Counsel:
Mr. George Lake for the claimant.
Mr. Steadroy Benjamin for the defendant.

Fracture of foot
JOSEPH V DONALDSON ET AL
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - SAINT LUCIA – HIGH COURT –
CLAIM NO. SLUHCV2002/113 (Hariprashad-Charles, J.) December 3, 4, 8, 2003]
Age at injury: 38
Occupation: Stevedore
Age at trial: 41
Total award: $31,000 (incl. costs)
Sex: M
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $15,000
Most significant injury: Multiple fractures of left foot.
Other injuries: Lower back muscle spasm, compression injury to left hip.
Duration of injury and prognosis: Foot placed in cast for immobilization and
referred for orthopaedic review with consistent pain in left foot whenever closed
shoe worn, tenderness to left lower limb over ankle and foot.
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Facts: The claimant was employed by the defendants as a stevedore. His job entailed
the loading of bananas and other cargo onto ships. The claimant was injured as a result
of an eroded C hook, which broke and caused the pallet being transferred from dock
to ship, to fall onto his leg. The claimant brought a claim against the defendants seeking
damages for the injuries suffered. He stated that he had a consistent pain in the left foot
whenever he wore enclosed shoes. The Court found that the defendants were in breach
of their duty to provide a safe place of work and to ensure that their equipment was
free from defects.
Held: Following the case of Chatoor v Constantine in which the claimant suffered a
fracture of the medial malleolus of the right ankle joint, the claimant was awarded
general damages for pain and suffering in the sum of $15,000. The was also awarded
$12,500 as special damages and costs of $3,500.
Case referred to:
Chatoor v Constantine H.C. Civil Suit No. 2830/74 (Trinidad & Tobago). Judgment
delivered 22 May, 1975; (Daly’s Damages, p. 94).
Counsel:
Mr. Alvin St. Clair for the claimant.
Defendants absent and not represented.
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Fracture of foot
LAURENT V CUFFY
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - COMMONWEALTH OF
DOMINICA - HIGH COURT – CLAIM NO. DOMHCV 2012/0238 – (Actie, M),
October 1, December 1, 2015]
Age at injury: 41 years old
Occupation: Bus Driver
Age at Trial: 47 years
Total Award: $154,750.55
Sex: F
Type of Award :Compensation
PSLA: $110,000
Most significant injury: Fractured right foot.
Other Injuries: Laceration of medial dorsal; visible fracture of the metatarsal;
injury to right hand.
Duration of injury and prognosis: Risk of bone infection (osteomyelitis),
restricted use of the limb. Permanent pain and discomfort in right foot and
knee.
Facts: The claimant, the driver of a passenger bus, was driving along her designated
route when her vehicle was struck by a tractor truck driven by the defendant. On
collision the claimant brought her vehicle to a complete stop but the defendant
continued to move his vehicle forcibly ripping off the front side of the claimant’s bus.
Attempts made by the passengers to remove the claimant from the wreckage proved
futile. The claimant remained trapped and helpless inside the bus for over forty-five
minutes. The claimant was eventually extricated by emergency fire service officers
using heavy equipment to cut through the metal. At hospital, the claimant underwent
immediate surgery with K-wire pinning of the fracture. She remained hospitalised for
six weeks. One week after surgery the claimant developed an active infection in the
right foot and underwent another surgical debridement and removal of K-wires. The
claimant later underwent an osteotomy (surgical procedure of cutting bone) of the
right metatarsal bone plus bone grafting using AO plates and screws. One year later
she underwent further surgery for recurrent infection. Thirty-three months later she
underwent yet another surgical procedure for the removal of residual screws and
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plates. The medical prognosis was that if the bone infection recurs more surgeries
would be needed and could lead to amputation of the extremity.
Held: The claimant was awarded general damages of $110,000; special damages in the
sum of $8,954; loss of future earnings $25,000; interest of 5% of the total from the date
of judgment. Costs of $10, 796.55.
Cases referred to:
AG of Antigua and Barbuda v Bufton [2006] ECSC J0206-2 (www.justis.com and
www.eccourts.org).
British Transport v Gourley [1953] 3 All ER 803
Clarke v Nicholas DOMHCV 2004/0268 (unreported).
Cornilliac v St. Louis (1965) 7 WIR 491.
Fevrier et al v Canchan et al LC 2002 HC 6 [2002] ECSC J0328-5 (www.justis.com and
www.eccourts.org).
Greer v Alston’s Engineering Sales and Services Ltd. [2003] UKPC 46; (2003) 63 WIR 388.
Heerallal v Hack Brothers (Construction) Ltd., (1977) 24 WIR 117.
Khoury v George et al AG 2004 HC 13 (www.justis.com).
O’Garro et al v Ross et al VC 2008 HC 12 (www.justis.com).
Wells v Wells [1999] 3 All E.R 198; [1998] 2 All ER 481.
Counsel:
Ms Singoalla Blomqvist-Williams for the claimant.
Mr. David Bruney for the defendant.
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Fracture of foot
VICTOR (MINOR) BY GLORIA VICTOR V GABRIEL
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - GRENADA - HIGH COURT CIVIL SUIT CASE NO. GDAHCV1999/0436 (Belle, J.) March 12, May 06, 2004]
Age at injury: 18 years
Occupation: Student
Age at trial:
24 years
Total award: $56,179.60
Sex: Male
Type of award: Compensation
PLSA: $43,000
Most significant injury: Compound fracture of distal tibia and fibula.
Other injuries: Lacerations, cuts and bruises.
Duration of injury and prognosis: Full recovery expected.
Facts: The claimant, a minor, was leading his cow along a main road. He was
attempting to cross the road when a motor van driven by the defendant approached at
a very fast speed. The van collided with the cow and then collided with him causing
him to fall over the bridge. At trial, it was unclear whether the claimant had been
struck by the vehicle or whether the defendant struck the cow and then carried the
cow, throwing it at the claimant and knocking him off the bridge. The claimant
immediately experienced pain and came to the realisation that he was unable to stand.
He was transported to hospital where he underwent immediate surgery to repair a
compound comminuted fracture of the distal tibia and fibula. Steel plates were
inserted into the leg. The claimant remained in hospital for three months and twelve
days. He had also suffered other injuries including multiple cuts, bruises and
lacerations. At trial the claimant confirmed that his injuries had healed without
complication.
Held: General damages were awarded of $43,000 plus interest of 6% from the date of
service; special damages of $2,179.60 with interest at 3% from the date of the accident
to date of trial; costs of $11,000 were also awarded. The Judge ordered that the
compensation be given directly to the claimant and not the next friend since he was no
longer a minor.
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Cases referred to:
Turner v Coates [1917] 1 KB 670.
Ryan v Williams (T&T) No. 473/72 (Daly’s Damages, p. 75.)
Boyce v Forde (1993) High Court (Barbados) No. 151 of 1981.
Counsel:
Mr. Arley Gill for the claimant.
Mr. Alban John for the defendant.

Fracture of knees
PRESCOTT V RAMBALLY’S FUNERAL PARLOUR LIMITED ET AL
EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - SAINT LUCIA – HIGH COURT –
CLAIM NO. SLUHCV2001/0359 (Cottle, M) January 20, 2004]
Age at injury: 51

Occupation:
Foreign
Language
Airport Representative, Dancer
Total award: $643,927.50

Age at trial: Not known
Sex: F
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $65,000
Most significant injury: Fracture of right knee.
Other injuries: Abrasions over face, neck and scalp, sternal and chest pain,
swelling of the dorsum of the right hand and right ankle.
Duration of injury and prognosis: Lung contusion closed via medical
management, fracture of calcaneus closed, fractures to 3 ribs closed, open
reduction of fracture to the tarsal and metatarsals, continual lateral foot and
ankle pain which is not likely to improve.
Facts: The deceased, with his wife/claimant who was his passenger, was driving his
motor vehicle northwards along a highway when it collided with the motor hearse of
the 1st defendant which was driven by the 2nd defendant. The deceased was injured in
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the collision and died later at the hospital. The defendants were found to be jointly
liable for the accident. The claimant worked as a foreign language representative and
a dancer and earned $1,500 a month. She suffered a displaced medial malleolus
fracture; a displaced calcaneal fracture of the right ankle; chest pain and a depressed
fracture of the left knee. She was unable to work for eight months and continued to
have lateral foot and ankle pain which, according to her doctor, was not likely to
improve in the future. The court considered the quantum of damages that should be
awarded to the claimant on her own behalf and under dependency and survival
actions. She had three distinct causes of action: she was entitled to recover damages on
her own behalf for her personal injuries; under Article 988 of the Civil Code on behalf
of herself and the other dependants of the deceased and under Article 609 (the survival
action of the Civil Code.
Held: For pain, suffering and loss of amenities, the claimant, who had virtually
completely recovered, was awarded $65,000. Each of the two dependants of the
deceased (his wife and mother) was entitled to recover the amount of pecuniary benefit
which they would have derived from the deceased if he had not died. The mother, who
was 56 years old at the date of the accident was awarded $64,800 and the wife $86,400.
Since the deceased died 2 and ½ hours after the accident, there was no evidence that
the was conscious of his suffering and was therefore awarded $10,000 as a token
amount because the injuries were severe and he must have suffered pain for a short
time before losing consciousness. For loss of earnings, the award was $319,200.
Altogether, the claimant was awarded $305,172.50 including interest on special
damages for her personal injuries. For the survival action she was awarded $338,755.
Total award plus interest was $643,927.50.
Statutes referred to:
Civil Code Art. 988.
Civil Code Art. 609.
Counsel:
Mr. Dexter Theodore for the claimant.
Ms. Esther Greene-Ernest for the defendants.
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Fracture of leg
CHARLES V GILBERT
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT -GRENADA – HIGH COURT CIVIL SUIT CLAIM NO. GDAHCV2000/0128 (Pemberton, J.) March 12, May 02,
July 15, 2002]
Age at injury: 64 years
Occupation: House helper
Age at trial: 67 years
Total award: $45,800
Sex: Female
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $20,000
Most significant injury: Fracture of left leg.
Other injuries: Abrasions, lacerations and scarring to face.
Duration of injury and prognosis: Permanent limp.
Facts: The claimant was, a pedestrian, suffered multiple injuries when she was struck
by a vehicle. She sustained an open fracture of the left distal fibula, deep abrasions to
the left thigh and leg, a laceration to her left leg, multiple superficial abrasions and
extensive loss of skin and exposure of the peroneal (outer calf) muscle and tendon of
the distal fibula. The claimant was admitted to hospital and remained there for over
four months during which time she underwent surgery on her leg on three occasion.
She was left with a permanent limp. At the time of the accident the claimant was an
active woman of sixty-four years. She cultivated kitchen gardens, did her own
household chores and assisted others with theirs. She visited friends and attended
church regularly. Her daily exercise routine included a 4-mile walk in the mornings.
After the incident, she felt uncomfortable with and embarrassed by the residual scars
and gave up these social activities. At trial the claimant was still experiencing pain and
was still treating with pain killers.
Held: The claimant was awarded general damages of $20,000 together with the interest
of 4% from the date of service to the date of the consent judgement; special damages of
$6,400 together with interest at 3% from the date of the accident to the date of the
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consent judgement; loss of pecuniary prospects of $14,000, interest of 6% in the global
sum from the date of the consent judgement to payment and costs of $5,000.
Cases referred to:
British Transport Commission v Gourley [1956] AC 185; [1955] 3 All ER 796.
Grant v Motilal Moonan Ltd. et al (1985) 43 WIR 372.
Cornilliac v St. Louis (1965) 7 WIR 372.
Counsel:
Mr. I. Sandy for the claimant.
No appearance for the defendant.

Fracture of leg
WOODS V JOSEPH
[ IN THE EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - ST VINCENT AND THE
GRENADINES - CLAIM NO. 506 OF 2005 (Cottle, J.) August 31 2007]
Age at injury: Not known
Occupation: Labourer
Age at trial: Not known
Total award: $40,000
Sex: M
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $40,000
Most significant injury: Two left leg fractures.
Additional injuries: The claimant sustained multiple small lacerations to the face
and left elbow.
Duration and prognosis: Claimant was expected to make good recovery from his
injuries. He was expected to have mild to moderate disability of his left leg.
Facts: The claimant was a pedestrian who was struck by a motor vehicle driven by the
defendant on 1 March 2005. He sustained multiple small lacerations to the face and left
elbow. His left leg was fractured in two places.
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Held: The judge declined to make an award for special damages as evidence in the
claimant’s pleadings contradicted that in his sworn affidavit and no additional
evidence was provided. The claimant did not adduce any evidence in relation to loss
of amenity and the medical evidence did not support his claim to loss of earnings. The
claimant was expected to make a good recovery from his injuries. His argument that
he had not been able to work since the accident was not accepted by the court. He was
awarded $40,000 for pain and suffering with interest at the rate of 6% per annum from
date of judgment to until payment. Prescribed costs of $6,900 were also awarded.
Case referred to:
CCAA Ltd. v Julius Jeffrey [2004] ECSC J0302-1 (www.justis.com).
Counsel:
Mr. O. Dennie for the claimant.

Fracture of femur, pelvis and ribs
CARTY V PATRICK ET AL
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT- SAINT CHRISTOPHER AND
NEVIS – HIGH COURT- SKBHCV 0054/1998 (Belle, J.)
November 11, 2008; June 29, 2009]
Age at injury: 42 years
Age at trial: 56 years

Occupation: Unknown
Total award: $175,000

Sex: Male
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $175,000
Most significant injury: Fracture of right femur, fractures of inferior public ramous
(pelvis), fractures of the right 3rd to 8th ribs posteriorly.
Other injuries: Laceration and contusion of the right knee, traverse tearing of the
posterior medial horn and lateral meniscus of the knee joint, contusion of sciatic
nerve in the right leg, permanent dislocation of joint in the sternum, bruising and
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laceration of front left rib cage, and cervical strain, contusion of the sciatic nerve in
left leg, medical and lateral facets of the right patella.
Duration of injury and prognosis: Unknown.
Facts: The claimant was driving his vehicle on the 17th October, 1994 when a concrete
mixer which was hitched to a pickup truck on the highway came loose and smashed
into his vehicle. He suffered a fracture of his right femur, fractures of his inferior public
ramous (pelvis), fractures of the right 3rd to 8th ribs posteriorly, laceration and contusion
of the right knee, contusion of sciatic nerve in the right leg, permanent dislocation of
joint in the sternum, bruising and laceration of front left rib cage, and cervical strain.
The claimant continued to suffer pain since the accident including his head, chest,
lower back, hip and knee and including particularly intense migraines lasting up to 29
days. The claimant was required to undergo surgery on 20th October, 1994 when a steel
rod was place in his femur. He was hospitalized for 32 days and was at home for six
(6) months. He was required to undergo further surgery twelve (12) months after the
initial surgery to remove the steel rod resulting in a further loss of 6 weeks. As a result
of these procedures, his right leg is now shorter than his left leg. He underwent further
surgery on his knee in Miami Florida. At the time of the claim, his neck surgery was
pending. He has required physical therapy and chiropractic care since the accident.
He required a cane to move around as his knee was unable to carry weight. He was
unable to enjoy some of his past times including long distance running or training of
athletes amongst a range of other sporting disciplines. He suffered post-traumatic
stress disorder and experienced severe bouts of depression which were especially
exacerbated during the sports season. On account of these factors, he had a lack of sex
drive which caused tension in his marriage.
Held: On account of the claimant’s loss of amenities particularly those related to his
inability to play sports or coach, his loss of sex drive and the effect on his marriage and
his emotional distress, the Court awarded $175,000 minus the payments of $20,000
already received.
Cases referred to:
Aziz Ahamad Ltd v Raghubar (1967) 12 WIR 352.
Cornilliac v St. Louis (1965) 7 WIR 491.
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Fevrier et al v Canchan et al [2002] ECSC J0328-5 (www.justis.com and
www.eccourts.org).
James v Douglas et al KN 1994 HC 16 (www.justis.com).
Singh (infant) v Toong Omnibus Co. Ltd [1964] 1 WLR 1382, [1964] 3 ALL ER 925.
Counsel:
Dr. H. Browne for the claimant.
Mr. Emile Ferdinand and Ms. Keisha Spence for the defendants.

Fracture of patella
MAURICE V MANGAL ET AL
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - SAINT LUCIA – HIGH COURT –
CLAIM NO. SLUHCV2005/0176 (Belle, J.) May 4; February 7, 2013]
Age at injury: Not known

Occupation:
Farming/Construction/Draughtsman/Umpire
Total award: $498,800

Age at trial: 41
Sex: M
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: EC$87,300
Most significant injury: Commuted fracture of patella.
Duration of injury and prognosis” Temporary partial disability of 60% and
a permanent disability of 20%.
Facts: The claimant sustained an injury arising out of an accident and the court
considered the quantum of damages that should be awarded to him.
Held: The claimant was awarded general damages for pain and suffering and loss of
amenities in the sum of $87,300. He was also awarded special damages in the sum of
$216,000 for loss of earnings in construction; $180,000 for loss of earnings in farming;
$10,500 for loss of earnings in umpiring and $5,000 for medical fees and associated costs.
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Cases referred to:
Baldoe v Prestige Car Rentals et al TT 2000 HC 148. (www.justis.com).
Cornilliac v St. Louis (1965) 7 WIR 491.
Counsel:
Mr. Alvin St. Clair for the claimant.
Mr. Mark Maragh for the defendant.

Fracture of pelvis
ANTOINE V JOHNSTON INTERNATIONAL LIMITED ET AL
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - SAINT LUCIA – HIGH COURT –
CLAIM NO. SLUHCV2008/0975 (Georges, J.) May 4, November 30, 2010]
Age at injury:
Occupation: Heavy Equipment Operator
Age at trial: 48
Total award: $165,760.96
Sex: F
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $120,000 reduced by 20% to $96,000
Most significant injury: Crush injury to pelvis resulting in comminuted fractures
and bilateral subluxations of sacro-iliac joints, ruptured diaphragm and bladder.
Other injuries: Bilateral a/a fractures of the first sacral vertebrae, injury to left first
(L) lumbar nerve resulting in foot drop, neuro praxia of right sacral plexus.
Duration of injury and prognosis: Clinical condition stable and not expected to
deteriorate over next 12 months, expected to improve slightly in strength and
balance of lower limbs, will most likely have chronic pelvic pain intermittently and
due to change in alignment of pelvis, may develop chronic osteoarthritis of hips in
the future. Claimant also has osteomyelitis of both tibiae which may flare up
occasionally.
Facts: The claimant, a heavy equipment operator, while in the course of his
employment with the 1st defendant on a construction site, was instructed by his
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supervisor to take a bale of cement from the site to the concrete plant. The claimant
proceeded to drive a dumper truck uphill, then stopped and parked on the left side of
the road and placed boulders at the back of the wheels to prevent it from rolling
downhill as there was no handbrake. Another dumper truck driven by the 2nd
defendant collided with truck driven by the claimant causing it to roll downhill
towards a manhole where 3 other employees were working. The claimant got on the
dumper truck in an attempt to divert it but fell off in the process and the dumper fell
on the left side of the claimant’s body, crushing it. Judgment in default of
acknowledgment of service against both defendants was entered. The court considered
whether the claimant was contributorily negligent together with the quantum of
general damages that should be awarded to the claimant.
Held: The claimant was awarded general damages in the sum of $120,000 (less 20%)
totalling $96,000 for pain and suffering and loss of amenities and also special damages
in the sum of $87,201.20 (less 20%) totalling $69,760.96.
Cases referred to:
Alphonso et al v Ramnath (1997) 56 WIR 183.
Cornilliac v St. Louis (1965) 7 WIR 491.
Heerallal v Hack Bros. Construction Co. Ltd. (1977) 25 WIR 124.
Statute referred to:
Civil Code, Art. 1009A.
Counsel:
On written submissions of Ms. Maureen John for the claimant.
Defendants not present and unrepresented
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Fracture of pelvis
FRANCIS V WILLIAMS
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT – ST. VINCENT AND THE
GRENADINES - HIGH COURT- CIVIL SUIT NO. 224 OF 2001
(Cottle, M.) July 2003]
Age at injury: 9 years old
Age at trial: 19
Sex: F

Occupation: student
Total award: $320,000

Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $200,000
Most significant injury: Fractured pelvis.
Other injuries: Extra peritoneal rupture of the bladder, petroperitoneal haematoma,
laceration of the vagina, posterior fourchette and left labia minora; vesico urethral
juncture completely ruptured with extensive scarring on her thighs, hips, buttocks
and abdomen, following surgery.
Duration and prognosis: The claimant will suffer from persistent leakage of urine
into her vagina with an increased risk of pelvic sepsis. Her fertility will be affected
as well as her sex life.

Facts: The claimant was struck by a truck driven by the defendant and she suffered
serious and extensive injuries, i.e a fractured pelvis, extra peritoneal rupture of the
bladder, petroperitoneal haematoma, laceration of the vagina, posterior fourchette and
left labia minora; vesico urethral juncture completely ruptured. She was aged 9 at the
time of the accident and brought a claim when she reached 18 years old. She provided
medical reports from 12 doctors and a psychiatrist. The claimant underwent extensive
surgery but will suffer from persistent leakage of urine into her vagina with an
increased risk of pelvic sepsis. Her fertility will be affected as well as her sex life.
Judgment was entered against the defendant in default.
Held: The claimant’s injuries were severe, extensive and life changing and she should
be compensated accordingly. She was awarded $20,000 for nature and extent of
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injuries; $30,000 for resulting physical disability; $200,000 for pain, suffering and loss
of amenities; $5,000 for loss of pecuniary prospects; $65,000 for future medical
expenses. The total award was $320,000. With regard to special damages, except for
$1,250, these were already met by the insurers. Costs of $35,000 awarded the claimant.
Cases referred to:
Cornilliac v St Louis [1965] 7 WIR 491.
Fevrier et al v Canchan et al [2002] ECSC J0328-5 (www.justis.com and
www.eccourts.org.).
Hughes v Goodall [1977] EWCA Civ J0218-6 (www.justis.com).
Counsel:
Mr. Parnel R. Campbell Q.C. for the claimant.
Mr. Samuel Commissiong for the defendant.

Fracture of pelvis
LEWIS V JOHN
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - SAINT LUCIA – HIGH COURT –
CLAIM NO. SLUHCV2003/0371 (Shanks, J.) July 7, 15, 2005]
Age at injury: 35
Occupation: Sales
Age at trial: NK
Total award: $135,411(incl. interest)
Sex: F
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $65,000
Most significant injury: Fracture of pelvis.
Other injuries: Deep laceration to left lower leg, ankle and foot, fracture of left
clavicle and 6 ribs.
Duration of injury and prognosis: Rib and pelvic fractures have healed with pelvic
fracture expected to cause pain intermittently, left foot remains inverted with hyper
sensitivity of the sole and tenderness over a skin grafting site with an overriding of
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the left fourth toe from scar contracture and tenderness in left heel, dislocated joint
and osteoarthritis in left foot, cannot walk without pain or limping, unable to stand
for long periods and can no longer show intimate affection, further surgery is
advised.
Facts: The claimant was seriously injured in a road accident caused by the defendant’s
negligent driving. Judgment in default of defence was entered against the defendant.
The court considered the quantum of damages that should be awarded.
Held: The claimant was awarded special damages in the sum of $43,823. The claimant
was awarded general damages in the sum of $65,000 for pain and suffering and loss of
amenities and $7,000 for future medical expenses.
Counsel:
Ms. Tonjaka Hinkson for the claimant.
Mr. Dexter Theodore and Ms. Dara Modeste for the defendant.

Fracture of pelvis
JOHNSON V WILLIAMS ET AL
[IN THE EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - ST VINCENT AND THE
GRENADINES - CLAIM NO. 300 OF 2003 (Cottle, M) 2004]
Age at injury:
Occupation: Labourer
Age at trial: 60 years
Total award: $53,435
Sex: M
Type of award Compensation
PSLA: $30,000
Most significant injury: Fracture of the pelvis.
Prognosis and duration The claimant would continue to suffer chronic hip pain with
moderate disability.
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Facts: On 21 August 2002, the claimant was knocked down by a vehicle owned by the
first defendant and driven by the second defendant. The vehicle drove over the
claimant’s hip and lower abdomen and he was hospitalised for 49 days. He said he had
been unable to work since the accident. He suffered a fracture of the pelvis which
resulted in a large diathesis of the pubic symphasis. Various arthritic changes occured
to his hips as well as degenerative changes of the sacroiliac joints bilaterally. According
to medical evidence, he would continue to suffer from chronic hip pain with moderate
disability resulting from the fracture of the pelvis.
Held: The claimant did not provide sufficient evidence of loss of earnings. Given his
age, the judge concluded that he would not have been able to work for more than 5
years.
Cases referred to:
Pringle v Herbert KN 2001 HC 9 (www.justis.com).
Sohan v Hackett TT HCA 513 of 1978 (www.ttlawcourts.org).
Valdes v Samlal TT 1976 HC 55 (www.justis.com).
Counsel:
Mr. R C Jack for the claimant.
Mr. R Marks for the first defendant.
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Fracture of pelvis
SERIEUX V SPORTS ST. LUCIA INC.

[EASTERN CARIBEAN SUPREME COURT - SAINT LUCIA – HIGH COURT –
CLAIM NO. SLUHCV2010/0753
(Taylor-Alexander, M.) February 7, May 16, Jun 7, 2013]
Age at injury: 26

Occupation: Admin.
Ticket Agent
Total award: $58,279

Assistant/Senior

Age at trial: NK
Sex: F
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $57,000
Most significant injury: Closed fracture of the pelvis involving the left superior and
inferior pubic rami and the ala of the sacrum on the left side.
Other injuries: Soft tissue abrasions and contusions to right upper limb.
Duration of injury and prognosis: Fully ambulant without use of a walking aid,
non-specific weakness of lower limbs on activity along with dizziness, walking with
a limp, no tenderness of pelvis with normal range of motion of both hips and no leg
length discrepancy, healing of left pelvic fractures was progressing satisfactorily.
Facts: The claimant sustained injuries when she attempted to open the metal entrance
gate of a cricket stadium and it collapsed onto her. At the material time, the stadium
was under the control of the defendant as owner, occupier/manager. The Court
considered the quantum of damages that should be awarded to the claimant.
Held: The claimant was awarded general damages for pain and suffering and loss of
amenities in the sum of $57,000 with interest at 6% per annum from date of service of
claim to date of judgment on assessment and thereafter 6% per annum to date of
payment. The claimant was awarded special damages in the sum of $1,279 with interest
at 3% per annum from date of injury to date of judgment on assessment and at 6% per
annum to date of payment.
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Cases referred to:
Cornilliac v St. Louis (1965) 7 WIR 491.
O’Garro et al v Ross et al VC 2008 HC 12 (www.justis.com).
Woods v Joseph [2007] ECSC J0831-2 (www.justis.com).
Sealy v Stewart No. 1686 of 1969 (Daly’s Damages, p. 33).
Counsel:
Ermine Moise for the claimant.
Defendant absent and unrepresented.

Fracture of tibia
FRANK V BAPTISTE
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT- GRENADA – HIGH COURT OF
JUSTICE CIVIL SUIT NO. 48/1996 (St. Paul, J.) January 22, February 05, 2001]
Age at injury: Not known
Occupation: Not known
Age at trial: Not known
Total award: $21,440
Sex: Male
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $8,500
Most significant injury: Fracture of left tibia.
Other injuries: Multiple lacerations.
Duration of injury and prognosis:
Facts: The claimant was standing on a side walk when he was struck and knocked
down by a motor vehicle owned and driven by the defendant. As a result, he suffered
various injuries. The injuries included a jagged laceration to the right parietal region of
the skull; a 2 cm jagged laceration to the left upper eyebrow; slight loss of skin
lacerations to the right forearm; and fracture of the left tibia with 2 small abrasions. The
defendant denied that the claimant was standing on the sidewalk.
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Held: The claimant had proved his case on the balance of mobility and was awarded
general damages of $8,500; special damages of $12,940; costs to be agreed or taxed.
Counsel:
Mr. K. Radix for the claimant.
Miss K. Noel for the defendant.

Fracture of tibia
MAROCCO V ATTORNEY GENERAL OF ANTIGUA & BARBUDA
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - ANTIGUA AND BARBUDA –
HIGH COURT- CIVIL SUIT NO. 240 OF 1997 (Mathurin, M.)
February 28, May 16, October 24, 2006]
Age at injury: 67
Age at trial: 76

Occupation: Unknown
Total award: $69,244.27

Sex: Female
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $60,000
Most significant injury: Fracture to intra-articular right upper end tibia and
fractures of the right distal radius and distal ulna.
Duration of injury and prognosis: Complete healing of the fractured ulna within
3 months; complete healing of the tibia within 6 months; pain for distal ulna
fracture.
Facts: The claimant, a 67-year-old tourist, was injured when she fell backwards off a
steep drop, 4 feet below the level of the path where she was walking at Shirley Heights
in English Harbour on 24th January, 1997. As a result, she sustained a fracture to her
intra-articular right upper end tibia and fractures of the right distal radius and distal
ulna. She was required to return to the US, where she had to be boarded into the plane
through the cargo entry and experienced significant pain on the journey back. She took
a limousine rather than travel by air to her home in Rhode Island from New York, a
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more expensive cost which was challenged by the defendant. On her return home, she
underwent further examination which confirmed a traverse fracture and bycondylar
non-displaced tibia plateau fracture of the right knee. She underwent rehabilitation for
two months at specialized rehab centre. During that period, she was unable to bear
weight on her right side, and had to be fitted with a hinged knee brace that was
uncomfortable and painful. She was required to use a walker for six months and she
was unable to perform certain activities for any length of time without experiencing
pain and discomfort. She continued to experience pain primarily from her distal ulna
fracture of the right wrist with forearm rotation. She was diagnosed with Carpal
Tunnel Syndrome, which pre-existed the accident, which may have been exacerbated
by the fall. Additionally, she was diagnosed with lateral epicondylitis brought on and
worsened by bowling, right cubital tunnel syndrome, right ring finger volar retinacular
ganglion and left tenosynovitis and pain in the right medial elbow. These were
however not linked to the accident, and represented normal functioning of the body as
time passed.
Held: The claimant was awarded $60,000 for pain, suffering and loss of amenities.
Interest was payable at a rate of 3% on the special damages from the date of the service
claim to the date of the hearing of the assessment. Interest of 5% was awarded on the
global figure from the date of the judgment until payment. The claimant was entitled
to travel by limousine, which incurred a higher cost than a flight would, in
circumstances where it represented a more comfortable option for travel after her flight
proved to be distressing, painful and uncomfortable. She was awarded special
damages of $2,835.55 for the limousine. Total special damages awarded $9244.27
excluding claims which were not specifically proven and pleaded.
Cases referred to:
CCAA Limited v Jeffrey [2004] ECSC J0302-1 (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Cheddi v Martyr et al [2004] ECSC J0129-1 (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org.)
Cornilliac v St Louis (1965) 7 WIR 491.
George v Khoury (Antigua and Barbuda. Civil Appeal No 19 of 2004
(www.eccourts.org).
H. West & Son v Shephard [1964] AC 327.
Harrigan v Pickering VG 2000 HC 27 (www.justis.com).
Hayward et al v Pullinger et al [1950] 1 KBD 581.
Heeralall v Hack Bros. Construction Co. Ltd. (1977) 15 WIR 117.
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Henry v Martin et al AG 1999 HC 2 (www.justis.com).
Hoffman v Sofaer [1982] 1 WLR 1350.
Housecroft v Burnett [1986] 1 All ER 332.
Ilkiw v Samuels [1963] 1 WLR 991; [1963] 2 All ER 69.
Lim Poh Choo v Camden and Islington Area Health Authority [1980] AC 174; [1979] 2 All
ER 910.
Mitchell v Mulholland et al [1972] 1 QB 65.
Patel v Edwards (1970) RTR 425.
Peters v Coates. Civil Appeal Nos ANUHCV1996/0237 and ANUCHV1997/0377.
Wadadli Cats Ltd v Chapman [2005] ECSC J0425-1. (www.justis.com and
www.eccourts.org).
Wells v Wells [1999] 1 AC 345; [1998] 2 All ER 481.
Counsel:
Ms. Tracey Benn for the claimant.
Mrs. Carla Brookes-Harris for the defendant.
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Fracture of tibia
FREDERICKS V CUNNINGHAM
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - ST VINCENT AND THE
GRENADINES – HIGH COURT - CLAIM NO 475 OF 2002 (Cottle J.) July 21, 2009]
Age at injury: 12 years old
Occupation: School child
Age at trial:
Total award: $150,000
Sex: M
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $150,000
Most significant injury: Fracture of the tibia with large wound extending from back
of left knee right down medial aspect of the ankle.
Additional injury: Injury to right foot.
Duration and prognosis: There was vascular compromise and sensation deficit as
well as scarring and a high risk of precocious development of osteoarthritis of the
knee and ankle. His left leg remained bowed and there was extensive scarring.
Facts: The claimant, who was 12 years old at the time, sustained injuries when his leg
was crushed by a banana laden truck driven by the defendant. The claimant’s left leg
and right foot were injured. The injury to the left leg was extensive and severe. The
tibia was fractured and was malunited following treatment and surgery. There was a
large wound extending from back of left knee right down medial aspect of the ankle.
There was vascular compromise and sensation deficit as well as scarring and a high
risk of precocious development of osteoarthritis of the knee and ankle. His left leg
remained bowed and there was extensive scarring. The judge found for the claimant at
the liability hearing.
Held: The claimant had suffered a horrible and disfiguring injury. Hession v Hession
followed in the absence of applicable local authorities. The claimant was awarded
$150,000 for pain and suffering and loss of amenity.
Case referred to:
Hession v Hession [2003] 1 EHC 142.
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Counsel:
Mr. Richard Williams for the claimant.
Mr. Olin Dennie for the defendant.

Fracture of tibia
MAYNARD V NISBETT
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT – ST. CHRISTOPHER AND NEVIS –
HIGH COURT – CIVIL SUIT NO. 16 OF 1996
(Smith, J.) February 21, 2001]
Age of injury: 80 years old
Occupation: Labourer
Age at trial: Not known
Total award: $16,985
Sex: Male
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $15,000
Most significant injury : Fracture of the lower end of the left tibia.
Other injuries: A ½ inch long laceration over the right periorbital region; cuts and
bruises to face, back, right shoulder and left knee, concession and shock.
Duration of injury and prognosis: Full recovery with subsisting pain.
Facts: On September 1, 1993, the claimant, an 80-year old labourer, was injured when
he, a pedestrian, was struck and knocked unconscious by the motor vehicle negligently
driven by the defendant. He suffered a fracture of the lower end of his tibia, a 2 1/2 inch
long laceration over the right periorbital region (under the right eye), cuts and bruises
to his fact, back, right shoulder and left knee, a concussion and shock. He was
hospitalised for three days, underwent surgery, and later was required to wear a cast
for one month after he continue to experience pain. During this period, he was unable
to work or take care of his animals or his garden. He continued to experience pain until
the time of the claim.
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Held: For his pain and discomfort, the claimant was awarded $15,000 in general
damages.
Counsel:
Mr. Jeffrey Nisbett for the claimant.
Dr. Henry Browne for the defendant.

Fractures of tibia and fibula
BILLINGY V ANDERSON ET AL
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT – ST. VINCENT AND THE
GRENADINES - CLAIM NO. SVGHCV2013/0096 (Lanns, M) July 24 2014]
Age at injury: 40
Age at trial: 44
Sex: M
Type of award: Compensation

Occupation: Police Officer
Total award: $147,500

PSLA: $110,000
Most significant injury: Fracture of left tibia and fibula.
Additional injuries: Laceration to left parietal scalp, deformity of distal left leg
and elbow, fracture to right thumb.
Duration and prognosis Claimant would have permanent stiffness of his left
elbow and was at risk of degenerative disease to the left ankle and knee.
Facts: In 2011, the claimant was involved in a motor accident caused by the first
defendant who was driving the second defendant’s car. The accident caused severe
injuries to the claimant: laceration to left parietal scalp, deformity of distal left leg and
left elbow, fractures of left tibia and fibula, fractures to left distal humerus and right
thumb. Liability was not contested. After surgery medical evidence was adduced that
claimant would have permanent stiffness of his left elbow and was at risk of
degenerative disease to the left ankle and knee. The claimant could not return to full
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time duties as a police officer and was confined to office duty, could not help with
household chores or play with his children. His sex life had been affected for a time.
Held: The claimant had returned to work as a police officer, but not to his pre-accident
duties. There was no risk that he would not work to retirement age of 55, but he might
not find another job. The value of the risk was placed at $30,000 following Moeliker v
Reyolle and Foster v Tyne and Wear County Council. While he had made a good recovery,
he had experienced considerable pain at the time of the accident and after each surgery.
He was awarded $80,000 for pain and suffering, $30,000 for loss of amenities; $5,000
($500 a year for 10 years) for future medical expenses and $2,500 ($500 a month for 5
months) for nursing care.
Cases referred to:
Ballantyne v John [2007] ECSC 1026-2 (www.justis.com).
British Transport Commission v Gourley [1955] 3 All ER 803.
Browne v Israel et al [2012] ECSC J0524-1 (www.justis.com).
Carter v St Clare Latham Concrete and Aggregates Limited VC 2006 HC 15
(www.justis.com).
CCCA Ltd v Jeffrey [2004] ECSC J0302-1 (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Cornilliac v St Louis (1965) 7 WIR 491.
Cunningham v Harrison [1973] QB 942.
Fevrier et al v Canchan et al [2002] ECSC J0328-5 ) (www.justis.com).
Foster v Tyne and Wear County Council [1986] 1 All ER 567.
Fraser v Dalrimple et al AG 2010 HC 30 (www.justis.com).
Fredericks v Cunningham [2009] ECSC J0721-3 (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Greer v Alston’s Engineering Sales and Services Ltd [2003] UKPC 46; (2003) 63 WIR 388.
Heeralal v Hack Bros (Construction) Co Ltd. (1977) 25 WIR 117.
Ilkiw v Samuels [1963] 2 All ER 879; [1963] 1 WLR 991.
John v Dabique VC 2012 HC 11 (www.justis.com).
Khoury v George et al AG 2004 HC 13 (www.justis.com).
Marrocco v the Attorney General of Antigua and Barbuda AG 2007 HC 47 (www.justis.com)
Mathurin v Rain Forest Sky Rides Ltd [2010] ECSC J0803-2 (www.justis.com).
Moeliker v Reyrolle and Co. [1977] 1 WLR 132; [1977] 1 All ER 9.
Rambally’s Funeral Parlour Limited et al LC 2004 HC 3 (www.justis.com).
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Counsel:
Ms. Patricia Marks and Mr Andrew Russell for the claimant.
Mr Akin John and Ms Keisal Peters for the defendants.

Fracture of fibia and fibula
GEORGE ET AL V KHOURY
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - ANTIGUA AND BARBUDACOURT OF APPEAL- CIVIL APPEAL NO. 16 OF 2004 - (Saunders, CJ; Gordon, JA;
d’Auvergne, JA) Dec. 2, 2004; April 25, 2005]
Age at injury: 43 years
Age at trial: 51 years

Occupation: Businessman
Total award: $410,414.65

Sex: Male
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $120,000
Most significant injury: Severely comminuted intra-atricular fracture of left fibia
and fibula involving lower one third of the dyapheisis and articulating surface of
the ankle joint.
Other injuries: Feeble pulsations in the left foot and toes distal to the fracture site
and intermittent loss of sensations in the left lower limb.
Duration of injury and prognosis: 14% disability of whole person; two further
surgeries necessary and likelihood of progress degeneration to osteoarthritis.
Facts: K, a 43 year old businessman suffered severe deformity of the left leg and ankle
and experienced severe pain and suffering from the physical injuries on account of
being struck by a van driven by the first defendant/appellant. He spent four (4) days
in hospital in Antigua. Due to the severity of the injuries, he had to seek further medical
treatment in the USA. He underwent further medical procedures for open reduction
and internal fixation where two metal plates were put in his ankle and fixed by 14
screws. He was hospitalized for 10 days and wore a cast for 4 weeks. He was unable
to bear weight on his ankle for 10 weeks and eventually was able to use a cane. He
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developed osteoarthrosis of the ankle which restricted his mobility. He is unable to
play law tennis and other physical exercise which he formerly enjoyed. K, at the time
of the trial required two further surgeries. The claimant as part of his business is now
unable to drive a fork lift.
On April 23, 2004 Joseph-Olivetti, J. awarded the claimant general damages of $120,000
for pain, suffering and loss of amenities, loss of future earnings of $208,000; costs of
future medical care of $258,000 and special damages of $157,508. On appeal Held: The award of $208,000 for loss of future earnings was made on the basis that the
respondent would have to employ a driver for the folk-lift which was integral to the
running of his business, and which the respondent used to do. Such an award could
not be for loss of future earnings, and was being re-characterised as damages for future
expenses and was made in the sum of $400x36 = $14,400.
The next challenge was to the award of $65,000 plus US$2,000 for the necessary
hardware for the two surgical procedures that the respondent was recommended to
have. The appellant complained that there was evidence that the same procedures
would cost $22,000 in Barbados and that the respondent was under a duty to mitigate
his loss. The respondent was entitled to receive the medical attention which he sought
in the place of his accident and where he was resident, and in an event, there was no
evidence of the Barbados cost as part of the Record of Appeal. The award was varied
to $55,000 plus $5,400.
With regard to the award of $42,000 for future nursing care, the trial judge calculated
it as being based on a rate of $200 for an eight hour day. There was confusion in the
calculation. The respondent had claimed $6,106.50 for future local nursing care. The
award would be varied to this amount.
The next complaint was that the trial judge’s award of $145,600 for future
physiotherapy was based on the assumption that the respondent would need therapy
for test of his life, which was not so. The multiplier would be reduced to 5 years and
the award for future physiotherapy reduced to $52,000.
The Court noted that there was no appeal against the trial judge’s award of $120,000
for pain, suffering and loss of amenities, nor against the awards of interest on the
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various heads of damage, and so these awards were not addressed by the Court of
Appeal. General damages for pain, suffering and loss of amenities of $120,000 with
interest at the rate of 5% from the date of filing of the writ to the date of judgment
upheld.
The award by the trial judge of $157,508.15 for special damages was also upheld.
Cases referred to:
Alphonso et al v Ramnath (1997) 56 WIR 183.
Auguste v Neptune (1997) 56 WIR 229.
Chapman v Wadadli Cats Ltd AG 2004 HC 3 (www.justis.com).
Cornilliac v St. Louis (1965) 7 WIR 491.
Mayers v Deep Bay Development Ltd. AG 2003 HC 52 (www.justis.com).
Counsel:
Ms. Catherine Williams-Kentish for the appellant.
Mrs. Sharon Cort for the respondent.

Fracture of tibia and fibula
MATHURIN V RAIN FOREST SKY RIDES LTD.
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN COURT OF APPEAL - SAINT LUCIA – HIGH COURT –
CLAIM NO. SLUHCV2008/0551
(Georges, J.) July 29, August 3, 2010]
Age at injury: Not known
Occupation: Tour Guide
Age at trial: 28
Total award: $166,000
Sex: F
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $150,000
Most significant injury: Displaced intra-articular open fracture of the low end of the
right tibia with a fracture of the fibula.
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Other injuries: Multiple grazes and bruises to forehead and right upper limb.
Duration of injury and prognosis: Impairment of right foot and ankle function has
resulted in impairment of 20% in performance of activities of daily living. Surgical
fusion recommended. After ankle fusion there will be a 40% incidence of ongoing
foot pain consequent on degeneration of the joints.
Facts: The claimant was severely injured when, in the course of an unscheduled
evacuation exercise of a gondola, the guide lines gave way causing the claimant to freefall to the forest floor. The claimant fell about 40ft. causing her heel to explode on
impact when she landed. The claimant commenced an action for damages in
negligence for personal injuries. Judgment was entered by consent. The court
considered the quantum of damages that should be awarded to the claimant.
Held: The claimant was awarded general damages for pain and suffering in the sum
of $150,000 and special damages in the sum of $16,000 for future medical expenses.
Cases referred to:
British Transport Commission v Gourley [1956] AC 185; [1955] 3 All ER 796.
Cornilliac v St. Louis (1965) 7 WIR 491.
Fevrier et al v Canchan et al [2002] ECSC J0328-5 (www.justis.com and
www.eccourts.org)
Morille v Pierre et al LC 2001 HC 14 (www.justis.com).
Ramjitsingh v Gosine (1971) Daly’s Damages, p. 70.
Counsel:
Mr. Gerard Williams for the claimant.
Ms. Vanessa Morgan for the defendant.
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Fracture of tibia and fibula
RAMAGE V ADAMS ET AL
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - ST VINCENT AND THE
GRENADINES - HIGH COURT - CLAIM NO 212 OF 1999
(Cottle, M) April 20, 2006]
Age at injury: Not known
Age at trial: 57

Occupation: Shopkeeper and part-time
ship’s mate
Total award: $120,026.70 plus $50,000
paid earlier +170,026.70

Sex: M
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $89,000
Most significant injury: Fractured tibia and fibula.
Additional injury: The claimant suffered post traumatic circulatory stasis, causing
edema and ulceration of the right foot, severe stiffness of the knee, mal-union of the
facture of the tibia and shortening of the right limb secondary to the fracture of the
tibia and the femur.
Duration and prognosis: The claimant was permanently moderately disabled.
Facts: In September 1998, the claimant was riding his bicycle when he was involved in
a collision with a motor omnibus driven by Lynden Neverson and owned by Roseman
Adams. The claimant suffered post traumatic circulatory stasis, causing edema and
ulceration of the right foot, severe stiffness of the knee, mal-union of the facture of the
tibia and shortening of the right limb secondary to the fracture of the tibia and the
femur. On further medical examination in 2002 it was decided that he needed remedial
surgery which within 6 months should reduce his disability to less than 5 %. The
defendants refused to pay for the operation and in December 2002 the claimant applied
for an interim award which the defendants opposed on the grounds that they were
waiting to hear from their re-insurers. In February 2003 an interim order of $50,000 was
made which the insurers refused to paying arguing that their contract limited their
liability to $10,000 although policy appeared to limit liability to $50,000. The first
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defendant had to bring a claim against his insurers who then paid the full amount in
December 2004. The operation was performed in January 2005, it was not as successful
as might have been hoped. The claimant continued to suffer from stiffness of the knee
and chronic swelling which his doctor said were an expected consequence of the length
of time it took for the claimant to have the operation. The claimant was permanently
moderately disabled. The defendants were found wholly liable for the accident at the
liability hearing.
Held: The defendants were jointly and severally liable for the initial damages caused
by the accident and the re-insurers were liable for the additional pain and suffering
and loss of amenity occasioned by the delay caused by their refusal to meet their
obligations. The claimant was awarded $50,000 for the initial injury and another
$40,000 for the suffering due to the delay on the part of the insurers in making him the
interim payment ordered by the Court and another $57,000 against the insurers to
reflect the disability that resulted from the extended period it took him to obtain
corrective surgery . The general damages were reduced by $50,000 already paid to the
claimamt. He was also awarded $23,026.70 for special damages.
Counsel:
Mr. R Williams for the claimant.
Mr. N Sylvester for the defendants.
Mr. S E Commissiong for the insurers.
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Functional impairment of lower limbs
DANIEL V McGUIRE
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - ST VINCENT AND THE
GRENADINES – HIGH COURT CIVIL SUIT NO. 107 OF 1999
(Cottle, M.) November 26,2003]
Age at injury: Not given
Occupation:
Age at trial: 31
Total award: $581,257.90
Sex: M
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $200,000
Most significant injury: Broken limbs, complete loss of movement of right ankle,
right leg more than 3 inches shorter than left leg.
Additional injuries: Reduced motion in right forearm.
Duration and prognosis: Permanent functional impairment.
Facts: The claimant was riding his motor cycle when he was severely injured in an
accident caused by the defendant. The claimant was functionally impaired as a result
of his injuries. His right forearm had half its normal range of motion; his right knee
could only bend 10 degrees (as opposed to 180 degrees); there was complete loss of
movement of the right ankle and the right leg was more than 3 inches shorter than the
left. The claimant would require special built up shoes for rest of his life. The
defendant did not contest the assessment.
Held: In the absence of any challenge from the defendant, the judge accepted the
claimant’s assessment of damage. The claimant was awarded $200,000 for pain and
suffering and loss of amenities; $63,690 for loss of earnings; $21,300 for domestic
services, $38,500 for replacement labour; $21,300 for domestic services; $100,000 for
future loss of earnings, $54,000 for future domestic services; $97,500 for future
replacement labour, $4,947.90 for medical expenses and $1,320 for transport. Costs of
$50,000 were also awarded the claimant.
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Cases referred to:
Lim Poh Choo v Camden and Islington Area Health Authority [1972] 2 All ER 910; [1980]
AC 174.
Pringle v Herbert KN 2001 HC 9 (www.justis.com).
Counsel:
Mr. R. Williams for the claimant.

Knee injury
BROWNE V ISRAEL ET AL
[IN THE EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT- ST. VINCENT AND THE
GRENADINES - SVGHC CLAIM NO 80 OF 2006
(LANNS M) July 24 2014]
Age at injury:
Age at trial:

Occupation: Ambulance driver
Total award: $234,092

Sex: M
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $70,000
Most significant injury: Degenerative injury to knees – osteoarthritis.
Duration and prognosis: The claimant still suffered pain in his knees and would
need constant physiotherapy and possibly knee replacement surgery in the future
given the degenerative nature of his condition.
Facts: At the time of the accident, the ancilliary claimant Maurice Richardson, an
ambulance driver, was taking the claimant, who was pregnant, to hospital. All parties
sustained injuries although those of the claimant Browne were the most severe. The
defendant, Lennox was found wholly liable for the accident. Mr. Richardson’s legs
were pinned under the dashboard resulting in injury to both knees. Ms Brown’s claim
was settled and the only matter before the court was the assessment of damages for
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Mr. Richardson who suffered damage to the tendons of both knees and developed
osteoarthritis which caused him constant pain.
Held: The ancillary claimant was not disabled, although he continued to experience
pain and some restriction in his movements. He would have lifelong problems with
both knees as his condition will invariably worsen with age despite palliative treatment
with medication and physiotherapy. He was awarded $300 a month for home help;
$50,000 for pain and suffering; $20,000 for loss of amenities; $100,000 for future medical
expenses and $63,792 for loss of earning capacity – a total of $234,092. Interest on the
judgment would be at the rate of 6% per annum from the date of the delivery of the
judgment to the date of full and final payment.
Cases referred to:
Alphonso et al v Ramnath (1997) 56 WIR 183
Ballantyne v John [2007] ECSC J1026-2 (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Carter v St Clare Latham Concrete and Aggregates Ltd VC 2006 HC 15 (www.justis.com).
CCAA Ltd v Jeffrey [2004] ECSC J0302-1 (www.justis.com).
Dawson v Claxton [2005] ECSC J0523-7 (www.justis.com).
Donnelly v Joyce [1973] 3 All ER 475, [1974] QB 454.
Farrier v Robinson et al Grenada Civil Suit No 230 of 1994.
Fredericks v Cunningham [2009] ECSC J0721-3 (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Freudhofer v Poledano [1972] VR 287 (FC) 2005. (Victorian Reports
www.victorianreports.com.au).
Greer v Alston’s Engineering Sales Services [2003] UKPC 46; (2003) 63 WIR 388.
Ilkiw v Samuels [1963] 2 All ER 879, [1963] 1 WLR 991.
Moeliker v Reyrolle & Co Ltd [1977] 1 WLR 132.
Wells v Wells [1999] 3 All E.R 198; [1998] 2 All ER 481.
Counsel:
Mr. Jaundy Martin for the claimant.
Ms Anneke Russell holding for Mr Duane Daniel for the first defendant.
Mr. J-Lany Williams for second named defendant/ancillary claimant and third
defendant.
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Knee injury
DAVIS V BLACKMAN & WOODLEY
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - ST. KITTS AND NEVIS – HIGH
COURT- CIVIL SUIT NO. 148 OF 1999 (Bruce-Lyle, J.) July 7, 19 2000]
Age at injury: Unknown

Occupation: Supervisor

Age at trial: Unknown

Total award: $30,075

Sex: Male
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $7,500
Most significant injury: Pain and swelling to left knee, tenderness in the coccygeal
region of lower spine.
Other injuries: Tenderness in the coccygeal region of the lower spine, multiple
abrasions at the site of right brow and right wrist.
Duration of injury and prognosis: Substantial recovery with 3-4 months; Full
recovery from any minor pains within 18 months.
Facts: The claimant was injured in an accident when the defendant negligently collided
with his vehicle on the 30th of August, 1998. The claimant suffered injuries to his knees,
cuts on his forehead, a damaged wrist and cuts on his chest. He was hospitalized for 6
days. He experienced pain and swelling to the left knee, tenderness in the coccygeal
region of lower spine; multiple abrasions at the site of his right brow and right wrist;
some of which persisted. The injuries however were not permanent or chronic.
Held: The claimant was entitled to $7,500 for pain and suffering for his injuries.
Cases referred to:
Hawley v Halliday KN 2000 HC 52 (www.justis.com).
Counsel:
Mr. Anthony Gonsalves for the claimant.
No appearances for the defendants.
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Knee injury – Rupture of the anterio-cruciate ligament
JAMES V LEWIS ET AL
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - ANTIGUA AND BARBUDA HIGH COURT- CIVIL SUIT ANUHCV 2007/0403
(Harris, J.) June 18, 25-26; July 31 2009]
Age at injury: 25 years
Age at trial: 29 years

Occupation: Security Officer
Total award: $220,075

Sex: M
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $130,000
Most significant injury: Open fractures of right radius and ulna, complete tear of
lateral collated ligament, partial tear of anterior cruciate ligament, partial tear of
posterior cruciate ligament.
Other injuries: Multiple abrasion and lacerations of face, left leg and right forearm,
elbow and arm.
Duration of injury and prognosis: Permanent partial disability, 40% of the left leg.
Facts: The claimant, a 25-year-old cricketer and security officer was involved in a
collision on 20th August, 2005 which rendered him unconscious for 5 days. He suffered
facial injuries, injury to his right eye and ear, fractures to radius and ulna of right
forearm, severe internal de-arrangement of the left knee with rupture of all ligament
support; in particular – rupture to both collateral ligaments of the knee, complete
rupture of the anterio-cruciate ligament and meniscus tear and injury to posterior
cruciate ligament. He was hospitalized for four months. He underwent surgery for his
facial injuries on the 20th August, 2005 and surgery on his right forearm on 30th August,
2005. His left lower and right upper extremities were immobilized in casts from the 20th
of September, 2005 until the 3rd of November. He was required to undergo further
testing and treatment overseas. The claimant experienced severe pain and was likely
to continue to experience pain on account of his injuries. He was formerly a national
cricketer and was therefore deprived of the opportunity to develop his cricketing
career including some prospect of becoming a professional cricketer. On account of his
scarring, the claimant was not his former outgoing self. He was diagnosed with
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temporary disability for his knee at 40% while his overall disability as a person was
30%. The claimant was likely to require at least one further surgery.
Held: The claimant was entitled to $70,000 for pain and suffering taking into account
the range of pain he experienced from the initial intense pain and suffering in the
immediate aftermath towards a lower but discernible level of pain some four years
after the incident. The award included the prospect of surgery in the future. He was
awarded $60,000 for loss of amenities including the loss of the opportunity to advance
his social standing by way of being a professional cricketer. He was awarded $60,000
for loss of earning capacity in circumstances where there was a real risk that he could
lose his existing employment and be at a disadvantage in the future on account of his
injury, of finding equivalent employment or an equally well-paid job. Special damages
were awarded in the sum of $30,075.23. Expenses which are capable of being
specifically pleaded, including expenses incurred after the filing of the claim, must be
averred and proved.
Interest awarded at 5% per cent per annum from the date of accident to the date of the
order on special damages. Interest in accordance with Judgment Act from date of
entering the judgment to full payment on the global figure.
Cases referred to:
Admiralty Commissioners v Susquehanna [1926] AC 655.
CCCA Ltd v Jeffrey [2004] ECSC J0302-1 (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Cornilliac v St. Louis (1965) 7 WIR 491.
George and Francis Trading Agency Ltd v Khoury AG 2004 HC 13 (www.justis.com)
Jefford v Gee [1970] 2. QB 130.
Heerallal v Hack Bros (Construction) Co. Ltd. (1977) 15 WIR 117.
Marocco v Attorney General of Antigua and Barbuda AG 2007 HC 47 (www.justis.com).
Wadadli Cats. Ltd. v Chapman, [2005] ECSC J0425-1 (www.justis.com and
www.eccourts.org).
Wells v Wells [1999] 3 All ER 198; [1998] 2 All ER 481.
Statutes referred to:
Eastern Caribbean Supreme Court Act, Cap. 143.
Judgment Act, Cap. 227.
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Counsel:
Mr. D. Raimon Hamilton for the claimant.
Mrs. Denise Jonas for the defendants.

Laceration to leg
FORDE V GRENADA STEEL WORKS LTD.
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - GRENADA – HIGH COURTCIVIL CASE NO. GDAHCV2001/0629 (Belle, J.) March 22, April 7, 2004]
Age at injury: Not known
Occupation: Truck driver
Age at trial: Not known
Total award: $110,560
Sex: Male
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $108,040
Most significant injury: Deep laceration to leg.
Other injuries: Multiple abrasions to right leg.
Duration of injury and prognosis: Some residual pain and discomfort at date
of trial.
Facts: The claimant, a truck driver, was a lawful visitor on the defendant company’s
premises for the purpose of collecting and transporting galvanised sheets to a
homeowner who had hired his services. The claimant was directed to drive his vehicle
into the warehouse where the material would be loaded onto his truck by forklift. The
claimant climbed onto the tray of the truck to receive the materials. As the materials
were being loaded some of the sheets slipped and struck the claimant leaving him
trapped and hanging upside down. A piece of steel caught him in the leg and ran up
into his leg whilst the galvanised sheets cut through the other side of the leg. The
claimant was transported to hospital where his cuts were sutured. One hundred and
ten stitches were required. He could hardly walk and could not weight bear. He was
discharged from hospital but attended the outpatient clinic on a daily basis. He was
unable to drive his truck for six (6) weeks. At trial the claimant stated that he still
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experienced pain and described himself as disabled and weak. He was unable to sit or
stand for any length of time and walked with a limp. The court accepted that there was
still some residual pain and discomfort.
Held: The claimant was awarded general damages of $108,000 with interest at the rate
of 3% from the date of the accident to date of trial and 6% from date pf trial to date of
payment; special damages of $2,520 with interest at 3% from date of the accident to the
date of the trial and at 6% from the date of trial until payment; and costs in the sum of
$15,000 bearing interest at the rate of 6% from the date of trial.
Cases referred to:
Ali v West Indies Drive-Inns Ltd TT 1982 HC 63 (www.justis.com).
Alphonso et al v Ramnath (1997) 56 WIR 183.
Cornilliac v St. Louis (1965) 7 WIR 491.
Diamond v Timothy Trinidad & Tobago Claim No. 2241 of 1971 www.ttlawcourts.org).
East Coast Berbice Village v Hussain (1982) 31 WIR 250.
Foakes v Slater [1979] 1 All ER 13.
Slater v Clay Cross Co Ltd. [1956] 2 All ER 625.
Williams v Sieunarine (T&T) High Court 1574/84. Judgment delivered 24 July 1987.
Statute referred to:
Law Reform (Miscellaneous Provision) Act of Guyana.
Counsel:
Mrs. Celia Edwards for the claimant.
Mr. Alban John for the defendant.
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Laceration to toe
BADENOCK V HAZELLS
[IN THE EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT – ST. VINCENT AND THE
GRENADINES – HIGH COURT - CIVIL SUIT SVGHCV2013/0114 (TaylorAlexander, M) March 20, 2014]
Age at injury: Not known
Age at trial: Not known

Occupation:
Total award: $19,854.68

Sex: F
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $17,000
Most significant injury: 2 cm laceration to left great toe.
Duration and prognosis: No permanent disability, injury had healed by date of
hearing, small scar remained.
Facts: The claimant was walking in a store belonging to the defendant when she cut
her toe on a metal kitchen sink displayed in the defendant’s retail outlet. She suffered
a 2 cm laceration on the left great toe which impacted the hallicius longus tendon. The
claimant underwent two surgical interventions. The wound healed with an elevated
hypigmented, hypertrophic scar which required plastic surgery. She made a full
recovery with just a normal scar remaining.
Held: The judge found no evidence of physical disability and did not accept that such
a small scar could have a debilitating impact on her social activities as alleged by the
claimant. There was no impact on her pecuniary prospects. The claimant was awarded
$17,000 for general damages and $2,854.68 as special damages.
Cases referred to:
Bailey et al v Moukram et al [1972] ECSC J0125-1. (www.justis.com and
www.eccourts.org).
British Transport Commission v Gourley [1956] AC 185; [1955] 3 All ER 796.
Chambers et al v Gooding et al VC 1998 HC 7 (www.justis.com).
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Cornilliac v St Louis (1965) 7 WIR 491.
Lewis v John [2005] ECSC J0715-10. (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Singh v Toong Omnibus Co. Ltd. [1964] 3 All ER 925.
Counsel:
Mr. Joseph Delves for the claimant.
Mr. Stanley K John and Ms Keisal Peters for the defendant.

Leg pain
BAPTISTE V C.K. GREAVES AND CO. LTD
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT – ST. VINCENT AND THE
GRENADINES - CLAIM NO. 192 OF 1997 (Bruce-Lyle, J.) May 10, 2006]
Age at injury: 72

Occupation: Owner and manager of a
clothing factory
Total award: $161,244.36

Age at trial: 82
Sex: M
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $100,000
Most significant injury: Pain in both legs, stiffness of neck and dizziness.
Additional injuries: Claimant said he had been in constant pain including feeling
pins and needles in his fingers, toes and soles of his feet.
Duration and prognosis: Constant pain and long term disability.

Facts: The claimant suffered injuries as a result of slipping in a pool of bloody water
emanating from a leaking refrigerator at the defendant’s supermarket on 16 July 1994.
He suffered serious injury and pain, stiffness of the neck, pain in both legs, dizziness
and feeling of pins and needles in his fingers, toes and the soles of his feet. As a result
of the illness, he was unable to work and his business suffered and almost collapsed.
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Held: His earnings from the business at the time of the accident were $3,000 monthly.
Given his age, no award would be made for loss of earning capacity and future
earnings would be restricted to $36,000 or one year’s loss of earnings. His pain and
suffering would have been significant and he depended on his wife to assist him in
everyday tasks. He could no longer swim, fish, go boating or refurbish vehicles. He
was awarded $100,000 in general damages; special damages of $25,744.36 and interest
of 6% on the award until payment.
Cases referred to:
Auguste v Neptune (1997) 56 WIR 229.
Franklin v M.A. Kharafi & Sons WLL Ltd. [2000] ECSC J0405-2 (www.justis.com) and
(www.eccourts.org).
Mathurin et al v. St. Paul ( www.eccourts.org).
Counsel:
A. Williams for the claimant.
S. Commissiong for the defendant.
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Multiple lower limb injuries
CHERRY ET AL V TRIM ET AL
[[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT- ST. LUCIA – HIGH COURT CIVIL CLAIM. NO. SLUHCV2011/0073
(Taylor-Alexander, M) September 24, October 8, 31, 2013]
Age at injury: C1: 36 C2: NK C3: 50 C4: Occupation: N/A
62 C5: 3 C6: NK C7: NK C8: NK C9: 74
C10: 24
Age at trial:
Total award: $99,312.54
Sex: C1: M C2: M C3: M C4: F C5: M C6: F C7: F C8: M C9: M C10: M
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: Various amounts made to the claimants.
Most significant injury: C1: Fracture of upper leg and hip. Injuries sustained by
other claimants not significant.
Duration of injury and prognosis: C1: Temporary partial disability of 70% over 6
month period and permanent partial disability of 7%; C2: N/A; C3: Mild tenderness
to thigh and hip; C4: No swelling and no fractures; C5: X-rays showed no fractures
and admitted for observation for 3 days; C6: X-rays and urinalysis were
normal/negative; C7: No late complications anticipated, hospitalized for 3 days and
out-patient for 3 weeks, continual complaints of back and neck pain; C8: N/A; C9:
Minor injuries C10: Minor injuries
Facts: The 1st and 2nd claimants were owners of a minibus and the 3rd to 10th claimants
were at the material time, passengers for hire on that minibus with permission of the
1st claimant. A motor vehicle owned by the 1st defendant but driven by the 2nd
defendant collided with the minibus as it drove along the highway. The passengers
including a minor/child sustained injuries while one passenger (the 8th claimant) died
as a result of the accident. The accident was caused by the negligence of the 2nd
defendant. The Court considered the quantum of damages for each of the claimants.
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Held: The 1st claimant was awarded general damages in the sum of $24,000 and special
damages in the sum of $100. The 2nd claimant was awarded special damages for
damages to minibus. The 3rd claimant was awarded general damages in the sum of
$2,000 and special damages in the sum of $236.80. The 4th claimant was awarded
general damages in the sum of $2,500 and special damages in the sum of $90. The 5th
claimant was awarded general damages in the sum of $2,500 and special damages in
the sum of $50. The 6th claimant was awarded general damages in the sum of $2,000
and special damages in the sum of $50. The 7th claimant was awarded general damages
in the sum of $8,000 and special damages in the sum of $667.50. The 8th claimant was
awarded $3,000 for loss of expectation of life, $50,000 for pain and suffering, $7,076 for
funeral expenses and $1,600 for other special damages for the benefit of the estate of
the deceased together with a dependency claim in the sum of $14,622.24. The 9th
claimant was awarded general damages in the sum of $800 and special damages in the
sum of $70 and the 10th claimant was awarded general damages in the sum of $1,500
and special damages in the sum of $50.

Cases referred to:
Auguste v Maynard et al High Court Case No. SLUHCV 1984/0440 (St. Lucia).
Bacchus v Ramkisson High Court Case No. 2299 of 1974 (Trinidad and Tobago).
Bruno v Joseph High Court Case No. 2070 of 1977 (Trinidad and Tobago).
Compton v The Attorney General High Court Case No. SLUHCV 2000/0031 (St.
Lucia).
Cornilliac v St. Louis (1965) 7 WIR 491.
Gammell v Wilson [1980] 2 All ER 557.
George v Eagle Air Services [2009] 1 WLR 2133.
Goddard v Mohammed High Court Case No. 1071/73 (Trinidad and Tobago).
Hatchett v First Citizens International Bank et al [2009] ECSC J1129-1
(www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
IIkiw v Samuel [1963] 1 WLR. 991.
Jacob v Romulus et al [2010] ECSC J0728-1 (www.justis.com. and
www.eccourts.org) (St Lucia).
Jamurat v Aziz Ahamad Ltd. High Court No. Case No.1414 of 74 (Trinidad and
Tobago).
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Le Blanc v Thomas et al [2011] ECSC J0706-1 (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.
Org.).

Livingstone v Raywards Coal Co (1880) 5 App Cas 25.
Maharaj v Khan High Court Case No. 579 of 71 (Trinidad and Tobago).
Marrocco v The AG of Antigua and Barbuda Claim No ANUHCV0240 (Antigua
and Barbuda).
Mohamed v Sakoor TT HCA No. 664 of 1979.
Pickett v British Rail Engineering Limited [1979] 1 All ER 774.
Plummer et al v Conway Bay Ltd. High Court Case No. SLUHCV2000/1041 (St.
Lucia).
Raymond v Joseph Civil Suit No.289 of 1994 (Dominica).
Rogers v The AG of Trinidad and Tobago HCA 4024 of 1985 (Trinidad and Tobago).
Saunders v Rhymer [2004] ECSC J1126-1. (www.justis.com and
www.eccourts.org).
Sullivan v Herbert High Court Case No. 579 of 1971 (Trinidad and Tobago).
Tokai v Gordon High Court Case No. 1542 of 1984 (Trinidad and Tobago).
Statutes referred to:
Civil Code, Art. 609 (1), (2).
Civil Code, Art. 988 (2).
Civil Code, Art. 917 (A).
Counsel:
Ms. Leandra Verneuil for the claimant.
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Paralysis of lower limbs
WILSON V STEVEN
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT- GRENADA – HIGH COURT CIVIL CLAIM. NO. GDAHCV2001/057 – (Belle J.) July 22, March 10, 2004]
Age at injury: 60 years
Occupation: Unknown
Age at trial:
63 years
Total award: $449,085.42
Sex: Male
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $180,000
Most significant injury: Paralysis of the lower limbs, multiple lacerations.
Other injuries: Weakness of the upper limbs, black eye.
Duration of injury and prognosis: Permanent and irreversible leg injuries.
Facts: The claimant was standing at the side of the road with friends. The defendant’s
bus approached the group at a great speed and struck the claimant before he could get
out of its way. The claimant was rendered unconscious on impact and was transported
to hospital where he later regained consciousness. The claimant suffered lacerations to
the forehead and eyelid, a black right eye, paralysis of the lower limbs, and weakness
of the upper limbs. He remained hospitalised for four (4) months. At trial, three (3)
years post-accident, the claimant spoke of being paralysed and unable to do anything
for himself since the accident. He was assisted by his daughter, his wife and a
professional nurse who bathed him, fed him and dressed him. The medical prognosis
was that his injuries were permanent and irreversible.
Held: The Court found no contributory negligence on the claimant’s part. The claimant
was awarded general damages of $180,000 plus interest from date of proceedings to
date of payment; loss of future earnings of $57,600; nursing care of $172,800; special
damages of $38,685.42 plus interest of 3% from date of accident to date of trial; and
costs of $44,000. The defendant’s counter claim was dismissed.
Cases referred to:
Alphonso et al v Ramnath (1997) 56 WIR 183.
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Auguste v Neptune (1997) 56 WIR 229.
Cornilliac v St Louis (1965) 7 WIR 491.
Lansiquot v Geest Plc [2002] All ER (D) 87; [2002] UKPC 48.
Counsel:
Mr. Anselm B. Clouden Burke for the claimant.
Mr. Dwight Horsford for the defendant.

Pelvic area injury
ENVILLE AKA BRIAN ENVILLE V
ATTORNEY GENERAL OF ST. VINCENT AND THE GRENADINES ET AL
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT- ST. VINCENT AND THE
GRENADINES - HIGH COURT – CLAIM NO. SVGHCV 2008/0326
(Actie, M.) June 5, 2014]
Age at injury: 30
Occupation: Labourer
Age at trial:
Total award: $141,000
Sex: M
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $20,000
Most significant injury: Injury to groin – soft tissue.
Duration and prognosis: The claimant continued to be in pain after the injury.
Facts: The claimant was arrested in 2008 after a search of his home on suspected drug
dealing. While in custody, he was beaten by the third defendant. He brought claims
for wrongful and unlawful arrest and false imprisonment, assault and battery
occasioning grievous bodily harm. The claims for wrongful and unlawful arrest and
false imprisonment were not pursued at trial. At the liability hearing judgment was
entered for the claimant with damages to be assessed; the case against the fourth
defendant was dismissed.
Held: The claimant was attacked and kicked repeatedly in the groin while in police
custody following an arrest. The actions of the police were inexcusable and the
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claimant was entitled to compensation assessed in the same way as claims for personal
injury. Under the head of general damages he was awarded $20,000 for pain and
suffering; $144,000 for loss of future earnings (less 20% discounted); exemplary
damages of $5,000 and restitution and compensation in the sum of $800 for the value
and loss of his cell phone. He was awarded interest at the rate of 3% on the award for
pain, suffering and loss of amenities from the service of the claim until judgment and
at the rate of 6% from judgment until payment. He was awarded prescribed costs in
accordance with CPR 65.5.
Cases referred to:
Browne v The Attorney General et al SVGHCV 2000/022 (unreported).
CCAA Ltd. v Jeffrey [2004] [ECSC J0302-1 (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Cornilliac v St Louis (1965) 7 WIR 491.
Greer v Alstons Engineering Sales and Services [2003] UKPC 46, [2003] All ER (D) 282;
(2003) 63 WIR 388.
Hedley et al v Attorney General et al Decided on 4 August 2000 (unreported).
John v the Attorney General et al GD 1996 HC 7 (www.justis.com).
McLean v Bynoe [2009] ECSC J0703-3 (www.justis.com).
McMaster v The AG) [2011] ECSC J0603-2 (www.justis.com).
Richardson v AG of Anguilla et al) [2009] ECSC J0707-2 (www.justis.com).
Rookes v Bernard [1964] AC 1129, [1964] 2 WLR 269 (www.justis.com).
Skepple v Weeks [2010] ECSC J0125-2 (www.justis.com).
Wells v Wells [1998] 3 All ER 481, [1999] 1 AC 345.
Williams v Howe [2012] ECSC J0824-4 (www.justis.com).
Counsel:
Ms. Patricia Marks for the claimant
Ms. Michelle Davidson for the defendants
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Torn anterior cruciate ligament of knee
MCNALLY V LOTTE ET AL
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT – BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS –
HIGH COURT – CLAIM NO. BVIHCV2001/0068 (Rawlins, J.)
January 22, March 13, April 2, July 2, 2002]
Age at injury: 46

Occupation: Massage therapist
/Charterer of yachts
Total award: $70,950

Age at trial: 48
Sex: F
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $20,000
Most significant injury: Injury to right knee, torn anterior cruciate ligament, some
destruction of the meniscus, arthroscopic ACL reconstruction to stabilize knee,
arthofibrosis.
Duration of injury and prognosis: Continual difficulty in bending right knee,
walking and standing for prolonged periods. Small degree of muscle atrophy and
affected gait. Risk of developing arthritis in right knee at least 70%, permanent
disability at 20%, intense post-traumatic stress requiring psychological counselling
to cope with anxiety and depression.
Facts: On January 12, 2001, the claimant, a massage therapist, sustained an injury to
her knee in a motor vehicle accident. After two operations, the medical evidence was
that she had residual limitations and would be unable to return fully to her previous
level of function. However, there was no evidence that she would lose her
employment. Judgment was entered against the second defendant after his failure to
file/serve the defence.
Held: The claimant was awarded general damages of $20,000 for pain and suffering
and loss of amenities with interest at the rate of 5% per annum from the date of service
of claim to date of trial. The claimant was awarded $32,400 for pecuniary loss and
$18,550 for future medical expenses.
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Cases referred to:
Alphonso et al v Ramnath (1997) 56 WIR 183.
Cornilliac v St. Louis (1965) 7 WIR 491.
Harrigan v Pickering VG 2002 HC 57 (www.justis.com).
Jerome v Prestige Imports Ltd et al VG 2001 HC 15, [2001] 11 JBVIC 2301
(www.justis.com).
Manakee v Brattle [1970] 1 WLR 1607, [1971] 1 All ER 474.
Mearns v. Lothian Regional Council (1991) STL 338.
Statute referred to:
Judgments Act, Cap. 35, s. 7.
Counsel:
Mr. John Carrington for the claimant.
Mr. Oscar Ramjeet for the first defendant.
Mrs. Lorna Shelly-Williams for the second defendant.
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Torn ligament in right leg
PRESCOTT V PARRIS ET AL
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - SAINT LUCIA – HIGH COURT –
CLAIM NO. SLUHCV2009/0814
(Wilkinson, J.) April, 5, May 13, 15, June 13, 2014]
Age at injury: 36
Occupation: Shop assistant/Elder Care Giver
Age at trial: Not known
Total award: $183,700
Sex: F
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $85,000
Most significant injury: Torn ligaments in right leg.
Duration of injury and prognosis: Post-surgery physical therapy of walking and
exercises together with a hinged brace recommended.
Facts: The claimant sustained injured arising out of the negligent driving of the 1 st
defendant who was driving a motor jeep owned by the 2nd defendant. The claimant
brought a claim against the defendants for damages for personal injuries which
resulted in loss and damage. The court considered whether the 1st defendant was liable
for the accident and whether the 2nd was vicariously liable for the accident. The Court
also considered the quantum of damages that should be awarded.
Held: The court found that the first defendant drove negligently and was solely
responsible for the accident. The claimants were awarded special damages for loss of
income in the sum of $33,600. The claimants were awarded general damages in the sum
of $45,100 for future medical care, $20,000 for loss of future earnings, $60,000 for pain
and suffering and $25,000 for loss of amenities with interest awarded at 6% on total
award.
Cases referred to:
Berrill v Road Haulage Executive [1952] 2 Lloyd’s Rep 490.
Bolton v Stone [1951] UKHL J0510-1, [1951] AC 850.
Cornilliac v St. Louis (1965) 7 WIR 491.
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Claxton v Dawson [2005] 5 JBVIC 2301 (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Dixon v Nurse TT 1986 HC 169 (www.justis.com).
Froom v Butcher [1975] EWCA Civ J0721-3 (www.justis.com), [1976] QB 286.
Harry v Durrant et al [2009] ECSC J0918-2 (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Ilkiw v Samuel [1963] 2 All ER 879, [1963] 1 WLR 991.
M’alister or Donoghue (Pauper) v Stevenson [1932] UKHL J0526-1, [1932] AC 562, [1932]
All ER Rep 1.
Scully v Xtatic Ltd et al TT 2002 HC 117 (www.justis.com).
Smith v Manchester Corporation (1974) 17 KIR 1.
Wells v Wells [1998] 3 All ER 481, [1999] 1 AC 345.

Counsel:
Ms. Lydia Faisal for the claimant.
Mr. Egan Modeste for the defendants.

Wound to leg
AUGUSTIN V DENIS
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - SAINT LUCIA – HIGH COURT –
CLAIM NO. SLUHCV2005/0772
(Cottle, J.) April 11, 2008]
Age at injury: Not known
Occupation: Not known
Age at trial: Not known
Total award: $18,883.10
Sex: M
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $15,000
Most significant injury: .5cm diameter bullet wound to right leg below knee.
Duration of injury and prognosis: Wound cleared and sutured, fragmented bullet
removed with one fragment remaining.
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Facts: The claimant was struck in the right leg by the discharge of a firearm by the
defendant arising out of a fracas at a dancehall. The Court considered the quantum of
damages that should be awarded to the claimant.
Held: The claimant was awarded special damages in the sum of $3,883.10 together with
general damages in the sum of $15,000 for pain and suffering and loss of amenities.
Cases referred to:
Baldeo v Irish Dalys’ Damages p. 117.
Daniel v Patrick TT 1985 HC 13 (www.justis.com).
Diamond v Timothy Trinidad & Tobago Claim No. 2241 of 1971 (www.ttlawcourts.org).
Gill et al v Charles et al [1959] EWCA Civ J0120-1 (www.justis.com).
Counsel:
Mrs. E. Greene-Ernest for the claimant.
Mr. A. St. Clair for the defendant.
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UPPER LIMBS
Amputation of arm
BALCOMBE V LOWMAN
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - ST. VINCENT AND THE
GRENADINES – CLAIM NO. SVGHCV2006/0375 (Taylor-Alexander, M.)
May 7, 2012]
Age at injury: 33

Occupation: unemployed

Age at trial: 39

Total award: $176,940

Sex: M
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $115,000
Most significant injury: amputation of arm.
Duration and prognosis: Permanent disability.

Facts: The claimant was walking on a public road when he was struck by a motor
vehicle driven by the defendant, the result of which was that his right arm had to be
amputated from the area above the elbow. At the trial, the defendant was found liable
for the injury, loss and damage suffered by the claimant.
Held: (a) Loss of earnings: The claimant did not provide any evidence to support his
claim that he was employed as a farmer and mason. However, following the reasoning
in Greer v. Alstons Engineering Sales and Services Ltd. the ECSC has made nominal
awards in circumstances where evidentiary proof was difficult. In this case, the court
was not convinced that the claimant was employed in any way and would make no
award for loss of earnings;
(b) pain, suffering and loss of amenities – the loss of his right hand would have
resulted in some permanent disability and disfigurement compromising the claimant’s
ability to do household chores and odd jobs about his home and the quality of his life
would have been reduced. Furthermore, he would continue to require assistance
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throughout his life as a result of the disability. A figure of $115,000 was considered
appropriate in the circumstances;
(c) future loss of earnings: it seems that the claimant was a sporadic worker engaging
in odd jobs when these were available and that he helped in the slaughtering of animals
during festivities and at one time operated as a farmer. Conscious of the principles in
Cookson v. Knowles that for the purposes of arriving at the multiplicand the basis should
be the least amount that the claimant would have earned had he continued working
without being injured, the court concluded that he earned approximately $300 monthly
for the odd jobs he performed. The multiplicand would therefore be fixed at $3,600.
The multiplier would be fixed at 13, leading to an award for loss of future earnings of
$46,800;
(d) future medical expenses: the doctor concluded in his report that the claimant’s
quality of life would improve if he was fitted with a prosthetic limb. Although there
was no evidence of the cost provided to the court, the sum of $15,000 would be
awarded to cover the cost associated with obtaining and fitting the prosthesis;
In addition, the claimant would be awarded prescribed costs pursuant to CPR part 65.5
on the sum of $176,940.
Cases referred to:
Attorney General of Antigua & Barbuda v Bufton [2006] ECSC J0206-2 (www.justis.com and
www.eccourts.org).
Ballantyne v John [2007] ECSC J1026-2. (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Biscette v Club Mediterranee LC 2003 HC 10 (www.justis.com).
CCAA Ltd. v Jeffrey [2004] ECSC J0302-1. (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Cookson v Knowles [1979] AC 556, [1978] 2 WLR 978.
Cornilliac v St. Louis (1965) 7 WIR 491.
Greer v Alstons Engineering Sales and Services [2003] UKPC 46, (2003) 63 WIR 388.
Ilkiw v Samuels [1963] 2 All ER 679, [1963] 1 WLR 991.
Warner v Coates et al ANUHC1997/0377 (Antigua and Barbuda, unreported).
Woodley v Eastern Caribbean Metals Plastics Industries Ltd. VC 2008 HC 50
(www.justis.com).
Counsel:
Ms. Patricia Marks for the claimant.
Mr. Joseph Delves for the defendant.
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Amputation of arm
CARTY V FRASER ET AL
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - ST. KITTS AND NEVIS – HIGH
COURTCIVIL SUIT NO. 29 OF 1998 (Smith, J.) May 26, 2000]
Age at injury: 39
Occupation: Laundry Worker
Age at trial: 42
Total award: $284,420
Sex: Female
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $275,000
Most significant injury: Amputation of right arm.
Other injuries: Laceration of cornea of left eye.
Duration of injury and prognosis: Permanent loss of arm; 20/70 vision.
Facts: The claimant, a 39-year old woman, was a passenger in a jitney, when the jitney
was involved in a collision. The first defendant, the driver of the jitney was overtaking
a parked vehicle when he collided with the vehicle of the third defendant who was
driving in excess of the speed limit. As a result of this accident, the complete right arm
of the claimant was torn off at the shoulder. Her traumatized avulsion stump of the
right arm was debrided and a high level formal closure of that stump was undertaken.
She suffered a laceration to her left cornea resulting in diminished visual acuity with
20/70. As a result of the accident, she was unable to take care of herself without
assistance and was unable to enjoy simple pleasures like hugging her children as she
previously would have. She appeared to have no skills that would be economically
viable without her right hand and she was now very much less likely to be able to make
a home for a husband who might have been attracted to her.
Held: The first and third defendant were both negligent, to varying degrees, and were
jointly liable for damages. The claimant was entitled to $275,000 in general damages
and $6,720 for loss of earnings. The Court held that the first defendant and the owner,
the second defendant were liable for 65% of damages and the third defendant and the
owner of the vehicle, the fourth defendant, were liable for 35% of the damages.
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Case referred to:
Lloyd v Phillip et al [1991] ECSC J1209-2. (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Counsel:
Mr. J. Cato for the claimant.
Mr. E. Ferdinand for the third and fourth defendant.
Mr. P. Patterson for the first and second defendant.

Amputation of right arm from below elbow
JOHN V DABIQUE
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - ST. VINCENT AND THE
GRENADINES - CLAIM NO. SVGHCV2009/0359
(Taylor-Alexander, M.) April 8, 2014]
Age at injury: 22
Age at trial: 29
Sex: F

Occupation: Bartender
Total award: $427,755.77

Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $230,000
Most significant injury: Paralysed right arm which had to be amputated.
Additional injuries: Injuries to the subclavian artery and branchial artery with a
large aneurysm which communicated with the subclavian vein.
Duration and prognosis: Permanent disability due to loss of right arm. Future
employability and social interaction would also be severely negatively impacted.

Facts: The claimant was at work at Fun City in Kingstown when she was shot in the
chest by the defendant who was intoxicated. The claimant’s right arm was paralysed
as a result of the shooting, and following five operations, her right arm had to be
amputated from the shoulder. It was anticipated that she would be fitted with a
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prosthetic limb. The claimant was unemployed up to the date of the hearing. She was
unable to do domestic chores, care for herself and her two young children only with
considerable difficulty and she shied away from participation in activities which had
previously brought her pleasure. The defendant pleaded guilty to wounding with
intent and unlawful use of a firearm and was found liable for the claimant’s injuries.
Held: At a hearing on November 2, 2009 the claimant was awarded her special
damages in full, in the sum of $118,105.77, and general damages were now to be
assessed. The Master noted that personal injury guidelines of the Judicial Studies Board
(now Judicial College) of the U.K. place amputation of one arm in the range of an award
of 52,500 – 75,000 pounds, equivalent to EC$232,810 - $332,587. The Master also studied
awards made in other ECSC cases, but found no comparison between these cases and
the loss suffered by the claimant with regard to the impact on her home life, lifestyle,
working and social life, for which a greater award must be considered. Also, she noted
that the claimant was 22 years at the time of the injury and had just begun her young
adult life. She was awarded $110,000 for pain and suffering and $120,000 for loss of
amenities, totalling $230,000 for general damages; $40,650 for future medical care and
$39,000 for handicap in the labour market. The total award, with the special damages
of $118,105.77 was $427,755.77.
Cases referred to:
Alphonso et al v Ramnath (1997) 56 WIR 183.
Balcombe v Lowan [2012] ECSC J0507-2 (www.justis.com).
British Transport Commission v Gourley [1956] AC 185; [1955] 3 All ER 796.
Cornilliac v St. Louis (1965) 7 WIR 491.
Livingstone v Rawyards Coal Co. (1899) 5 App. Cas. 25. 7R HL 1.
Mayers v Williams et al [2006] ECSC J0317-4 (www.justis.com and ECSC
www.eccourts.org).
Moeliker v Reyrolle & Co. [1977] 1 WLR 132.
Wells v Wells [1998] 3 All ER 481, [1999] 1 AC 345.
Wilson v VGC Holdings Ltd (2011). (www.supremecourt.gov.jm).
Counsel:
Mr. Duane Daniel for the claimant.
Defendant absent and unrepresented.
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Amputation of finger
CCAA LIMITED V JEFFREY
[THE EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT – ST VINCENT AND THE
GRENADINES - CIVIL APPEAL NO. 10 OF 2003
(Gordon, JA. (Ag.), March 2, 2004]
Age at injury: Not given
Age at trial: Not given

Occupation: Carpenter
Total award: $381,857.26

Sex: M
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $80,000
Most significant injury: Traumatic amputation of left thumb, compound fractures
of 4th and 5th metacarpal bones with lacerate flexor tendons on 4th and 5th fingers.
Duration and prognosis Further surgery would be required and thereafter there
should be significant improvement.
Facts: The respondent was employed as a carpenter by the appellant company and was
at work when a large crane belonging to the appellant fell on his hand causing severe
injury. Liability was not contested. The respondent sustained a traumatic amputation
of his left thumb, compound fractures of 4th and 5th metacarpal bones with lacerate
flexor tendons on 4th and 5th fingers. There was medical evidence that with a further
operation use of his hand should improve significantly. The High Court awarded
$250,000 for pain, suffering and loss of amenities; $28,431.52 for loss of earnings and
$159,927 for loss of future earnings. The appellant company challenged the awards for
pain and suffering and loss of amenities as being completely out of proportion with
the injury suffered and out of line with similar awards in the jurisdiction, and the
award for loss of future earnings on the ground that the trial judge did not take into
account the effect of increased productivity resulting from a successful operation on
the respondent’s hand. The respondent filed a Counter Notice of Appeal against inter
alia the award for loss of earnings and the award of $150 per month rather than the
$300 claimed for cost of care by his mother. The respondent also complained that the
cost of care should not have been limited to 36 months and that the trial judge failed to
apply prescribed costs as required by parts 64 and 65 of CPR 2000.
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Held: The appeal was allowed. Following Wells v Wells, the Court ruled that the trial
judge must exercise his discretion based on the evidence before him but that discretion
must be curtailed by attempting to achieve consistency in awards within the
jurisdiction of this court. There was no reasonable proportion between the amount
awarded and the loss sustained for pain, suffering and loss of amenities and the sum
of $80,000 was substituted. The learned judge had also erred in not taking into account
the fact that the respondent’s productivity would most likely increase following the
operation which was scheduled to take place, and therefore the sum awarded for loss
of future earnings was reduced from $159,927 to $134,066.40. This sum would be
discounted by 50% instead of 25% because of the prognosis for a significant recovery
of the use of the thumb by the respondent. The final award for loss of future earnings
was therefore $67,033. In addition, the $5,400 awarded for the cost of care of the
respondent by his mother would be replaced by $18,300 (having regard to the fact that
61 months had passed since the accident); the respondent would also be awarded a
sum of EC$4,165.65 in addition to US$26,228.01 already paid to him by the appellant
for expenses incurred, and the prescribed costs as set forth in CPR 2000 Part 65 would
be increased from $35,000 to $59,685.
Cases referred to:
Alphonso et al v Ramnath (1997) 56 WIR 183.
Auguste v Neptune (1997) 56 WIR 229; [1997] ECSC J1124-4 (www.justis.com).
George et al v Pinnock et al [1973] 1 WLR 118.
Wells v Wells [1998] 3 All ER 481, [1999] 1 AC 345.
Counsel:
Samuel Commissiong for the appellant.
Richard Williams for the respondent.
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Amputation of finger
GLOSTER V ASHTON ET AL
[IN THE EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - ST VINCENT AND THE
GRENADINES - CLAIM NO. 36 of 2001 (Cottle M.) June 29, 2004]
Age at injury: 33
Occupation: Labourer
Age at trial: 38
Total award: $121,580
Sex: M
Type of award Compensation
PSLA: $30,000
Most significant injury: Amputation of middle finger.
Duration and prognosis The claimant continues to suffer some pain but it was
anticipated that further surgery would alleviate this.
Facts: The claimant was riding as a passenger in the back of a truck driven by the first
defendant when it collided with the stay wire which supported a pole erected by the
second defendant. The claimant sustained some injuries and the middle finger of his
right hand had to be amputated. The trial judge found that the claimant had
contributed to his injury to the extent of 10%. The remaining liability was equally
apportioned between the two defendants.
Held: The claimant’s case was not as severe as other cases cited, and his evidence and
demeanour during testimony did not support his claims for loss of amenity and
constant suffering of pain. He was awarded $20,000 for pain and suffering and $10,000
for loss of amenities. His evidence as to loss of earnings up to trial was unsatisfactory
but he was awarded $6,160 for the seven months during which he was unable to work
and for the 54 months after this, up to the trial, he was awarded $25,920 (being what
the court assessed as his monthly earnings, that is $400 a month x 54 months). He was
also awarded $57,000 for future loss of earnings ($400 x $144 months) and $2,500 for
future medical care. The total award was $121,580.
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Cases referred to:
CCAA v Jeffrey [2004] ECSC J0302-1 (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Franklyn v MA Kharafi & Sons Ltd. [2000] ECSC J0405-2 (www.justis.com and
www.eccourts.org).
Counsel:
Mr. R. Williams for the claimant.
Mr O. Dennie for the first defendant.
Ms Z. Horne for the second defendant.

Amputation of fingers
BISCETTE V CLUB MEDITERRANEE
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - Saint Lucia – High Court – Claim
No. 645 of 2000 (Shanks, J.) December 3, 2002, May 8, 2003]
Age at injury: 27
Age at trial: Not known

Occupation: Carpenter
Total award: $93,000 (plus cost of
operation)

Sex: Male
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $45,000
Most significant injury: Partial amputation of 3rd, 4th and 5th fingers of right hand.
Other injuries: N/A
Duration of injury and prognosis: Partial nail growth in the 3rd finger which will
require surgery and prevent work for one month. Grip will be inadequate making it
difficult to continue work as a carpenter. Permanent disability at 21%.
Facts: The claimant worked as a carpenter for the defendants, owners of a hotel. While
at work his right hand was caught in a table saw and he suffered a partial amputation
of some fingers on his right hand. He received an operation and was able to resume
work, but was limited to housekeeping duties as he could no longer grip carpentry
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tools. The defendants subsequently closed the hotel and the claimant was made
redundant. The defendants were properly served with the proceedings in August 2000
and they failed to acknowledge service or put in a defense. The claimant brought an
action against the defendants. He claimed that his loss of earning capacity was $48,000
as $400 a month for a period of 10 years. Judgment was entered in default. The court
considered the quantum of damages that should be awarded to the claimant.
Held: The claimant’s position in the job market was substantially impaired as he had
lost his trade. Although he would have lost his job at the defendant’s in any event he
should receive an award for loss of earning capacity. The court found that due to the
defendants young age, his difficulty in finding work and the fact that the loss of 3
fingers was likely to be a handicap on the job market regardless of the employment
sought. he was awarded general damages in the sum of $55,000 for pain and suffering
and loss of amenities, loss of earnings in the sum of $14,175, for future financial loss in
the sum of $60,000 and $5,000 for the cost of an operation.
Case referred to:
Medford v Attorney General of Barbados BB 1991 HC 2 (www.justis.com).
Counsel:
Ms. L. Faisal for the claimant.
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Amputation of fingers
WOODLEY V EAST CARIBBEAN MEALS PLASTICS INDUSTRY LTD.
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT – ST. VINCENT AND THE
GRENADINES - HIGH COURT – CLAIM NO. 163 OF 2003
(Lanns, M.) November 14, 2008]
Age at injury: 20
Occupation: Factory worker
Age at trial: 27
Total award: $300,367.75
Sex: M
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $170,000
Most significant injury: Loss of four fingers.
Duration and prognosis: The claimant was permanently disabled and his
prospects on the job market substantially impaired.
Facts: On 11 July 2001, the claimant lost four fingers on his left hand due to an industrial
accident at work for which his employer was found wholly responsible.
Held: The claimant earned $1,946.36 per year and would have lost approximately 6 ½
years of employment from the date of the accident to the date of assessment, minus
wages received for the period 11 July 2001 to the first week of January 2002. Total
awarded for pre-trial loss of earnings was therefore $11,677.92. He was awarded
$32,514.57 for domestic care; $1,286.75 for medical and hospital expenses; $350 for a
gold ring which was crushed during the accident; for general damages $97,853.18 for
loss of future earnings and taking into account his age, the nature of the injury (a
disfigurement visible to the public at large which could be the subject of pity and
scorn), pain and suffering and loss of amenities, the sum of $170,000. Total award was
$300,367.75.
Cases referred to:
Alphonso et al v Ramnath (1997) 56 WIR 183.
Auguste v Neptune (1997) 56 WIR 229, [1997] ECSC J1124-4 (www.justis.com).
Austin v London Transport Executive [1951] EWCA Civ J1116-1.
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British Transport v Gourley [1955] 3 All ER 796.
Carter v St. Claire Concrete and Aggregates Ltd. VC 2006 HC 15 (www.justis.com).
Grant v Motilal Moonan Ltd. et al (1988) 3 WIR 372.
Heerallal v Hack Bros. (Construction) Co. Ltd. (1977) 25 WIR 117.
Moeliker v A. Reyrolle & Company Ltd. [1977] 1 WLR 132, [1976] EWCA Civ J0130-5.
Counsel:
Mrs. Zhinger Home-Edwards for the claimant.
Mrs. Sharon Cummings for the defendant.

Comminuted fracture of humerus
JACOB V ROMULUS ET AL
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT – ST. LUCIA – HIGH COURT –
CLAIM NO. SLUHCV2006/0457 (Georges, J.) July 28, 2010]
Age at injury: 20
Occupation: Sales Assistant
Age at trial: Not known
Total award: $68,903.08
Sex: F
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: EC$60,000
Most significant injury: Comminuted fracture of the mid shaft of humerus.
Other injuries:, Abrasions to left side of face, forehead, back of right elbow, left hand
and back of left shoulder, contusion to lower rib cage, traction neuropia of left
median nerve.
Duration of injury and prognosis: Full function of left elbow and shoulder joints
returned following intensive programme of rehabilitative physiotherapy, abrasions
healed and do not present any functional deficit.
Facts: The claimant was struck, while crossing a highway, by an omnibus owned by
the 1st defendant and driven by the 2nd defendant, the servant and/or agent of the 1st
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defendant. Judgment in default of defence was entered against the 1st defendant. The
Court considered the quantum of damages that should be awarded to the claimant.
Held: The claimant was awarded special damages in the sum of $8,903.08 in respect of
medical expenses together with general damages in the sum of $60,000.
Case referred to:
Eastman v Public Transport Service Corporation et al TT 1970 HC 4. (www.justis.com).
Statute referred to:
Civil Code, Art. 1009A.
Counsel:
Mr. Alvin St. Clair for the claimant/applicant.
No appearance of defendants/respondents.

Comminuted fracture of humerus
MORSON V LEWIS
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - ANTIGUA AND BARBUDA –
HIGH COURT- CIVIL SUIT NO. 166 Of 2005
(Blenman, J.) November 6, 2006; January 29, 2007]
Age at injury: 62 years

Occupation: Caregiver

Age at trial: 65 years

Total award: $30,498

Sex: F
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $20,000
Most significant injury: Comminuted fracture at the union of the middle and lower
thirds of the humerus.
Other injuries: Swelling of the arm, severe tenderness and bony crepitation and
stiffness of the elbow.
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Duration of injury and prognosis: Full recovery
Facts: M, a caregiver was injured when she was a passenger in a vehicle which was
involved in a collision on 20th December, 2004. The collision was caused when the
defendant unsuccessful swerved to avoid striking cows, when he hit one of the cows
causing his vehicle to spin before hitting the vehicle driven by the son of the claimant.
The claimant’s arm was injured as a result of the accident, namely – she suffered a
comminuted fracture at the union of the middle and lower thirds of the humerus,
swelling of the arm, severe tenderness and bony crepitation and stiffness of the elbow.
After the accident, she was hospitalized and treated for a broken arm, and was required
to wear a cast. She continued in outpatient care for two months and the cast was
removed in March of 2005. She was unable to use to her arm after the accident and was
required to get assistance from others. It was a point of dispute whether her children
paid for the service of a nurse to care for her at the cost of $350. She received
physiotherapy until June, 2005. While her arm recovered, she was unable to get a job.
Held: The claimant was negligent in the driving of the vehicle; he ought to have
brought his vehicle to a stop rather than swerving in the manner which he did, which
resulted in injury. In the circumstances where the Court did not believe that paid hired
assistance was actually enlisted, the claimant was nonetheless entitled to a reasonable
sum in respect of services performed by third parties consequent on the defendant’s
action. The claimant was awarded $200 per week from the date of the accident until
she regained use of her arm.
The Court awarded special damages for loss of earnings to cover the period during
which she would have been unable to work from the date she was allegedly to return
to the US to her previous job (in circumstances where the Court doubted this claim,
instead finding that she effectively unemployed) until her arm recovered in June. The
claimant was awarded a global figure of $20,000 for general damages including pain
and suffering and loss of amenities. The Court denied to grant an award for loss of
pecuniary prospects as the claimant’s age rather than her injury were deemed to be
cause of her inability to obtain employment. Interest awarded on general damages at
the rate of 5% from the date of claim to the date of judgment, and at 2% on special
damages for the same period.
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Cases referred to:
Alphonso et al v Ramnath (1997) 56 WIR 183.
Cornilliac v St. Louis (1965) 7 WIR 49.
Daly v General Steam Navigation [1980] 3 All ER 696; [1981] 1 WLR 130.
Henderson v Henry Jenkins and Sons [1969] 3 All ER 756.
Lateef v Armstrong. Dom. HC 1991/0124. Judgment delivered 2003, (Unreported).
Parkinson v Liverpool Corporation [1950] All ER 367.
Sayers v Boatswain GD 2003 HC 6 (www.justis.com).
Counsel:
Ms. C. Debra Burnette for the claimant.
Ms. Veronica Thomas for the defendant.

Comminuted fracture of the radius and ulna
JAMES V SINCLAIR ET AL
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - ANTIGUA AND BARBUDA –
HIGH COURT- CIVIL SUIT NO. 32 of 1999 (Moe, J) July 28, October 26, 1999;
January 18, 24, March, 12, 28, April 2, 11, 23, June 22, 2001]
Age at injury: Not given
Occupation: Tiler
Age at trial: Not given
Total award: $326,350
Sex: M
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $308,000
Most significant injury: Comminuted fracture of the head of right radius with
subluxated right elbow; fracture of lower end radius and ulna and posterior shift in
and above the right wrist joint, comminuted fracture of the left and mid shaft of ulna.
Other injuries: Soft tissue whiplash of the cervical spine.
Duration of Injury and prognosis: Permanent loss of movement of right lower limb,
atrophy of upper right limb muscles and loss of 70% of functioning of right hand.
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Facts: The claimant, a tiler, was injured while tiling an external balcony, when the
railing dislodged, and as a result, he fell four floors to the ground, where he was
unconscious for over four hours. The claimant suffered a comminuted fracture of the
head of right radius with subluxated right elbow; fracture of lower end radius and ulna
and posterior shift in and above the right wrist joint, comminuted fracture of the left
and mid shaft of ulna. The claimant, on account of his injuries, was unable to continue
working as a tiler and had little or no other skills. The claimant experienced agonizing
pain for over one year and pain in the elbow joint remained at the time of the trial. He
lost the ability to play sports, do body-building, lift weights, play basketball and has
lost social past times such as attending dances.
Held: The defendants were jointly negligible in their respective roles - as the claimant’s
immediate employer who failed to ensure the safety of the work of his employee, the
subcontractor who had a duty to ensure the railings were affixed, the Project Manager
of the subcontractor who failed to see that the railings were being installed dangerously
and the owner and occupier of the building. Liability was apportioned 45% for the first
defendant, 25% for the second defendant and 15% for the third and fourth dependant
respectively. The claimant was awarded $308,000 in general damages taken into
account the pain and suffering and loss of amenities and lost work. Special damages of
$18,350 with interest at the rate of 5% per annum from date of claim until date of
judgment were also awarded.
Cases referred to:
Cockman v ICI Chemicals and Polymers Ltd. Kemp & Kemp G6-001.
Gold v Essex County Council [1942] 2 KB 293.
Tarry v Ashton [1976] 1 QBD 314.
Counsel:
Mr. John Fuller for the claimant.
Mrs. Tecla Henry-Benjamin for the 1st defendant.
Mr. Dane Hamilton for the 2nd and 3rd defendant.
Mr. Radford Hill and Ms. N. Doherty for the 4th defendant.
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Fracture of elbows
FIRMIN V E.H. CHARLES & CO. LTD.
COMMONWEALTH OF DOMINICA – HIGH COURT – CIVIL SUIT NO:
DOMHCV2009/0327 (Thomas, J.) January 8, 2015]
Age at injury: 36 years

Occupation: Construction
Worker/Handyman
Total Award: $181,838.20

Age at Trial: 44 years
Sex: Male
Type of award: Employers Liability
PSLA: $60,000
Most significant injury: Fracture of the radial head with calcification and
displacement of both elbows.
Other injuries: None.
Duration of injury and prognosis: Recurrent pain and limited use of both hands.
Facts: The claimant, a construction worker employed by the defendant company,
sustained injuries when the ladder which he was using in the execution of his duties
slipped and he fell to the floor. He felt immediate pain and was transported to the
hospital for treatment. X-rays confirmed that he had sustained fractures of the radial
head with calcification and displacement of both elbows. Both elbows were placed in
Plaster of Paris casts for six weeks. Four (4) months later the claimant underwent
surgery for the removal of the radial head of both elbows following which
physiotherapy was recommended. After surgery the claimant was unable to weightlift or use his hands. Then the prognosis was that his injuries were progressive and
permanent. This prognosis was not borne out. Another examination conducted five (5)
years later revealed that the claimant had suffered a 30% decrease in his ability to pull
and push. It was concluded that while the claimant was not totally disabled he would
have some restriction of movement and might suffer recurrent pain overuse of his
upper limbs.
Held: The claimant was awarded general damages of $40,000 plus 5% interest from
date of service to date of trial $193,536 for loss of future earnings; $20,000 for loss of
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earnings capacity and $4,463 for special damages plus interest of 2 ½ % from date of
accident to date of the trial; Interest of 5% on the global sum from date of judgment
until payment in full. It was further held that the claimant had contributed to his own
injury and award would accordingly be reduced by 10%.
Cases referred to:
Alphonse et al v Ramnauth (1997) 56 WIR 183.
Antoine v Johnson International Ltd. et al LC 2010 HC 32 (www.justis.com).
Cherry et al v Trim et al LC 2013 HC 32 (www.justis.com).
Cornilliac v St. Louis (1965) 7 WIR 491.
Grant v Motilal Moonan and Anor (1988) 43 WIR 372.
McNally v Lotte and Citco (BVI) Limited BHVIHCV 2001/0068.
Morrocco v AG of Antigua and Barbuda ANUHCV 2001/0240.
Nolan v Dental Manufacturing Co. Ltd. [1958] 1 WLR 936; [1958] 2 All ER 449.
Robin v Auguiste DOMHCV2003/0141 (www.eccourts.org).
Counsel:
Mrs. Laurina Vidal Telemaque for the claimant.
Mrs. Hazel Johnson for the defendant.
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Fracture of humerus
SULLIVAN V JACK TAR VILLAGE MANAGEMENT COMPANY (TRADING AS
JACK TAR VILLAGE RESORT)
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT- ST. KITTS AND NEVIS – HIGH
COURT- CIVIL SUIT NO. 002 OF 2015 (Smith, J.), 26th May, 2000]
Age at injury: 60+

Occupation:
Housewife/Communications
Consultant
Total award: $173,758

Age at trial: Unknown
Sex: Female
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $80,000
Most significant injury: Severely comminuted intra-articular fracture of the left
distal humerus.
Duration of injury and prognosis: Permanent Partial Disability with 25% of normal
grip strength left hand; Ulnar Neuropathy, Mild flexion deformity.

Facts: The claimant, a housewife, was on vacation when she fell and slipped at the
defendant’s hotel. She was on her way to the rest room, when she fell over a small
unmarked 3-4ft ramp in the middle of a 15ft wide step. She sustained injuries to her
left arm, namely, a severely comminuted intra-articular fracture of the left distal
humerus which required her to undergo significant surgical and other medical
procedures. She suffered and continued to suffer significant pain, from the fracture site
but also from an ulnar neuropathy which resulted from the fracture. She lost control of
her ring and little finger and had only 25% of normal grip strength of the left hand. She
flexed to just past 90 degrees and extended to only 70 degrees. As a result of the
accident, she was required to hire paid domestic and maintenance assistance. She was
unable to work in communications which paid her a rate of US$20 an hour. She was
unable to work for three months and thereafter her functioning was reduced to 50%.
Held: The defendant was negligent as the ramps were not noticeable. The claimant was
entitled to $80,000 for pain and suffering and loss of amenities taking into account her
injuries, pain and loss of amenities. For loss of earnings, she was awarded $46,440.
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Counsel:
Mrs. M. Foreman for the plaintiff.
Mr. J.E. Ferdinand for the defendant.

Fracture of wrist
GUY V WATSON
[IN THE EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT ST VINCENT AND THE
GRENADINES CLAIM NO. SVGHCV2011/0410
(Taylor-Alexander, M.) February 516, 2015]
Age at injury: 51
Occupation: Nurse’s aid
Age at trial: 60
Total award: $428,831.35
Sex: F
Type of award Compensation
PSLA: $185,000
Most significant injury: Fracture of left wrist.
Additional injuries: Fracture of left wrist and left leg; abrasion to the right shoulder;
a clavicular fracture, a displaced and comminuted fracture of distal left radius;
fracture of left tibia and fibula, fracture of left side of her skull, lacerations and
abrasions to her head and forehead, swelling of her left eye.
Duration and prognosis: Injuries had fully healed by date of hearing; disability then
assessed at 8%. However, X-rays showed early degeneration of the joints of the left
wrist and that further surgery might be required.
Facts: On 5 August 2006 the claimant was stuck by a motor vehicle driven by the
defendant while she was crossing a public road. She was propelled into the air and
then on to the car and eventually landed on the ground. She was comatose on impact.
Medical records indicated that she had suffered a fracture of the left vault fracture of
the left wrist and left leg, abrasion to the right shoulder. CT scans showed she had
suffered a clavicular fracture, a displaced and comminuted fracture of distal left radius;
fracture of left tibia and fibula, fracture of left side of her skull, lacerations and
abrasions to her head and forehead, swelling of her left eye. She showed impairment
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of the short term memory, planning, attention, language, logic and visual search which
were consistent with organic brain syndrome. She was assessed as having a permanent
partial disability of 55%. By the date of the hearing, all fractures had been healed,
although there was a shortening of the clavicle, a deformity and early degeneration of
the joints of the left wrist. She could no longer work as a nurse’s aid. Her disability was
assessed at 8%. The claimant was held to have contributed to the accident to the extent
of 30%.
Held: The claimant’s injuries had fully healed some three years after the accident and
her disability was then assessed at 8%. The claimant might require further surgery to
her wrist as there might be some degeneration. Although she could no longer work as
a nurse’s aid there was no reason why she could not find less demanding employment.
The claimant was awarded $65,000 for loss of amenities and $120,000 for pain and
suffering; $111,246 for loss of earnings and the cost of care and assistance provided by
two persons totalling $27,700; $13,120 for loss of earning capacity since she was in her
60th year and the normal retirement age in St. Vincent and the Grenadines was 60;
$10,800 for professional therapy three days a week for 2 year; $4,000 for future care and
$76,965.38 for medical and related expenses.
Cases referred to:
Auguste v Neptune (1997) 56 WIR 229.
Binder v McVey et al [2008} ECSC J0304-2 (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
British Transport v Gourley [1955] 3 All ER 196, [1956] AC 185.
Dawson v Claxton [2005] ECSC J0523-7 (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Duncan v Commissioner of Police et al [2006] ECSC J0928-1 (www.justis.com and
www.eccourts.org).
Fraser v Dalrimple et al AG 2010 HC 30 (www.justis.com).
Marrocco v AG of Antigua and Barbuda AG 2007 HC (www.justis.com).
Skepple v Weeks [2010] ECSC J0125-2 (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Wadadli Cats Ltd v Chapman [2005] ECSC J0425-1. (www.justis.com and
www.eccourts.org).
Tewodros v Malik et al SLUHCV2009/0746 (unreported).
Counsel:
Mr. Bertram Commissiong Q.C and Ms Mira Commissiong for the claimant.
Ms. Zinga Horne for the defendant.
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Injury to arm
THOMAS V FRANCIS TRADING AS J.X. CAR RENTALS ET AL
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - DOMINICA – HIGH COURTCIVIL SUIT N0. 423 of 1998 (Cenac, J.) 1st May, 3rd May, 2001]
Age at injury: Not known
Occupation: Not known
Age at trial: Not known
Total award: $11,800
Sex: Male
Type of award: Compensation
PLSA: $11,000
Most significant injury: Injury to right arm and right foot.
Other injuries: Abrasions to right leg.
Duration of injury and prognosis: No long term complications expected.
Facts: The plaintiff was riding his bicycle when he was struck by the defendant’s
motor vehicle. He sustained injuries to his right arm and to his right foot. He was
detained in hospital overnight. He was next seen by his GP 8 months post-accident. At
that time, there was evidence of scarring of the right lower arm and the claimant was
completely unable to extend the fingers of the right hand, simultaneously with carpal
sensation. In the absence of any history of difficultly with hand and wrist movement
prior to the accident these deficits were explained as complications following the
accident and indicated that some of the intrinsic muscles of the hand were damaged or
impaired. Damage of the PI nerve of the right forearm could not be ruled out. When
reviewed 18 months later, the scar was still visible, the digital and wrist movements
were better in all the axes and the co-ordination of their movements were better. At
trial the ugly scar on the right forearm was quite visible. The claimant testified that
although he had the use of his right hand there were times when it ached and pained
him. He had lost the ability to participate in sports, cricket and basketball.
Held: The claimant was awarded general damages in the amount of $11,000; special
damages in the amount of $800, plus costs to be taxed or agreed.
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Cases referred to:
Francis et al v Trotman BB 1992 HC 55 (www.justis.com).
Barrow v Yard BB 1988 HC 58 (www.justis.com).
Counsel:
Mr. Don Christopher for the claimant.
Mr. Lennos Lawrence for the first defendant.
Miss Francine Baron for the second defendant.

Injury to finger
JEFFERSON V EDGEHILL ASSOCIATES (MOORJANI LTD.)
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT- GRENADA – HIGH COURT- CIVIL
SUIT NO. 166 OF 1995 (Smith, J) February 9, 2000]
Age at injury: 32 years
Age at trial: 37 years
Sex: Male
Type of award: Compensation

Occupation: Labourer
Total award: $6,600

PSLA: $6,000
Most significant injury: Cut across the extensor of the base of the right thumb.
Duration of Injury and prognosis: Six months, full recovery.
Facts: The claimant, a 32-year-old labourer, and father of 5, was injured when he was
engaged in the removal of glass which broke and caused injury to his finger. He was
cut across the extensor aspect of the base of the right thumb which resulted in complete
loss of extensor function in that thumb. He was unable to raise the thumb or grip well
with his right hand. On the day of the accident he was taken to the hospital where his
hand was treated and left for healing. It failed to heal appropriately and more
specialized medical care was required some three months after. He was thereafter
hospitalized for 6 days and underwent physical therapy on his discharge.
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Held: The defendant was liable for the injuries by failing to ensure the safety of their
employee. The defendant failed in the circumstances to provide gloves, or instruct the
claimant to wear gloves on the day of the injury. For his pain, loss and suffering, he
was entitled to EC$6,000 and EC$600 for special damages.
Counsel:
Mrs. Marguerite Foreman for the plaintiff.
Mr. Vernon Veira for the defendant.

Injury to shoulder
EDWARDS V CENTRAL MARKETING CORPORATION
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT- ST. KITTS AND NEVIS – HIGH
COURT- CIVIL SUIT NO. 088 OF 2000 (Baptise, J.) May 16, June 6, September 13,
2003]
Age at injury: 36 years
Age at trial: 41 years
Sex: Female
Type of award: Compensation

Occupation: Clerk
Total award: $43,119.40

PSLA: $20,000
Most significant injury: Impingement Syndrome of Left Shoulder w/ Reflex
Sympathetic Dystrophy.
Other injuries:
Duration of injury and prognosis: Full recovery within 18 months.
Facts: The claimant, a 36-year-old clerk, was injured when she tripped and fell at the
defendant’s supermarket. She fell on her left wrist and shoulder and experienced
severe pain in her lower back. After limited improvements within two (2) months of
the accident, she was referred to a chiropodist and an orthopaedic surgeon. She was
assessed as having tenderness of the entire shoulder girdle with weakness and wasting.
Her left hand was tender when squeezed and there was increased sudomotor activity
evidenced by hyperhidrosis; symptoms consistent with impingement syndrome of the
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left shoulder complicated by reflex sympathetic dystrophy. She was able to resume
her normal work functions, drove as normal, and played with her children. She was
however required to obtain domestic assistance.
Held: The claimant was awarded $20,000 in general damages for pain and suffering
and for future domestic help she was awarded $15,600 based on a multiplier of 10 and
a multiplicand of $1,560 representing the cost of domestic help one day per week.
Interest was awarded on special damages at a rate of 2½% per annum from date of
accident to date of trial, 5% per annum on damages for pain and suffering from date of
service to the date trial and on the global sum, 5% from the date of judgment until
payment.
Case referred to:
Byers v London Borough of Brent [1998] CLY 1645.
Counsel:
Mr. A. Gonsalves for the claimant.
Ms. B. Nurse for the defendant.
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Injury to shoulder
MATTHEWS V SUTHERLAND ET AL
[IN THE EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT- ST. VINCENT AND THE
GRENADINES – CLAIM NO. SVGHCV2012/0121
(Taylor-Alexander, M. ) April 11, 2015]
Age at injury: 39 years old
Age at trial: 44 years old

Occupation: Carpenter
Total award: $115,441.74

Sex: M
Type of award Compensation
PSLA: $35,000
Most significant injury: Severe injury to both shoulders requiring surgical
intervention.
Duration and prognosis: The claimant had degenerative disease caused by the
trauma of dislocation which would cause the claimant mild to moderate pain and
stiffness of varying intensity. His right shoulder has been permanently weakened.
Facts: On 11 December 2010, the claimant, a carpenter, employed by the first defendant
was working on the construction of a dwelling house owned by the second defendant
when he fell through the ceiling. The first defendant was the onsite contractor/site
manager. The claimant sustained injuries to his shoulder and back. Dislocation of the
shoulder led to degenerative changes in the affected shoulder joints. The right shoulder
was permanently weakened. There was significant injury to the left shoulder with 50%
chance of recurrent dislocation – 7% whole person physical impairment. The claimant
was unable to continue to work as a carpenter, and unable to play football.
Held: The judge concluded that the surgical intervention meant that the claimant was,
at the time of hearing, able to work again and thus no award for loss of future earnings
was made. The claimant was awarded $35,000 for pain, suffering and loss of amenities;
$4,500 for future medical expenses; $56,000 (minus sums of $ 18,922.50 already paid)
leaving $37,277.50 for past loss of earnings for 562 days and $19,741.74 for special
damages.
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Cases referred to:
Balcombe v Lowman [2012] ECSC J0507 (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
James v Lewis et al AG 2009 HC 28. (www.justis.com).
Laudat et al v Ambo [2011] ECSC J1017-3 (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Morson v Lewis [2007] ECSC J0129-1 (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Tortola Yacht Club et al v Community First Co-operative Credit Union VG 2009 CA 4,
(2009) ECSC J0622-3 (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Counsel:
S. E. Commissiong for the claimant.
S. Louise Mitchell- Joseph for the defendant.

Injury to shoulder
SPENCER V GREAVES ET AL
[THE EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT – ST. VINCENT AND THE
GRENADINES - SVGHCV2001/0047 (Thom, J.) October 10 2012]
Age at injury: Not given
Age at trial: Not given

Occupation: Fisherman, bicycle repair
man
Total award: $13,685

Sex: M
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $10,000
Most significant injury: Injury to shoulder.
Additional injuries: Abrasions to the right knee.
Duration and prognosis: The injury was not serious and there was no evidence of
lasting damage.
Facts: On 24 March 2000 the claimant was riding a bicycle when he was struck as the
second defendant (a passenger in the vehicle) opened the door of the mini-bus driven
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by the first defendant in which he was a passenger. The first defendant had negligently
stopped at traffic lights to let passengers alight. The claimant was hit on the shoulder
and suffered abrasion to the right knee, contusion and abrasion to the right clavicular
region and an undisplaced fracture of the middle one third of the right clavicle. After
the accident the claimant’s arm was placed in a sling and he was discharged from
hospital the same day with no follow up treatment. The judge found that the accident
was due wholly to the negligence of the defendants and that they were each liable to
pay 50% of the damages.
Held: There was no evidence provided of loss of amenity or damage to the pecuniary
prospects of the claimant. He was awarded general damages of $1,000 and special
damages of $3,658 with interest at the rate of 5% from date of judgment until paid.
Cases referred to:
Barber v Samuel [2011] ECSC J0912-1, DM 2011 HC 23 (www.justis.com and
www.eccourts.org).
CCAA v Jeffrey [2004] [ECSC J0302-1 (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Cornilliac v St Louis (1965) 7 WIR 491.
Tortola Yacht Club et al v Community First Co-operative Credit Union (2009) ECSC J0622-3
(www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Counsel:
Mr. Moet Malcolm for the claimant.
Ms Patricia Marks for the first defendant.
Mr. Stephen Huggins for the second defendant.
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Injury to shoulder
WALKER ET AL V ALAMA ET AL
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - ANTIGUA AND BARBUDA
HIGH COURT- ANUHCV2006/0026
(Joseph-Olivetti, J) March 1, April 7 & 23, 2004]
Age at injury: 30 years

Occupation: Irrigation Technician

Age at trial: 42 years

Total award: US$662,638.45

Sex: M
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: US $56.179.78/EC $150,000
Most significant injury: Right shoulder injuries.
Duration of injury and prognosis: 20% partial impairment of the whole person and
25% functional impairment; likelihood of right shoulder joint degeneration and
acute functional decline.
Facts: The claimant, a 32-year-old irrigation technician, was injured when he visited
Antigua on a work assignment and was negligently driven by a work colleague who
lost control of a rental car and hit a concrete embankment on 20th September, 1992. The
claimant and the defendant were both residents of the US. The claimant suffered
sustained serious injuries to his neck, right shoulder, arm and wrist. As a result of the
accident, he particularly suffered from (a) right shoulder strain/ sprain/ contusion; (b)
cervical myofascial pain syndrome; (c) right carpal tunnel syndrome; (d) right shoulder
acromioclavicular joint degeneration with impingement syndrome; (e) right thoracic
outlet syndrome; (f) left thoracic outlet syndrome; (g) chronic neck pain with cervical
radiculopathy; (h) bilateral carpal tunnel syndrome; 3 (i) acute functional decline as a
result of chronic pain syndrome. He was unable to continue working within a month
of returning to work and was certified medically unfit. He was assessed as unlikely to
be able to find and or maintain gainful employment. At the time of the claim, some 11
years later, he was still attending therapy once a year and under an active pain
management strategy. He was required to undergo various surgical interventions
including right arm nerve surgery, shortening of right shoulder bone, right and left rib
removal surgery and bilateral carpal tunnel surgery.
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Held: The claimant was awarded EC$150,000 or US$56,179.78 to compensate for pain
and suffering already undergone, and likely to continue for the rest of his life, with the
life- expectancy of an American male being 85 years old. Under the head loss of future
earnings, he would normally retire at 65 and therefore would have a possible 23 years
of working life left at the time of the assessment, however, the Court considered a
multiplier of 14 as reasonable, and using the multiplicand of US$31,200 representing
his annual salary, awarded US$285,960, after deducting social security benefits of
$150,840. His award for past medical expenses was US$63,164.77; Under the head
future medical expenses, taking into account the chronic pain management required
for the rest of his life, for his 40 years a multiplier of 18 was accepted with a
multiplicand of US$4,500 per year, resulting in an award under this head of US$81,000.
In relation to his loss of earnings, his prior salary was US$31,200 per annum and he
was given an award for the period of 11 years two months and three weeks minus his
social security benefits, totalling US$176,334. Based on his expenses being incurred in
US currency and his residence outside of Antigua, the judgment was given in US
Currency.
Interest awarded on special damages at the rate of 2½% from the date of accident to
the date of judgment, and at 5% on general damages with the exception of loss of future
earnings and prospective medical costs from the date of filing of the claim until the
date of the judgment. Costs awarded in accordance with CPR 2000, Part 65.5.
Cases referred to:
Alphonso et al v Ramnath (1997) 56 WIR 183.
Hodgson et al v Trapp et al [1988] UKHL J1110-3, [1989] AC 807.
Jefford v Gee [1970] 1 All ER 1202, [1970] 2 QB 130.
Seepersad v Persad et al [2004] UKPC 19.
Sharma v Attorney General of Fiji et al (1993) 29 Fiji LR 228.
Counsel:
Mr. Jason Martin for the claimant.
Ms. Tracy Benn for the first defendant.
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NECK
Damage to laryngeal nerve
GILKES V THOMAS ET AL
[THE EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - ST VINCENT AND THE
GRENADINES - CLAIM NO. SVGHCV 1996/0288
(Corbin Lincoln M) December 7, 2016]
Age at injury: 28 years
Occupation: Teacher
Age at trial: 51 years
Total award: $149,999.29
Sex: F
Type of award Compensation
PSLA: $90,000
Most significant injury: Damage to laryngeal nerve.
Duration and prognosis permanent tracheotomy.
Facts: On 27 July 1993 the claimant underwent a thyroidectomy and tracheotomy
performed by the second defendant who was assisted by the first defendant. The first
defendant failed to advise her of the attendant risks of such an operation including the
risk of permanent damage to nerves surrounding her voice box or that there was a risk
of vocal paralysis. In the evening after the surgery she started to have respiratory
problems. She continued to have problems and was eventually diagnosed with
damage to the laryngeal nerve as a result of the surgery. A permanent tracheotomy
was performed in March 1995 and the result was that the claimant had to breathe
through a tube in her throat area. Judgment was entered for the claimant following a
consent order, although the two defendants later disputed that they had agreed to the
consent order.
Held: The claimant was awarded $60,000 for pain and suffering and $30, 000 for loss
of amenity with interest at a rate of 2 ½ % from the date of service of the claim to 27
November 2012. While she was unable to continue working as a teacher and would be
restricted in the type of work she could undertake, there was no medical evidence to
suggest she would be unable to find work. The judge ruled that in not seeking to find
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alternative work she had failed to mitigate her loss. While no proper evidence of loss
of earnings was adduced, the judge used her last earnings as a guide, applied a 75%
discount to the relevant calculation to reflect her failure to mitigate and awarded her
$20,250 for loss of future earnings. In addition, she was awarded $18,000 for loss of
income for two years and special damages of $39,749.29, with the interest on the special
damages being at a rate of 2 ½ % from 6 August 1993 to 27 November 2012.
Cases referred to:
Alphonso et al v Ramnath (1997) 56 WIR 183.
Auguste v Neptune (1997) 56 WIR 229.
Christopher v Samuels et al [2010] ECSC J0318-2. (www.justis.com and
www.eccourts.org).
Daly v General Steam Navigation [1980] 3 All ER 696, [1981] 1 WLR 120.
Dolor v Antoine et al (2000) 56 WIR 229.
Douglas v Warde KN 2013 HC 12 (www.justis.com).
Francis v Marti VG 2010 CA 8, [2010] ECSC J0920-1 (www.justis.com and
www.eccourts.org).
George v Franklyn et al GD 2001 HC 28 (www.justis.com).
Grant v Motilal Moonan Ltd et al (1988) 43 WIR 372, VG 1998 HC 11, [1998] 6 JBVIC 1701
(www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Parahoo v SM Jaleel Company Ltd TT 2003 CA 4 (www.justis.com).
Smith v Fleming [2011] ECSC J0527-1 (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Sotiros Shipping Inc v Solholt [1983] 1 Lloyd’s Rep 605 CA.
Thorsell v Hoem 1984 CANLII 890.
Counsel:
Mr. Grahame Bollers with Richard Williams for the claimant.
Mr. Bertram Commissiong, QC for the first defendant.
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Injury to the neck
GLASGOW V VEIRA ET AL
[EASTERN CARIBEAN SUPREME COURT - ST VINCENT AND THE
GRENADINES – HIGH COURT- CIVIL SUIT NO. 571 OF 1998
(Webster, J.) December 11 2001]
Age at injury: 30 years old
Age at trial: 33 years old

Occupation: Cabinet maker
Total award: $15,000

Sex: M
Type of award Compensation
PSLA: $15,000
Most significant injury: Injury to the neck.
Prognosis and duration of injury. By date of trial his only complaint was difficulty
looking upwards and bending over.
Facts: On 22 August 1998, the claimant was a passenger in a car which was hit by a
vehicle driven by the first defendant and owned by the second defendant. The plaintiff
was thrown forward and his head struck the windscreen causing the windscreen to
break. He suffered injury to his neck and was not able to work for 4 months. The
defendant conceded liability.
Held: There was no acceptable evidence of resulting physical disability and the
plaintiff’s pecuniary prospects were not affected. The judge concluded that the
claimant’s injuries were not as serious as those suffered by claimants in other
Caribbean cases which he examined and awarded the plaintiff $10,000 for pain and
suffering and $5,000 for loss of amenities.
Cases referred to:
Aziz Ahamed Ltd. v Raghubar (1967) 12 WIR 352.
Barnwell v Matthews VC 2010 HC 7 (www.justis.com).
Charles et al v Mofford et al [2001] ECSC J0119-2 (www.justis.com and
www.eccourts.org).
Cornilliac v St Louis (1965) 7 WIR 491.
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Harry v Grecia et al (www.eccourts.org).
Imperial Optical Company (St Vincent Ltd.) et al v. Ross VC 1997 HC 2 (www.justis.com).
King v Latchman [2001] ECSC J0116-2 (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Counsel:
Mr. Joseph Delves for the plaintiff.
Ms. Nicole Sylvester for the defendant.

Injury to the neck
KING V LATCHMAN
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT – ST. VINCENT AND THE
GRENADINESW – HIGH COURT – CIVIL SUIT NO. 72 OF 1992 (Adams, J.)
January 16, 2001]
Age at injury: 39
Occupation: Civil servant
Age at trial: 41
Total award: $28,775.16
Sex: F
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $25,000
Most significant injury: Injury to the neck.
Other injuries: head and knee.
Duration of injury and prognosis: Plaintiff had a long-standing degenerative
condition aggravated by the accident.
Facts: On December 23, 1989, the plaintiff was involved in a motor accident and
sustained injuries to her head, neck and knee. The medical report described injury to
the neck as a ligamentous injury and she was required to wear a cervical collar. She
was diagnosed with pre-existing cervical spondylosis which had led to longstanding
degenerative changes not caused by the accident. The plaintiff was restricted to
sleeping on her back and needed a special pillow to support her neck when she slept.
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Her condition made her job difficult; she was unable to sew or attend sporting events
and was unable to engage in sexual activity. The defendant accepted liability.
Held: The accident aggravated the pre-existing condition. The claimant was awarded
$25,000 for pain, suffering and loss of amenities. As the plaintiff was a civil servant,
there was no loss of earnings.
Counsel:
Mrs. R. Baptiste for the Plaintiff.
Mr. S. Commissiong, Miss M. Commissiong with him for the Defendant.

Injury to the neck
SAUNDERS ET AL V RHYMER
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT- ST. KITTS AND NEVIS – HIGH
COURT- CIVIL SUIT NO. 41 of 2001
(Baptiste, J.) Oct. 7, Nov. 26. 2004]
Age at injury: Unknown

Occupation: Unknown

Age at trial: Unknown
Total award: $16,649.54
Sex: Female
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $14,000
Most significant injury: Residual whiplash injury of the back of the neck.
Other injuries: Pain in upper back region.
Duration of injury and prognosis:
Facts: On June 20, 1998, the defendant was the driver of a vehicle which was involved
in a vehicular accident which resulted in injuries to the third claimant and damages to
the car on 20th June, 1998. She struck her head against the vehicle and suffered a
residual whiplash injury of the back of the neck. In the aftermath, she experienced
intense pain in her neck and upper back region with some discomfort. She experienced
great difficulty sleeping over the first month but this lessened over the course of three
months. She was examined in Trinidad and underwent an MRI which confirmed neck
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strain and right carpel tunnel syndrome. She continued to experience cervical muscle
strain up to five (5) years after the incident and some discomfort in her neck.
Held: The third claimant was awarded $14,000 to reflect the pain and suffering and
$2,649.54 as special damages. Interest awarded at the rate of 2½% on special damages
from the date of the accident to the trial and 5% on the award for pain and suffering
from the date of service of the claim to the date of the trial.
Cases referred to:
Cornilliac v St Louis (1965) 7 WIR 491.
Counsel:
D Kelsick for the claimant.
H. Benjamin for the defendant.
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SPINE
Cervical and lumbar spine degenerative disease and severe stenosis of
spinal canal
SMITH V FLEMING ET AL
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT – ANGUILLA – HIGH COURT –
CLAIM NO. AXAHCV0050/2008 (Blenman, J.) October 18, November 20, 2010 and
January 15, May 27, 2011]
Age at injury: 57
Occupation: Taxi driver
Age at trial: 58
Total award: US$152,575.39
Sex: M
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: US $45,000
Most significant injury: Multiple cervical and lumbar spine degenerative disease,
severe stenosis of the spinal canal. Pre-existing spondylotic pathologic changes of
the cervical and lumbar regions of the spine.
Duration of injury and prognosis: Current state of chronic affliction by pain in the
neck and lower back with associated radicular symptoms. Unable to walk without
assistance, stand erect or drive. Likely to suffer long term neck and back pain
requiring medical and rehabilitative attention and never be able to work again.
Facts: The claimant was a licensed taxi driver. His motor vehicle was involved in a
collision with a truck driven by the second defendant, who was the servant/agent of
the first defendant. The claimant suffered personal injuries. The first defendant
accepted liability for the damage and loss sustained by the claimant as a result of the
accident. The claimant earned his living as a taxi driver. He underwent corrective
surgery reported that he suffered considerable pain whether standing, sitting or lying
down, was unable to lift items and had to rely on others to assist him; had problems
sleeping and could no longer enjoy a sexual relationship with his wife due to the pain.
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Held: The claimant suffered from a chronic degenerative disease/injury prior to the
accident which was exacerbated by the injuries which he suffered as a consequence of
the accident. He was awarded US$25,000 for pain and suffering and US$20,000 for loss
of amenities, totaling US$45,000; U.S$48,000 for future loss of earnings from freelance
work; and although the evidence presented left much to be desired, taking into account
the totality of his circumstances including his age, his injury, the pain he experienced,
the need for pain medication and further testing, MRI and CT scans, physiotherapy,
the Court would award him a global figure of US$30,000 which was a reasonable
figure. Total damages awarded, including special damages was US$152,575.39.
Cases referred to:
Alphonso et al v Ramnath (1997) 56 WIR 183.
Alves v Attorney General of the Virgin Islands [2011] ECSC J1024-2. (www.justis.com
and www.eccourts.org).
British Transport Commission v Gourley [1956] AC 185; [1955] 3 All ER 796.
Cornilliac v St. Louis (1965) 7 WIR 491.
Francis v Martin VG 2010 CA 8, [2010] ECSC J0920-1 (www.justis.com and
www.eccourts.org).
Frederick v LIAT (1974) Ltd [2010] ECSC J0531-3. (www.justis.com and
www.eccourts.org).
Grant v Motilal Moonan Ltd. (1998) 43 WIR 3.
Hatchett v First Caribbean International Bank et al [2007] ECSC J1129-1(www.justis.com
and www.eccourts.org.)
Ilkiw v Samuel [1963] 1 WLR 991.
Lake v Antigua Commercial Bank [2006] ECSC J0628-1. (www.justis.com and
www.eccourts.org).
Lansiquot v Geest Plc [2002] All ER (d) 87; [2002] UKPC 48.
Lloyd v Phillip et al [1991] ECSC J1209-2. (www.justis.com) and www.eccourts.org).
Morella v Forbes Claim No. BVIHCV2003/0005. (www.eccourts.org).
Smith v Leech Brain [1961] 3 All ER 1159.
Tobitt et al v Frederick AG 2010 HC 55 (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Wadadli Cats Ltd v Chapman [2005] ECSC J0425-1. (www.justis.com and
www.eccourts.org).
Wells v Wells [1998] 3 All ER 481, [1999] 1 AC 345.
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Counsel:
Ms. Paulette Harrigan for the claimant.
Ms. Cora Richardson-Hodge and Ms. Sherma Blaize for the defendant.

Cervical spine and lumbar spine impairment
BENN V COMMUNITY FIRST COOP. CREDIT UNION LTD.
EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - ANTIGUA AND BARBUDA –
HIGH COURT – CIVIL SUIT NO. 725 OF 2007 (Mathurin, M.) July 29, October 20,
2009]
Age at injury: Not Known
Occupation: Unknown
Age at trial: Not Known
Total award: $42,330
Sex: Female
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $40,000
Most significant injury:
Duration of injury and prognosis: Intermittent lifetime pain and discomfort.
Facts: The claimant was exiting the premises of the defendant when she slipped and
fell. Liability was accepted by the defendant. She suffered injuries to her neck,
shoulders, lower back and hips. She continued to experience pain intermittently as a
result of the injuries in excess of a year. She relied on physiotherapy and medication
for relief from the pain. She experienced particular flare ups which prevented her from
driving and attending to her normal household chores.
Held: The claimant was awarded $40,000 to compensate for pain and suffering, taking
into account the fact that she continued to experience intermittent pain two years after
the accident. The credit union had accepted liability for the accident and agreed to the
special damages of $2,330 which had been claimed. Interest was awarded on the
agreed special damages at the rate of 2 ½% per annum from the date of the claim to the
date of the judgment and interest on general damages at 5% from the date of the claim
until the date of judgment.
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Cases referred to:
Cornilliac v St. Louis (1965) 7 WIR 491.
Edwards v Central Marketing Corporation KN 2003 HC 33. (www.justis.com).
Hatchett v First Caribbean International Bank et al [2007] ECSC J1129-1, VG 2007 HC 44
(www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Heerallal v Hack Bros. (Construction) Co. Ltd. (1977) 15 WIR 117.
Middlebrook v Rathbone [2003] Kemp & Kemp 2016 Ed, F9-013.
Counsel:
Ms. Kamilah Roberts for the claimant.
Ms. C. Debra Burnette for the defendant.

Cervical thoracic and lumbar strain/sprain
DONELLY V OCTAVE ET AL
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - [SAINT LUCIA – HIGH
COURT – CLAIM NO. SLUHCV2012/0940
(Actie, M.) March 12, June 5, 2015]
Age at injury: 62
Occupation: Contractor
Age at trial: NK
Total award: $47,979
Sex: M
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $40,000
Most significant injury: Moderate to severe pain in cervical, thoracic and lumbar
regions, cervical strain/sprain, thoracic strain/sprain, lumbar strain/sprain,
cervicobrachial syndrome.
Other injuries: Severe whiplash, chest pain, pins and needles, chest sensations,
headaches.
Duration of injury and prognosis: Good recovery with no suggestion of any
permanent disability.
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Facts: The claimant was injured as a result of a collision between a motor vehicle,
owned by the Government of St. Lucia and driven by the 1st defendant, and the
claimant’s vehicle. The defendants accepted liability and summary judgment was
entered against them. The court considered the quantum of damages that should be
awarded to the claimant.
Held: The claimant was awarded general damages for pain and suffering and loss of
amenities in the sum of $40,000 with interest at the rate of 6% from date of filing claim
until payment. He was also awarded special damages in the sum of $7,979 from date
of injury until payment.
Cases referred to:
Cornilliac v St. Louis (1965) 7 WIR 491.
Delplesche v De Roche VC 2013 HC 10 (www.justis.com).
Douglas v Roberts et al VC 2014 HC 10 (www.justis.com).
Greer v Alstons Engineering Sales and Services [2003] UKPC 46, (2003) 63 WIR 388.
Wells v Wells [1998] 3 All ER 481, [1999] 1 AC 345.
Counsel:
Ms. Antonia Auguste for the claimant.
Ms. Karen Bernard for the defendants.
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Chronic osteoarthritis
HUGGINS V JAMES ET AL
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT – ST. VINCENT AND THE
GRENADINES - HIGH COURT- CIVIL SUIT NO. SVGHCV521/2000
(Alleyne, J.) July 2, 2003]
Age at injury: late 70s
Occupation: Retired
Age at trial:
Total award: $13,593.40
Sex: M
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $10,000
Most significant injury: Chronic degenerative osteoarthritis.
Other injuries: Limited movement, pain along the right side of the body and
difficulty walking.
Duration of injury and prognosis: Debilitating changes. The injury precipitated
symptoms of osteoarthritis which claimant had not experienced before the accident.
Facts: The claimant was driving his car when the second defendant travelling in the
opposite direction crashed into his car causing extensive damage. The claimant was
fitted with a cervical collar. He suffered from osteoarthritis, but there was conflicting
evidence as to whether it was present before the accident and was worsened by it. It
was argued that the accident precipitated the onset of the symptoms which made life
very difficult.
Held: The accident must have aggravated the pre-existing condition and precipitated
symptoms which might not otherwise have appeared as acutely as they did following
the accident. Given his age and pre-existing condition, general damages arising as a
result of the accident were estimated conservatively at $10,000 for pain, suffering and
loss of amenities. The award for special damages was $3,593.40.
Counsel:
Mr Stanley John for the claimant.
Miss Maferne Mayers-Oliver for the defendant.
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Fracture of spine
TATE V PLANT
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - Saint Lucia – High Court – Suit No.
571 of 2001 (Shanks, J.) June 4, 6, 2003]
Age at injury: 48
Age at trial: 52

Occupation: Office manager
Total award: $199,495
interest)

(including

Sex: Male
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $55,000
Most significant injury: Fracture in C1 and C2 of spine.
Other injuries: Fracture of left fibula, head injury, abrasions over both knees, left
calf, left shoulder, right arm, nose and upper lip and a 5 x 6 cm avulsion of scalp over
the right temporal region. 2 cm laceration to the mid-line over the mandible and
abrasion over right side of chest and abdomen.
Duration of injury and prognosis: If fracture in C1 and C2 spine caused instability,
chronic pain would be most likely and necessitate an “atlanto axial fusion”. The
injury would produce a permanent 20% disability and a temporary 60% disability
over 6 months which would prevent work. Subsequently the claimant was fitted
with a very strong brace which has substantially improved his condition. However,
he could no longer indulge in his hobbies of playing cricket, steel pan and
participating in j’ouvert. He was also left with scars on his head, face, hands, and
legs. Driving vehicle for long periods made it difficult for him to work as a he did
before.
Facts: The claimant suffered injuries arising out of an accident in which he was struck
by a vehicle driven by the defendant on Dec 26, 1998. At the time of the accident the
plaintiff earned $2,000 a month but was unable to find permanent employment after
he lost his job in June 2000. He could no longer indulge in his hobbies of playing cricket,
steel pan and participating in Jouvert. He was also left with scars on his head, face,
hands and legs and it was difficult for him to walk or drive for long periods.
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Held: The claimant was awarded general damages for pain and suffering and loss of
amenities in the sum of $55,000 and for financial loss for 3 years since June 2000 $66,000
(i.e $2,000 x 12 x3 = 66,000) plus likely annual loss of $12,000 ($1,000 a month) with a
multiplier of 6 in the sum of $72,000. He was also awarded special damages of $6,495
awarded with interest on damages of $16,388.
Case referred to:
Lucas v Greaves (H.C. No. 210/1995) (St. Lucia).
Counsel:
Ms. S. Greer for the claimant.
Ms. M. Anthony-Desir for the defendant.

Fracture dislocation of spine
FAUCHER V DONACIEN ET AL
[SAINT LUCIA – HIGH COURT – CLAIM NO. SLUHCV2013/0964
(Taylor-Alexander, M.) August 5, 11, 2014]
Age at injury: 27
Age at trial: Not known

Occupation: Not known
Total award: $239,774.32 (reduced by
interim payment of $20,011.96 to
$219,762.36)

Sex: F
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $130,000
Most significant injury: Fracture of the traverse process of L4 and L5 vertebrae,
fracture of right wing of sacrum, fracture of the superior and inferior pubic rami on
both sides with separation of the symphysis pubis and post traumatic vaginal
bleeding.
Duration of injury and prognosis: Pelvic fracture likely to cause pain on/off for an
undetermined period of time, and especially during pregnancy/delivery. Claimant
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also expected to have back pain when walking for long distances, and most likely
will develop lumbar spondylosis. A whole person impairment of 10% accessed.
Facts: The claimant was traveling in a motor bus descending a steep hill. The motor
bus was driven by the 1st defendant and owned by the 2nd defendant. The bus skidded
out of control on the wet concrete surface into a pile of boulders and a tree. The
claimant was seriously injured. The claimant commenced proceedings against both
defendants for negligence and damages. Judgment was entered in default. The court
considered the quantum of damages that should be awarded to the claimant.
Held: The claimant was awarded general damages for pain and suffering and loss of
amenities in the sum of $130,000; $20,250 for nursing care and $80,784 for disadvantage
on the labour market.
Cases referred to:
Binder v McVey et al [2008} ECSC J0304-2 (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
CCCA v Consolidated Industries [1977] 1 CR 635.
Cornilliac v St. Louis (1965) 7 WIR 491.
Carty v Patrick et al [2009] ECSC J0629-2. (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Francis v Martin VG 2010 CA 8, [2010] ECSC J0920-1 (www.justis.com and
www.eccourts.org).
Lansiquot v Geest Plc [2002] All ER (d) 87; [2002] UKPC 48.
Lewis v John [2005] ECSC J0715-10. (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Wells v Wells [1998] 3 All ER 481, [1999] 1 AC 345.
Counsel:
Mrs. Lydia Faisal for the claimant.
Mrs. Esther Greene-Ernest for the defendants.
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Fracture dislocation of spine
MATHURIN ET AL V PAUL
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - Saint Lucia – High Court – Claim
No. SLUHCV2002/0867 (Hariprashad-Charles, J.) October 28, November 6,
December 10, 11, 2003; January 28, July 13, 2004]
Age at injury: 23
Age at trial: Not known

Occupation: NK
Total award: $785,022.67 (reduced by
75% to $196,255.66)

Sex: Male
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $240,000 (reduced by 75%)
Most significant injury: Complete fracture dislocation of the spine at the level of the
T12 and L1 vertebrae with complete paraplegia.
Other injuries: Large laceration to the parietal region uncapping the calvaria,
laceration to left of face, abrasions on face and upper and lower limbs.
Duration of injury and prognosis: Most likely to remain in state of paraplegia and
wheel chair ridden for the remainder of his life.
Facts: On September 2001, the 1st claimant was driving his father’s motor pickup,
traveling on the left side of a dark and wet road. There were no street lamps along the
road. The claimant stopped once to catch a crab and again after spotting another crab
further up. He parked the vehicle with the headlamps on a dim beam. Upon bending
over to catch the crab, he was struck by the defendant’s vehicle which then struck the
pickup. The 1st claimant was trapped between the 2 vehicles. The 1st claimant
commenced proceedings for damages for personal injuries and the 2nd claimant, his
father, claimed special damages for loss of vehicle and loss of use. The defendant filed
a defense and counterclaim. The court considered whether defendant was
contributorily negligent.
Held: The Court apportioned liability for the accident at 25% to the defendant and 75%
to the 1st claimant. The 1st claimant required daily therapy but could only attend once
a week was awarded general damages in the sum of $240,000 (with interest at the rate
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of 6% per annum from date of service of claim form to date of trial), for loss of future
earnings in the sum of $172,800, for nursing care in the sum of $219,000, for pampers
in the sum of $106,617.60, for doctor’s visits in the sum of $5,400. The claimant was
awarded special damages in the sum of $85,022.67 with interest at the rate of 3% per
annum from date of accident to date of trial. The 2nd claimant was awarded 25% of
special damages in the sum of claimed in the sum of $3,400. The defendant was
awarded special damages in the sum of $23,604 for vehicle loss of use.
Cases referred to:
Alphonso et al v Ramnath (1997) 56 WIR 183.
Auguste v Neptune (1997) 56 WIR 229.
Cook v JL Kier & Co Ltd. [1970] 1 WLR 774.
Cookson v Knowles [1978] UKHL J0524-1, [1979] AC 556.
Cornilliac v St. Louis (1965) 7 WIR 491.
Dolor v Antoine et al [2004] ECSC J0130-1. (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org )
Heaps v Perrite Ltd [1937] 2 All ER 60.
Husbands et al v Kyle LC 2003 HC 45 (www.justis.com).
Jones v Livox Quarries Ltd [1952] 2 QB 608.
Lewis v Denye [1940] UKHL J0627-1, [1940] AC 921, [1940] 3 All ER 299.
Moriarty v McCarthy [1978] 1 WLR 155.
Nance v British Columbia Electric Railway Co. Ltd [1951] AC 601.
Tart v GW Chitty & Company Ltd [1933] 2 KB 453.
Counsel:
Mrs. Barnard for the claimants.
Mr. Foster and Ms. George for the defendant.
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Herniated disc
LEWIS V DURAND
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT- DOMINICA – HIGH COURTCIVIL SUIT NO, DOMHCV2011/0341 (Actie A, Master (Ag.) November 20,
December 10, 28, 2012, April 30, 2013]
Age at injury: Not known
Occupation: Not known
Age at trial: Not known
Total award: $88,923.77
Sex: Female
Type of award: Compensation
PLSA: $50,000
Most significant injury: Cervical spine prolapsed discs.
Other injuries: Post-traumatic laberintitis (inflammation of the inner ear).
Duration of injury and prognosis: The claimant’s pains were expected to persist
indefinitely.
Facts: The claimant stopped her motor vehicle before a pedestrian crossing to give an
elderly pedestrian the opportunity to cross the road. As she waited for the pedestrian
to cross, the defendant drove his vehicle into the rear of her vehicle. The claimant
suffered injuries to her spine, neck and both upper limbs resulting in weakness of the
limbs and a feeling of unbalance. The injuries included cervical spine muscle
contracture and decreased range of movement of the cervical spine. An MRI test of the
spine, performed abroad, confirmed disc herniation at C4/C5-C5/C6 with mass effect
on the spinal cord and compression of left C5 nerve root. A bony contusion was also
noted at C4. Four weeks later the claimant was still experiencing pain and was referred
for physiotherapy. The medical prognosis was that surgery may be required to
decompress the spinal cord. The claimant’s pains persisted despite the physiotherapy
and the claimant underwent the surgical procedure. At trial it was opined that the
surgery was not a cure for the recurrent pain and stiffness in the neck and that the
claimant would continue to experience pain for the remainder of her life.
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Held: The claimant was awarded general damages of $50,000 with interest at 5% from
the date of Order until payment; special damages of $38,923.77 with interest at 5% from
date of service to the date of judgment; prescribed costs.
Cases referred to:
Claxton v Dawson [2005] 5 JBVIC 2301 (www.justis.com).
Cornilliac v St. Louis (1965) 7 WIR 491.
De Costro v Antigua Masonry Products Ltd [2012] ECSC J0411-1. (www.justis.com and
www.eccourts.org).
Hatchett v First Caribbean International Bank et al [2007] ECSC J1129-1, VG 2007 HC 44
(www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Isaac v Solomon et al TT 2009 HC 314. (www.justis.com).
Leblanc v Thomas et al [2011] ECSC J0706-1. (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Pigott v Galeforce Windows & Doors Inc. [2007] ECSC J0111-1. (www.justis.com and
www.eccourts.org).
Tobitt et al v Frederick AG 2010 HC 55 (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Statutory instrument referred to:
CPR 2000 Rule 16.3.
Counsel:
Mr. Commodore for the claimant.
Mrs. Bloomquist-Williams for the defendant.
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Herniated disc
ROBIN ET AL V AUGUISTE ET AL
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT- DOMINICA – HIGH COURTCIVIL SUIT N0. DOMHCV2003/0141 (COTTLE J.) July 14th, November 25th, 2010]
Age at injury: (C1) 41 years: (C2) Occupation: (C1) Fireman : (C2) Health Care
44 years
Nurse
Age at trial: 48 and 51
Total award: (C1) $292,872.96 (C2) $10,200
respectively
Sex: C1 Male and C2 Female
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: C1 $268,963.88 and C2 $10,000
Most significant injury: C1 Spinal injury; C2 Minor injuries.
Other injuries: Back injury and impotence.
Duration of injury and prognosis: C1 was medically boarded as unfit for further
employment.
Facts: The claimants (C1 and C2) sustained injuries and consequential loss when their
motor vehicle was involved in an accident. C1 received serious injuries to his back
resulting in postero-central disc herniation with thecal sac impingement. A lumbarlaminectomy was performed with L4/L5 discectomy. Following the operation C1 spent
7 days in hospital and was on sick leave for 6 months. He was later declared medically
unfit for employment in the public service. At trial C1 was still experiencing pain and
was unable to sit or stand for more than one hour at a time. His injuries were
permanent and precluded him from enjoying the pleasures of life. He was now
impotent. He was no longer able to farm and had sold his 28 seater bus, his backhoe
and his truck. C2 sustained only minor injuries. There was a 15 cm diameter below the
knee which was very painful and associated with an area of bruising. X-rays revealed
no bony injury. 15 months post-accident there was still some mild pain and skill
discoloration of the affected area.
Held: C1 was awarded general damages of $268,963.88 and special damages of
$23,909.08. C2 was awarded general damages of $10,000 and special damages of $200.
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Interest awarded on special damages at 2.5% from the date of the claim to judgment
and 5% on the global sum from judgment until payment.
Cases referred to:
Fraser v Dalrimple et al AG 2010 HC 30. (www.justis.com).
Trocard v Edmund et al DomHCV2008/0206; [2010] ECSC J0512-1. (www.justis.com
and www.eccourts.org).
Counsel:
Mrs. G. Dyer for the Claimant.
Ms. H. Johnson for the Defendant.

Multiple spinal and neck injuries
DAVID ET AL V BOWEN ET AL
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT- GRENADA – HIGH COURT CIVIL SUIT CLAIM NO. GDAHCV2007/0055 (Taylor-Alexander, M.) May 13, June
7, 2013]
Age at injury: C1, 16 years and C2,
Occupation: C1 and C2- Students
12 years
Age at trial: C1, 23 years and C2, 19
Total award: C1: $38,550 C2: $36,650
years
Sex: C1 and C2 – Female
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: C1: $37,000
C2: $35,000
Most significant injury:
C1- Chronic ligamentous inflammation of the shoulder. C2 – Lower back pain
and scoliosis.
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Duration of injury and prognosis: C1 – Shoulder symptom likely to resolve and
intermittent pain might be experienced. There might also be development of
arthritis in the neck in future. C2 – Indefinite pain in lower back and knees; good
chance of developing arthritis in the future.
Facts: The claimants (C1 and C2) were sisters travelling as passengers in a bus owned
by the first Defendant and being driven by the second defendant. They both sustained
injuries when the vehicle ran off the road and capsized. C1 suffered soft tissue injuries
to the neck and shoulder, as well as ligamentous strain and muscle spasm. One month
after the accident, her range of motion of the cervical spine was still significantly
reduced, causing her doctor to prognosticate that in the future she would have
intermittent pain when performing activities such as lifting or moving her head to
extremes. The accident affected her attendance at school and she was forced to stay
away from school on a number of occasions. Two (2) years post-accident, C1 continued
to experience significant pain at which time it was anticipated that the symptoms
would continue indefinitely. This prognosis was borne out. At trial C1 was described
as having chronic ligamentous inflammation in the affected areas. By then she was
developing arthritis in the cervical and lumbosacral spines which was contributing to
her pain. C1 informed the court that she lived in constant pain which worsened when
she was in physical activates during her menstruation. The Medical evidence was that
this situation would likely continue in the foreseeable future according to her posture
and movements.
C2 sustained injuries when she fell to the floor of the bus. Whilst on the floor she was
walked on and someone stood on her neck during the melee after the accident. Her
neck was placed in a collar and she prescribed anti-inflammatory medication. C2 also
suffered injuries to her left hip and left knee which were associated with back injury.
At trial c2 had stated that she had lost time from school on a number of occasions. She
was no longer able to participate in outdoor activities such as cricket, football and
basketball. She was still experiencing pain on a regular basis for which she was forced
to take pain killer. The medical evidence was that there were radiological findings of
scoliosis (excessive sideways curvature of the spine) and that there was an increased
chance of arthritis developing in the lumbosacral region which could lead to chronic
back pain. Her neck pain would continue off and on into the future and there was an
increased change of her developing arthritis in the cervical spine. The injuries had not
significantly affected the pecuniary prospects of either claimant
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Held: C1 was awarded general damages of $37,000 with interest of 6% from date of
filing to payment; special damages of $1,550 with interest of 6% from date of accident
until payment; and prescribed costs of $3,469.50.
C2 was awarded general damages of $35,000 with interest of 6% from date of filing to
payment; special damages of $1,650 with interest of 6% date of accident until payment;
and prescribed costs of $3,298.50.
Cases referred to:
Cornilliac v St. Louis (1965) 7 WIR 491.
Tobbit v Grand Royal Antiguan Beach Resort Ltd. et al. AG 2010 HC 55 (www.justis.com).
Statute referred to:
CPR 2000, Part 12.5 and 16.2.
Counsel:
Ms. Sandina Date for the claimant.
Ms. Denise Campbell for the defendant.

Paraplegia
BAPTISTE V BALLANTYNE ET AL
[THE EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - ST VINCENT AND THE
GRENADINES - CLAIM NO 251 OF 2001 (Cottle, M.) March 17, 2006]
Age at injury:
Occupation: Unemployed
Age at trial:
Total award: $50,062.50
Sex: M
Type of award: Compensation (Defendant 25% liable for injuries sustained)
PSLA: $25,000
Most significant injury: Fracture of the second lumbar vertebra leading to complete
paraplegia.
Duration and prognosis The claimant’s injuries were permanent.
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Facts: The claimant rode a bicycle down a hill and collided with a vehicle driven by the
defendant. He received severe injuries leading to complete paraplegia due to a fracture
of the second lumbar vertebra.
Held: The defendants were found to be 25% liable for the accident. The court concluded
that the claimant was entitled to the following damages: $65,000 for pain and suffering;
$35,000 for loss of amenities and $72,000 for domestic assistance. No award would be
made for loss of earnings as there was insufficient evidence of employment before the
accident, but an award of $20,000 would be made for loss of earning capacity as the
claimant was not unable to work, if he wished to do so, but he would suffer severe
handicap in the workplace. The claimant was also awarded $8,250 for future medical
expenses. The claimant would be awarded 25% of these sums, totalling $50,062.50.
Case referred to:
Mathurin et al v Paul SLU HCV 2002/0867 (www.eccourts.org.).
Counsel:
Mr. R. F. Williams and Ms. R Knights for the claimant.
Mr. S.E. Commissiong and Ms S. Commissiong for the defendants.
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Paraplegia
DOUGLAS V WARDE ET AL
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - ST. CHRISTOPHER AND NEVIS –
HIGH COURT- CIVIL SUIT NO. 128 OF 2008
(Thomas, J) 26 July; 16 October 2012]
Age at injury: 21 years

Occupation: Hotel Worker

Age at trial: 26-27 years

Total award: $488,852.50
(less 20% as contributory
deduction)

negligence

Sex: Female
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $270,000
Most significant injury: Paraplegia with sensory level of T1 and T2.
Other injuries:
Duration of Injury and prognosis:
thirds of body.

Permanent paraplegia.; no sensation in two-

Facts: The claimant was sitting in the front seat of a vehicle driven by her co-worker,
the first defendant and owned by the third defendant when the vehicle was involved
in a collision with another vehicle. The claimant was not wearing a seat belt. As a result
of the accident, she was injured, resulting in permanent paraplegia. She required full
time care and a range of modifications, therapeutic care and support were
recommended by her doctors as a response to her condition. She was unable to work,
and possessed no sensation in two-thirds of her body with diminished capacity for
sexual intercourse.
Held: The claimant was awarded special damages in the sum of $218,852.50 including
loss of earnings for the claimant and her mother who was required to take care of her.
The claimant was awarded $100,000 for pain and suffering having regard to the nature
and extent of the injuries and $170,000 for loss of amenities including the loss of
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independence, inability to engage in outdoor activities, the loss an active and normal
sex life and future prospects of a family. Failure to wear the seatbelt amounted to
carelessness on the part of the claimant thereby establishing contributory negligence,
and in the circumstances a reduction by 20% of the total damages.
Cases referred to:
Alphonso et al v Ramnath (1997) 56 WIR 183.
Ashcroft v Curtin [1971] 3 All ER 1208, [1971] 1 WLR 1731.
Auguste v Neptune (1997) 56 WIR 229.
Biggin Co v Permanite Ltd [1950] 2 All ER 859, [1951] 2 KB 314.
Cornillac v St. Louis (1965) 7 WIR 491.
Dolor v Antoine et al (2000) 56 WIR 229.
E v H KY 2000 GC 51(www.justis.com).
Froom v Butcher [1976] QB 286; [1975] 3 WLR 379.
Jones v Livox Quarries Ltd [1952] 2 QB 608.
Wells v Wells [1998] 3 All ER 481; [1999] 1 AC 345.
Counsel:
C. Abel for the claimant.
J. Cato for the 1st and 3rd defendant.
D. Hinds for the 5th defendant.
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Prolapsed cervical vertebrae
LEBLANC V THOMAS ET AL
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT- DOMINICA – HIGH COURTCIVIL SUIT NO, DOMHCV2009/0296
(Cottle, J.) January 11, 24, 31, July 6, 2011]
Age at injury: 41 years
Occupation: Not known
Age at trial: 43 years
Total award: $29,997.01
Sex: Female
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $16,000
Most significant injury: Prolapsed vertebrae and partial tear of spinal muscle.
Other injuries: Injury to neck.
Duration of injury and prognosis: Neck pain would persist indefinitely.
Facts: The claimant sustained injuries when the motor vehicle driven by the second
defendant collided with the rear of the motor vehicle in which she was a passenger.
The claimant suffered a traumatic disc prolapse of the C5/C6 cervical vertebrae as well
as a partial tear of the spinal muscle. She also sustained an injury to the neck for which
mild pain killers were prescribed. At trial the medical evidence suggested that future
surgery may be required to fuse the vertebrae and in so doing improve the neurological
deficit associated with the injury. It was doubtful whether surgery would relieve the
pain permanently.
Held: The claimant was awarded general damages of $16,000; special damages of
$3,997.01; future medical care of $10,000 and prescribed costs of $9,000. Interest was
awarded at the rate of 5% from judgment until payment.
Cases referred to:
Clarke v Nicholson (DOMHCV/2009. Judgment delivered April 20, 2009).
Cornilliac v St. Louis (1965) 7 WIR 491.
Hatchett v First Caribbean International Bank et al [2007] ECSC J1129-1, VG 2007 HC 44
(www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
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Saunders et al v Rhymer [2004] ECSC J1126-1. (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Counsel:
Mrs. Williams for the claimant.
Mr. Isidore for the defendants.

Prolapsed disc
LANSIQUOT V GEEST PLC
[PRIVY COUNCIL – ST. LUCIA – PRIVY COUNCIL APPEAL NO. 27 OF 2001
(Lord Bingham of Cornhill, Lord Steyn, Lord Hobhouse of Woodborough, Lord
Millett and Lord Scott of Foscote) July 10, Oct. 7, 2002]
Age at injury: Not known
Occupation: Shipping Manager
Age at trial: Not known
Total award: $348,000
Sex: F
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $60,000
Most significant injury: Prolapsed disc with associated continuing pains.
Other injuries: Back pains and sciatica.
Duration of injury and prognosis: Deterioration of 2 discs, surgery recommended
with physiotherapy in the interim. Absence of any neurological loss on the left leg
(loss of sensation, reflexes or muscle tone) suggests entrapment of the L4, 5 nerve
root over the last 2 years has not been progressive.
Facts: The appellant was the shipping manager of the respondent company. On March
27, 1994, she was performing her duties on board one of the respondent’s ships when
her shoe heel got stuck in the edge of one of the steps on board, causing her to trip and
fall backwards. The appellant suffered personal injuries but refused surgery. The
appellant brought a claim against the respondent and was awarded damages in the
sum $80,000 with the trial judge holding that she failed to mitigate her loss. The
appellant appealed to the Court of Appeal where the award was increased to
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EC$348,000 ($288,000 for loss of pecuniary prospects together with $40,000 for pain and
suffering and $20,000 for loss of amenities. The respondent appealed to the Privy
Council, challenging the decision of the Court of Appeal on the ground that the
damages awarded by the Court of Appeal should be reduced because the appellant
had failed to mitigate the damage she suffered by undergoing a surgical operation on
her back. The Privy Council found that on the limited material before the Court, it
could not properly be held that the plaintiff’s decision was unreasonable, as it did not
seem as if any of the doctors had advised the appellant of the risk, however small, that
an operation might lead to a worsening of her condition, or on what the worst outcome
of an operation might be.
Decision of the Court of Appeal upheld.
Cases referred to:
Richardson v Redpath, Brown & Co. Ltd. [1944] AC 62.
Selvanayagam v University of the West Indies [1983] WLR 585.
Sotiros Shipping Inc. v Samelet Solholt [1983] 1 Lloyds Rep. 605.
Steele v Robert George & Co. (1937) Ltd. [1942] AC 497.
Statutes referred to:
Contracts of Service Act, No. 14 of 1970.
The National Insurance Act, No. 10 of 1978.

Counsel:
Mr. Kenneth Monplaisir Q.C. and Mr. Deale Lee for the appellant.
Mr. Michael Gordon for the respondent.
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Prolapse of lumbar intervertebral disc
LAKE V ANTIGUA COMMERCIAL BANK
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - ANTIGUA AND BARBUDA –
HIGH COURT- CIVIL SUIT ANUHCV1999/0123
(Mitchell, J.) June 24, December 9, 2003; March 6, April 1, 2004
(Blenman, J) February 10, March 17, June 28, 2006]
Age at injury: 54 years
Age at trial: 58 years

Occupation: Part-time Teller/Utility Clerk
Total award: $760,653.19

Sex: Female
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $100,000
Most significant injury: Prolapse of Lumbar Intervertebral Disc; Myofascial Pain
Syndrome.
Duration of injury and prognosis: 14% disability of whole person.
Facts: The claimant, a 54-year-old, part-time teller/ utility clerk began to develop a bad
back on account of moderate lifting which was a part of her job function. She was
employed on a temporary basis from 1992 until 1995, when she was given a one year
contract. The claimant indicated to her employer during that period that she was
developing a back problem but was not assigned alternative duties or otherwise
relieved of lifting boxes. Her injury was aggravated when she slipped in a puddle of
water which was allowed to puddle on the titled floor in the defendant’s bathroom and
fell in 1996. She underwent laminectomy of the Lumber spine L3/L4/L5 in 2003 after
which she had a 50% improvement. She continued to experience pain after the surgery
when standing or sitting for long periods. She was diagnosed with myofascial pain
syndrome. She experienced severe disabling pain in her lower back to buttocks and
other lower extremities with greater pain felt on the left. She was unable to maintain
the same position for more than one hour and alleges she is unable to work. Her salary
at the time of the injury in 1996 was $1,670.
Held: The defendant was under a duty of care on account the employer-employee
relationship and as occupier of the premises. In the circumstances, it was reasonably
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foreseeable that if she was required to continue to lift boxed, her injury would grow
worse; which it did. It was of no moment, that she signed her last year to year contract
with knowledge of her injury as it could not amount to a voluntary accepting of future
risk. Further the bank failed to ensure that its floors were keep clean and free from
spillages so that the accident did not occur.
By consent, the claimant was awarded $100,000 for pain and suffering and loss of
amenities, $200,000 for future medical care, $100,200 for past loss of earnings. She was
awarded $43,200 for future loss of earnings. Based on the medical evidence she was
able to work but would be required to do so at a reduced rate. In the circumstances,
she was under a duty to mitigate her losses and seek work. A multiplier of four (4)
years was determined to be fair taking into consideration that while the claimant was
likely to have seven (7) years of working life remaining, the payment was in the form
of a lump sum. The multiplicand included a deduction for the money which could have
been earned if the claimant had mitigated her loss, which she was under a duty to so
do.
Interest was awarded at 5% per cent per annum from the date of the service of claim to
the date of the consent judgment on general damages. For special damages, 2½% per
annum from date of accident to the date of consent judgment. Interest in accordance
with Judgment Act from date of entering the judgment to full payment on the loss of
future earnings. Costs awarded in accordance with prescribed costs pursuant to part
65.
Cases referred to:
Alphonso et al v Ramnath (1997) 56 WIR 183.
Cookson v Knowles [1979] AC 556; [1978] 2 WLR 978.
Sarju v Walker (1973) 21 WIR 86.
Statutes referred to:
Antigua and Barbuda Labour Code, Cap. 27
Eastern Caribbean Civil Procedure Rules, 2000
Judgment Act, Cap. 227
Counsel:
K. Kentish for the claimant.
S. Rhudd for the defendant.
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Prolapsed lumbar interverterbal disc
TOBBIT V GRAND ROYAL ANTIGUAN BEACH RESORT LTD. ET AL
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - ANTIGUA AND BARBUDA HIGH
COURT- ANUHCV2006/0026
(Mathurin, M.) July 6, 27; October 23, 2010]
Age at injury: 35
Age at trial: 41

Occupation: Waitress
Total award: $100,930

Sex: Female
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $50,000
Most significant injury: Prolapsed lumbar inter-verterbal disc/lumbo-sacral disc
with diminished sensation in the dermatome distribution of L5-S1.
Duration of injury and prognosis: 8% of permanent physical impairment,
likelihood of development of Post Traumatic Degenerative Joint Disease.
Facts: The claimant, a 35-year-old waitress and passenger in the first defendant’s bus
driven by the second defendant was injured when the bus struck an object which
caused it to bounce and skid off the road on December 16th, 2004. As a result of the
accident, she suffered from a prolapsed lumbar inter-vertebral disc/lumbo-sacral disc
with diminished sensation in the dermatome distribution of L5-S1. The claimant was
assessed as suffering from an 8% permanent physical impairment which was likely to
worsen as a result of post-traumatic degenerative joint disease and would likely
require future surgery. As a result of her injuries she alleged that she was unable to
engage in gainful employment.

Held: While the Court rejected the claimant’s assessment that she was unable to
maintain gainful employment as it was not supported by the medical evidence, there
was some diminution which ought to be compensated. In the circumstances, she was
awarded $20,000 for loss of pecuniary prospects. The claimant’s injuries were deemed
to be at the top end of the moderate category for back injuries and $50,000 was deemed
a fair and reasonable compensation for her pain and suffering. In the circumstances
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where there was an estimate of the cost of possible future medical surgery, the Court
awarded a sum of $30,000 for future medical costs. Special damages were awarded for
the cost of an outstanding report not previously covered in the sum of $930.
Interest was awarded on the special damages at the rate of 3% from the date of service
of the claim to the date of judgment, and at 5% on general damages from the date of
judgment until payment. Costs in accordance with Part 65.1.
Cases referred to:
Cornilliac v St. Louis (1965) 7 WIR 491.
Hatchett v First Caribbean International Bank et al [2007] ECSC J1129-1, VG 2007 HC 44
www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Hayward et al v Pullinger & Partners Ltd. [1950] 1 KBD 581.
Heeralall v Hack Bros (Construction) Co. Ltd. (1977) 15 WIR 117.
IIkiw v Samuels [1963] 1 WLR 991.
Counsel:
Mr. Kelvin John with Mr. Loy Weste for the claimant.
Mr. Dexter Wason for the defendant/ancillary claimant.
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Whiplash affecting cervical spine
DOUGLAS V ROBERTS ET AL
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT- ST VINCENT AND THE
GRENADINES CLAIM NO. SVGHCV2010/0125 (Taylor-Alexander, M.) April 8, 2014]
Age at injury:
Age at trial :

Occupation: Bus Driver
Total award: $96,500

Sex: M
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $85,000
Most significant injury: Whiplash.
Duration and prognosis: Claimant developed long-term degenerative disease
of the cervical spine with severe limitation of movement of the neck,
tenderness of the right paravertebral muscles and would need long term
physical therapy.
Facts: The claimant, a bus driver, suffered severe whiplash when he was involved in a
road accident in November 2009. At the time he was in good health. Proceedings
commenced on March 30, 2010. At that time, the claimant was still suffering
excruciating pain exacerbated by any sudden movement. He stated that he was unable
to return to work, do household chores, tend his animals or play basketball, and had
difficulty sleeping. Medical reports suggested that he had developed long-term
degenerative disease of the cervical spine, with severe limitation of movement of the
neck, tenderness of the right paravertebral muscles.
Held: The claimant would need long-term therapy. He was not permanently
incapacitated from work, but would face significant challenges should he return to
work as a bus driver, and might need to reduce his hours of work.
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Cases referred to:
Bramble v. Danny and Key Properties Ltd. [2004] ECSC J0115-1.
Smith v. Bersma [2012] ECSC J0112-1 (www.justis.com).
Cornilliac v St. Louis (1965) 7 WIR 491.
Counsel:
Mr. J. Martin of Counsel for the claimant.
The defendant absent and unrepresented.

Whiplash of lower spine
BRAMBLE V DANNY ET AL
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - ANTIGUA AND BARBUDA HIGH COURT- CIVIL SUIT NO. 160 OF 1999
(Mitchell, J) June 26, 2003, December 11, 2003 ; February 15, 2004]
Age at injury: 56 years

Occupation: Businessman

Age at trial: 60 years
Total award: $58,336.84
Sex: M
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $50,000
Most significant injury: Severe whiplash injury to lower spine, aggravation of preexisting joint disease.
Other injuries: Injuries to knee and lower back.
Duration of injury and prognosis: Anticipated full recovery from minor injuries.
Facts: The claimant, a 56-year-old business man, was driving a vehicle when he was
negligently struck by the first defendant. He suffered injuries to his knee, and lower
back from the accident, in addition to severe whiplash injury to his lower spine. The
accident aggravated his pre-existing degenerative joint disease. At the time of the trial,
his loin pain had subsided but significant hip pain remained. He experienced
significant interference with his ability to drive and lost the ability to exercise and
engage in other physical activities such as softball and walks.
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Held: Special damages of $8,336.84 were agreed. The defendant was liable for the
aggravation of the pre-existing condition to which the claimant became more sensitive.
The nature and gravity of the claimant’s resulting physical disabilities and the
additional pain and suffering he had to endure were taken into account. A sum of
$50,000 under the heads of pain and suffering, loss of amenities and loss of pecuniary
prospects was not unreasonable.
Cases referred to:
Cornilliac v St. Louis (1965) 7 WIR 491.
Counsel:
Adlai Smith for the claimant.
Stacy Richards Anjo for the defendants.

Whiplash of cervical spine
SMITH V DEAN ET AL
[THE EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - ST VINCENT AND THE
GRENADINES - HIGH COURT - CLAIM NO SVGHCV2013/098 (Actie, M)
August 25, 2014]
Age at injury: 17 ½ yrs
Occupation: Unemployed
Age at trial: 22 years
Total award: $201,150
Sex: F
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $70,000
Most significant injury: Damage to spine.
Duration of injury and prognosis: The claimant suffered permanent disability and
wore a neck brace permanently. She suffered from constant pain. She might require
further surgical intervention.
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Facts: On 19 December 2009, the claimant was a passenger in a motor vehicle when a
vehicle owned by the second defendant and driven by the first defendant violently
struck the rear of another vehicle which in turn struck the rear of the vehicle in which
the claimant was travelling. At trial judgment was entered for the claimant with
damages to be assessed. The claimant suffered soft tissue injury and whiplash of the
cervical spine. She was fitted with a neck collar and later diagnosed with loss of
cervical lordosis, posterior annular of two intervertebral disc and posterior central disc
protrusion. These injuries were likely to cause continued pain and to need surgical
intervention later. The claimant continued to suffer headaches, back pain with
intermittent swelling and muscle spasms with continuous numbness in her hands and
feet. She was unable to exercise and gave up her aspiration to become a nurse since
she had to abandon her training course. Her subsequent pregnancy was very difficult
and after the baby was born she was unable to lift the infant. Her sex and social life
were affected.
Held: The claimant was entitled to an elevated award for pain and suffering and loss
of amenity given that she had been in continuous pain since the date of the accident.
She was awarded $70,000 with interest at the rate of 6% per annum from the date of
judgment to date of payment. No evidence was adduced in relation to her training
course or her expected salary after completing such a course. She was also awarded
$115,000 for future medical care together with 6% interest which would pay for the cost
of the surgery which she would have to undergo and $16,150 for nursing and domestic
help that she received from date of accident to hearing and for another 2 years after
that (in anticipation that the operation would alleviate her condition).
Cases referred to:
Baptiste v CK Greaves and Company Ltd. VC 2006 HC 18. (www.justis.com).
CCAA Ltd. v Jeffrey [2004] ECSC J0302-1. (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Claxton v Dawson VG 2005 CA 5 [2005] 5 JBVIC 2301(www.justis.com).
Cornilliac v St Louis (1965) 7 WIR 491.
Fraser v Dalrimple et al ECSC J0505-1 (www.justis.com).
Hatchett v First Caribbean International Bank et al [2007] ECSC J1129-1, VG 2007 HC 44.
(www.justis.com).
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Persaud v Persaud (2004) 64 WIR 378.
Smith v Fleming et al. AI 2011 HC 7 (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Tobbit v Grand Royal Antiguan Beach Resort Ltd et al AG 2010 HC 55. (www.justis.com).
Counsel:
Ms. Mandella Campbell for claimant.
Ms. Shinga Horne Edwards for the defendant.

Spinal cord injury
DOLOR V ANTOINE ET AL
[SAINT LUCIA – HIGH COURT – CLAIM NO. SLUHCV2001/0555
(HARIPRASHAD-CHARLES, J.) NOV. 7, 25, DEC.3, 2003; JAN. 30, 2004]
Age at injury: 27
Occupation: Construction worker
Age at trial: 31
Total award: $977,743.90
Sex: M
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $250,000
Most significant injury: Spinal cord (complete) injury with quadriplegia secondary
to fracture dislocation of 5th cervical vertebrae on the 6th cervical vertebrae.
Duration of injury and prognosis: Minimal forearm movements allowed by 2/5
power in elbow flexors, lower limbs remain paralyzed with confinement to
wheelchair, will never walk again, has to be fed and clothed and is completely
helpless.
Facts: On December 18, 1999 the claimant was injured when a motor jeep driven by the
2nd defendant and owned by the 3rd defendant was in a collision with a motor pickup
driven by the 1st defendant. The claimant was a passenger in the motor jeep. The
claimant brought a claim seeking damages for personal injuries suffered. The court
considered whether the defendants were negligent and whether the claimant was
contributorily negligent.
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Held: The 2nd defendant was found to be solely liable for the collision. The claimant
were awarded general damages in the sum of $100,000 for pain and suffering, $150,000
for loss of amenities with interest of 6% per annum from date of service of claim form
to date of trial, $384,000 for loss of future earnings; $219,000 for nursing care and
$75,936 for pampers and catheter. He was also awarded $77,743.90 with interest at the
rate of 3% per annum from date of accident to date of trial.
Cases referred to:
Alphonso et al v Ramnath (1997) 56 WIR 183.
Auguste v Neptune (1997) 56 WIR 229.
Baker v Market Harborough Co-operative Society Ltd. [1953] 1 WLR 1472.
Cook v JL Kier & Co Ltd. [1970] 1 WLR 774.
Cookson v Knowles [1979] AC 556, [1978] 2 WLR 978, [1978] 2 Lloyds Reports 412.
Cornilliac v St. Louis (1965) 7 WIR 491.
Day v Smith (1983) 133 NLJ 726.
Edwards v Bridson [1998] EWCA Civ J0427-5. (www.justis.com ).
Heaps v Perrite Ltd [1937] 2 All ER 60.
Kirk v Parker [1938] 60 LlL Rep 129.
Nance v British Columbia Electric Railway Company Ltd [1951] AC 601.
Northrock Ltd v Jardine et al (1992) 44 WIR 160.
Rochamel Construction Ltd v National Insurance Corporation [2003] ECSC J1124-2.
(www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Saint Lucia Furnishings Ltd v Saint Lucia Co-Operative Bank Ltd et al. [2003] ECSC J11241. (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Wallace v Richards (Leicester) Ltd [1953] 1 WLR 1472.
Statute referred to:
Civil Code, Art 985.
Counsel:
Mr. Peter I. Foster and Ms. Estelle George for the claimant.
Mrs. Kim St. Rose for the first defendant.
Mrs. Esther Greene-Ernest for the second defendant.
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HIP AND THIGH
Comminuted fracture of hip
TEWODROS V MALIK ET AL
[Saint Lucia – High Court – Claim No. SLUHCV2009/0746
(Taylor-Alexander, M) September 22, 2011; April 16, May 7, 2012]
Age at injury: 53
Occupation: Not known
Age at trial: Not known
Total award: $217,243.87
Sex: M
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $105,000
Most significant injury: Comminuted fracture of right acetabulum.
Other injuries: Multiple lacerations to forehead, mild cerebral concussion, multiple
fractured ribs (2nd, 3rd on left side and 2nd to 6th on right side).
Duration of injury and prognosis: Multiple rib fractures healed soundly, soft tissue
injuries to scalp and face healed with some scarring, fracture/subluxation of right
hip has healed with some 0.49 cm of shortening of right femur, likely to develop
progressive arthrosis of right hip over next 3 to 7 years, hip replacement surgery is
required.
Facts: The claimant was injured when the vehicle in which he was a front seat
passenger collided with an omnibus traveling in the opposite direction. The vehicle
was owned by the first defendant and driven by the second defendant. The defendants
accepted liability without qualification. The Court considered the quantum of damages
that should be awarded to the claimant.
Held: The claimant was awarded general damages in the sum of $75,000 for pain,
suffering and loss of amenities, $112,243.87 for future medical care, and $11,592.55 in
special damages.
Cases referred to:
Alphonso et al v Ramnath (1997) 56 WIR 183.
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Binder v McVey et al [2008} ECSC J0304-2 (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
British Transport Commission v Gourley [1956] AC 185; [1955] 3 All ER 796.
Carty v Patrick et al [2009] ECSC J0629-2. (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Cornilliac v St. Louis (1965) 7 WIR 491.
Fraser v Dalrimple et al AG 2010 HC 30. (www.justis.com).
IIkiw v Samuel [1963] 1 WLR 991.
Khoury v George et al AG 2004 HC 13. (www.justis.com).
Millar et al v Montes De Oca et al TT 1975 HC 43. (www.justis.com).
Mathurin v Rain Forest Sky Rides Ltd [2010] ECSC J0803-2. (www.justis.com and
www.eccourts.org).
Sealy v Stewart No. 1686 of 1969. T&T. High Court. (Daly’s Damages p. 33).
Counsel:
Ms. Maureen John for the claimant.
Mr. Dexter Theodore for the defendant.

Dislocated hip
LISANDO V RICHARDSON ET AL
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT – ANGUILLA – HIGH COURT –
CLAIM NO. AXAHCV2013/0101 (Taylor-Alexander, M.)
October 18, November 20, 2010; January 15, May 27, 2011]
Age at injury: 52
Age at trial: 52
Sex: F
Type of award: Compensation

Occupation: Liaison Officer – Hospitality
Total Award - $443,000

PSLA: $108,000
Most significant injury: Dislocated right hip, fracture of right fibial bone with
lateral meniscus tear.
Other injuries: Mild head injury with frontal hematoma, blunt chest and
abdominal trauma, soft tissue injury.
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Duration of injury and prognosis: No improvement from surgery, continuing
instability in joint, MRI required to ascertain necessity of ligament and hip
replacement surgery
Facts: The claimant, who worked as a liaison officer in the hospitality industry, was
injured in a vehicular collision which was caused by the first and second defendants as
driver and owner respectively of a motor jeep. Judgment was entered in default.
Held: The claimant was awarded general damages for pain and suffering in the sum
of $48,000, and $60,000 for loss of amenities. She was also awarded a sum of up to
$220,000 inclusive of the cost of travel for future medical care to be paid on proof of the
need and costs of surgery. No award was made for future loss of earnings. With regard
to future loss of earnings, the claimant’s proof of her previous income was grossly
deficient and the court was not convinced that there had been any loss of income. The
Court was also not satisfied of any loss of wages as a result of the claimant taking sick
leave. That was a provable loss for which proof was required. Therefore, no award was
made for loss of future earnings. Special damages were agreed in the sum of $115,000.
Cases referred to:
Alphonso v Ramnath (1997) 56 WIR 183.
Carty v Patrick et al [2009] ECSC J0629-2. (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Dolor v Antoine et al (2000) 56 WIR 229.
Fraser v Dalrimple et al AG 2010 HC 30. (www.justis.com).
Lansiquot v Geest Plc [2002] All ER (d) 87; [2002] UKPC 48.
Livingstone v Rawyards Coal Co. (1880) 5 App. Cas. 25.
Frederick v LIAT (1974) Ltd [2010] ECSC J0531-3. (www.justis.com and
www.eccourts.org).
Smith v Fleming et al. AI 2011 HC 7. (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Wadadli Cats Ltd v Chapman [2005] ECSC J0425-1 (www.justis.com and
www.eccourts.org).
Counsel:
Mrs. Keisha Carty for the claimant.
Ms. Tara Carter for the defendants.
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Fracture of hip
EDWARDS V GEORGE
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT -GRENADA – HIGH COURT CIVIL SUIT NO. GDAHCV2011/0424 (Taylor-Alexander, M.) March 30, 2012 March
25, 2013]
Age at injury: Not known

Occupation: Truck operator

Age at trial: Not known
Total award: $60,423.38
Sex: Male
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $50,000
Most significant injury: Fractured right hip.
Other injuries: Puncture wound to the leg, facial abrasions.
Duration of injury and prognosis: No evidence led to support claim of severely
restricted mobility.
Facts: The claimant, a truck operator, was driving his vehicle along a main road when
the defendant approached from the opposite direction driving at great speed. The
defendant swung onto the claimant’s side of the road and the two vehicles collided. As
a result of the accident, the claimant suffered a fractured right hip with tenderness on
palpation; a puncture wound to the proximal lateral aspect of the right leg; swelling
and soreness to the right knee and abrasions to the left knee, forehead and the right
side of the face. He was admitted to hospital where he underwent an X-ray and traction
was placed on his right leg. He was discharged after 14 days in the hospital. The
claimant failed to lead any medical evidence in support of his claim that his general
mobility was severely restricted, that he was unable to weight bear as a result of is
injuries and that he had gained significant weigh. He further stated that he had been
unable to continue his gardening. In the absence of medical evidence this aspect of his
claim was deemed to be “self-serving”.
Held: The claimant was awarded general damages of $50,000 together with interest at
a rate of 6% per annum from the date of judgment to date of payment in full; special
damages of $10,425.38 together with interest at rate of 6% from date of the accident to
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the date of payment; prescribed costs of $5,438.11. No documentary evidence of cost of
domestic care or of loss of income had been provided by the claimant and no awards
were made under these heads.
Cases referred to:
Cornilliac v St Louis [1965] 7 WIR 491.
Carty v Patrick et al [2009] ECSC J0629-2. (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Fevrier et al v Canchan et al LC 2002 HC 6, [2002] ECSC J0328-5. (www.justis.com and
www.eccourts.org).
Fraser v Dalrimple et al AG 2010 HC 30. (www.justis.com).
Moore v Beharry (No. 619 of 1970, T&T H.C) Daly’s Damages p. 96.
Counsel:
Ms P. Nicola Byer for the claimant.
Ms. Yurana Phillip for the defendant.

Fracture of hip
FANCY ROTARY CORPORATION V HENDERSON; HENDERSON V. FANCY
ROTARY CORP. AND JACKSON
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT – ST VINCENT AND THE
GRENADINES – HIGH COURT – CLAIM NO. 247 OF 2002 AND CLAIM NO. 33
OF 2003 (Cottle, M.) March 17, 2006]
Age at injury: Not known
Occupation: Bus Driver/ Farmer
Age at trial: Not known
Total Award: $77,600
Sex: M
Type of award: Compensation
PLSA: $50,000
Most significant injury: Fractured acetabulum and dislocated hip.
Additional injuries: Concussion, lacerations to neck, elbow and forearm.
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Duration and prognosis: By date of hearing the claimant was able to walk with a
stick.
Facts: The claimant was injured in a motor vehicle accident involving his vehicle and
another owned by Fancy Rotary Corp. and driven by Lennox Jackson. At the trial of
the consolidated claims, the judge found that Lennox Jackson was solely responsible
for the accident. The claimant suffered concussion, lacerations to the neck, elbow and
forearm, a fracture of the acetebalum and a dislocated hip. He was hospitalised for two
months and had to undergo surgery. By the date of the trial he was able to walk with
a stick. He had passed what is normally regarded as retirement age in St. Vincent.
Held: The claimant was awarded special damages of $20,600 and $50,000 for pain and
suffering. No award was given for loss of amenities. He was also awarded future loss
of earnings $6,000 and $1,000 for medical care. Lastly, he was awarded prescribed costs
of $18,320 and interest of 6% on the global sum from the date of judgment until
payment.
Cases referred to:
Auguste v Neptune (1997) 56 WIR 229.
Franklyn v MA Kharafi WLL Ltd. [2000] ECSC J0405-2 (www.justis.com and
www.eccourts.org).
Counsel:
Mr. Olin Dennie for petitioner Henderson.
Mr. S.E. Commissiong for petitioner Fancy Rotary Corp.
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Compound fracture of hip and thigh
BUTLER v KING ET AL
[IN THE EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - ST VINCENT AND THE
GRENADINES - CLAIM NO. 467 OF 2005 (Cottle, M.) August 18, 2006]
Age at injury:
Occupation:
Age at trial: 22
Total award: $150,853.50
Sex: F
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $150,000
Most significant injury: Compound fracture of the right hip and thigh.
Duration and prognosis: Claimant likely to have chronic joint pain and
discomfort in future and at risk for degenerative changes to knees and hips.
Facts: The claimant was a passenger on a motorcycle when she was struck by a motor
vehicle owned by the second defendant and driven by the first defendant. She suffered
a compound fracture of the right thigh, a fracture of the acetabulum of the right hip
and resultant scars on the right thigh and hip. She was hospitalised for three weeks
and had a k-nail inserted in her fractured femur which was removed three months
later. Shortened limb required her to wear an elevated shoe. She was also at risk for
early degenerative changes in the hip and knee joints. Medical evidence said she would
suffer chronic joint pain and discomfort.
Held: The claimant would have suffered considerable pain. She had to endure two
operations and was pregnant at the time of the accident. She would now be restricted
in the activities in which she could engage. Applying Fevrier et al v. Bruno she was be
awarded $150,000 in general damages and $853.50 in special damages.
Cases referred to:
Cornilliac v St Louis (1965) 7 WIR 491.
Fevrier v Canchan et al [2002] ECSC J0328-5 (www.justis.com and www.eccourts.org).
Counsel:
Mr. J Delves for the claimant.
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Fracture of ribs
PROSPER V DOMINICA WATER & SEWERAGE CO. ET AL
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPEREME COURT – DOMINICA - HIGH COURT –
CIVIL SUIT NO. DOMHCV 2002/0436 (Cottle, M.) April 29, 2005]
Age at injury: 53

Occupation: Heavy Duty Machine
Operator
Total award: $77,497

Age at trial: 58
Sex: M
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $40,000
Most significant injury: Fracture of ribs and of left vertebra.
Other injuries:
Duration of injury and prognosis: The claimant suffered great physical pain and
at trial his pain was ongoing and likely to continue for the foreseeable future.
Facts: The claimant was injured in a motor vehicle accident involving a vehicle owned
by the first defendant and driven by the second defendant. The claimant, then a 53 year
old man, suffered a fracture of his 7th rib and a fracture of the left vertebra as well as
dislocation of the left shoulder. He also sustained multiple abrasions to the forehead,
lacerations to the left parietal region and bleeding into the chest cavity. As a result of
his injuries, the claimant suffered great pain. He was treated at hospital and admitted
for a period of two weeks during which time he underwent surgical repair of his
injuries.
Held: The claimant was awarded $40,000 for pain and suffering; $20,233 as special
damages including $17,264 for loss of earnings and $17,264 for future earnings. Interest
was awarded at the rate of 5% from judgment until payment and on special damages
at 2.5% from the date of the accident to date of judgment and 5% from that date until
payment.
Counsel:
Dr. William Riviere for the claimant.
Mrs. Francine Baron Royer for the defendant.
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NERVOUS SYSTEM SYNDROME
MAYERS V DEEP BAY DEVELOPMENT CO. LTD.

[ANTIGUA AND BARBUDA – HIGH COURT – CIVIL SUIT NO. 241 OF 1993
(Joseph-Olivetti, J.) December 17, 2014; June 20, 2015]
Age at injury: 37
Age at trial: 51

Occupation: Systems Coordinator
Total award: Bds$2,015,457.18 (U.S.
$454,057.66 and EC$239,017.72

Sex: Female
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: ECS230,000
Most significant injury: Reflex Sympathetic Dystrophy Syndrome (RSDS)
Other injuries: Fractured L2 Vertebra
Duration of injuries and prognosis: Full recovery of fracture; chronic lifelong RSDS
– 60%-100% impairment of the whole person.
Facts: M, a then 37-year old systems coordinator, wife and mother of one, was injured
while travelling for work on the property of the defendant in September 1989. While
showering, the cast iron shower head, together with part of the wall fell and struck her
in the region of the middle of her back, fracturing her L2 vertebra. After the accident,
she developed unrelenting pain which expanded to include her neck, dorsal spine,
lower lumbar region and to a lesser extent her limbs. She experienced remission, and
felt well enough that on 22nd October, 1990, she underwent a hysterectomy, a pre-injury
recommendation of her gynaecologist. Her pain resumed and intensified in the
aftermath of the surgery, and returned to pre-operation levels by December 1990. She
was involved in an accident in May 1991 after which, although she did not suffer any
physical injuries, her pain symptoms were again aggravated. In 1992, she was
diagnosed with Reflex Sympathetic Dystrophic Syndrome (RSDS). It was in dispute
whether the RSDS was caused by the accident. She experienced substantial pain and
was required to undergo a range of treatments over a prolonged period, and would
likely experience pain for the rest of her life.
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After a brief return to work, the pain was of such a nature that she was unable to
continue working. She would of necessity require future medical care, which included
a real prospect of requiring personal assistance to even attend to herself. She was
deprived of the ability to spend meaningful time with her daughter and activities to
which she was accustomed. Her marriage suffered, and this resulted in the end of
conjugal relations. As a result, she experienced depression. She was unable to enjoy
many of her pastimes including gardening and would require paid assistance to do so.
Further, she would require future domestic help.
Held: On causation – to recover from her injuries it was only necessary to establish
that personal injuries could have reasonably been foreseen as a likely result of her
accident. The claimant satisfied this burden. There was no intervening act as
established from the evidence, by either the surgery or the accident, which would break
the chain of causation for the injury or liability for damages.
The claimant was entitled to $230,000 to account for pain, suffering and loss of
amenities. General damages for future medical care were awarded using a multiplier
of 12 years, based on an estimated 20 years of future medical care and an agreed
multiplicand of U.S.$26,400.00. General damages for future domestic aid and loss of
future earnings were similarly awarded on the basis of a multiplier of 12. Future loss
of earnings is determined from the date of judgment, such that the multiplicand must
be calculated from 2003, not 1991. Future gardening expenses were recoverable as a
separate heading of damages other than loss of amenities because she would be
required to hire and pay for this service to be provided. The damages were awarded
in foreign currency taking into account the locus of future care and the claimant’s status
as a Barbadian.
Interest on general damages for pain, suffering and loss of amenities at 5% from the
date of the service of the claim until judgment. No interest before judgment on
damages to reflect future awards.
Cases referred to:
Alphonso v Ramnath (1997) 56 WIR 183.
Auguste v Neptune (1997 56 WIR 229.
Cornilliac v St. Louis (1964) 7 WIR 491.
Daly v General Steam Navigation [1981] 1 WLR 120.
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Evans v Pontrypridd Roofing Ltd. [2007] EWCA Civ. 1657.
Francis et al v. Maynes et al. Civil Suit No. 14 of 1992 AG 2000 HC 9.
Lansiquot v Geest PLC Civil Appeal No. 1 of 1999.
Matuszowic v Parker (1987) 50 WIR 24.
Page v Smith [1995] 2 All E.R. 736.
Shamina et al v. Dyal et al [1993] 50 WIR 239.
Counsel;
H. Forde, Q.C. with Colin Derek for the claimant.
Ms. Joyce Kentish, Kendrickson Kentish, Charlesworth Browne and George Lake of Lake and
Kentish for the defendant.

POST TRAUMATIC STRESS DISORDER
JALLIM V GHIRAWOO
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT – ST. LUCIA – HIGH COURT –
CLAIM NO. 2003/0483 (Shanks, J.) February 8, 17, 2005]
Age at injury: NK
Occupation: NK
Age at trial: NK
Total award: $21,377
Sex: F
Type of award: Compensation
PSLA: $6,000
Most significant injury: Very mild post-traumatic stress disorder
Duration of injury and prognosis: Continued sleeplessness, distressing dreams and
upsetting memories
Facts: The deceased was struck by a minibus, driven by the defendant, while he was
crossing a main road. He died 2 days later as a result of his injuries. The claimant,
mother of the deceased, claimed damages from the defendant (a) in her own right for
the trauma suffered (b) under Art. 988 of the Civil Code for her losses and (c) under
Art. 609 on behalf of the succession. The Court considered whether the defendant was
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legally responsible for the accident and whether there was any contributory negligence
by the deceased. The Court also considered whether the claim for trauma was valid
and whether claims under Arts. 988 and 609 were maintainable in the absence of
Letters of Administration and further whether the claimant and/or succession were
entitled to damages.
Held: The Court held that the accident was caused by the defendant’s negligence. The
claimant was awarded the sum of $6,000 for trauma and $ 12,785 under Art. 988 with
interest from the date of the accident. The Court further held that the claimant had no
title to sue on behalf of the succession under Art. 609.
Cases referred to:
Burns v Campbell [1952] 1 KB 15.
Finnegan v Cementation [1953] 1 All ER 1130.
Ingall v Moran [1944]1 KB 169.
Stephenson v James-Soomer. St Lucia No. SLUHCV 2003/0138 (www. eccourts.org).
Statutes referred to:
Civil Code, Art. 988.
Civil Code, Art. 609.
Civil Code, Art. 586.
Counsel
Mrs. Kim St. Rose for the claimant.
Mr. Dexter Theodore for the defendant.
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FATAL ACCIDENT AWARDS
COMPTON V NATHANIEL ET AL
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - SAINT LUCIA – HIGH COURT –
CLAIM NO. SLUHCV2000/0031 (Georges, J.) December 7, 2009; August 20, 2010]
Age at injury: 34
Age at trial: N/A
Sex: F
Type of award: Fatal Accident Award

Occupation: Auto Sales Clerk
Total award: $435,846.12

Facts: This action arose from the death of the deceased mother of 3 children, who died
in hospital due to the alleged negligence of the 1st and 2nd defendants in the
management of the condition of the deceased. The Court considered the quantum of
damages that should be awarded.
Held: $8,000 for funeral expenses with interest in the sum of $2,680; special damages
in the sum of $12,442 with interest in the sum of $4,479.12; $71,775 under the
dependency claim with pre-assessment interest in the sum of $12,150 and $239,960 for
loss of earnings with interest in the sum of $81,360.
Cases referred to:
Gammell v Wilson [1981] AC 27, [1981] 2 WLR 248.
George v Eagle Air Services Ltd and et al. [2009] UKPC 21, [2009] 1 WLR 2133.
Harris v Empress Motors Ltd. [1983] 3 All ER 561.
Herring v Ministry of Defence (2003) EWCA Civ 528.
Jallim v Ghirawoo [2005] ECSC J0217-1 (www.justis.com and www.eccourt.org).
Mathurin v Augustin [2010] ECSC J0317-4 (www.justis.com and www.eccourt.org).
Philbert v Raye High Court Suit No. 415 of 1989 (St. Lucia).
Plummer et al v Conway Bay Ltd. [2008] UKPC 3.
Richards v Clarke St. Lucia HC No. 142 of 1989 (www.eccourts.org).
Rose v Ford [1937] 3 All ER 359.
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Statutes referred to:
Civil Code, Art. 609.
Civil Code, Art. 988 (3), (5).
Civil Code, Art. 579 (1).
Crown Proceedings Act Chap. 13.
Administration of Justice Act (UK).
Counsel:
Mr. Hilford Deterville Q.C. and Ms. Nandi Deterville for the claimant.
Mrs. Brender Portland-Reynolds for the defendants.

EMMANUEL V PUNNET ET AL
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT – ST. VINCENT AND THE
GRENADINES – HIGH COURT - CLAIM NOS. 364 of 2004 and 249 of 2005
(Lanns, M.) February 2, 1995]
Age at injury:1st defendant 36 years; 2nd Occupation: Unknown
defendant: 49 years
Age at trial: Second defendant 51 years Total award administratrices of 1st
claimant: $958,605
No award for pain, suffering and loss of
amenities as death was instantaneous;
loss of expectation of life $3,500; Past loss
of earnings – $41,600; Future loss of
earnings - $46.800; 7 years for two
dependent children - $40,950 and for
funeral expenses - $4,555.
Total award 2nd claimant: $10,485
General damages - $10,000; Special
damages: $485
Sex: Both claimants were female
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Type of Award: Fatal Accident Award
Facts: On September 2, 2002 Jasmine Emmanuel (Claimant No. 1) and Dorna
Hackshaw (Claimant no. 2) were passengers in a vehicle being driven by Ronald
Punnet. There was a collision between the vehicle driven by Punnet and that driven by
the third defendant. Jasmine died instantly. Dorna managed to escape, but sustained
injuries to her right foot, ankle, knee and shoulder. In July 2004, the personal
representatives of Jasmine filed a claim in negligence against the owner of the vehicle
driven by Ronald Punnet and also against Scarborough. The driver of the vehicle which
collided with the one in which they had been travelling. In May 2005, Dorna Hackshaw
filed a claim against Scarborough, alleging that the accident was caused solely by his
negligence. On January 19, 2011 Mde Justice Thom entered judgment for the claimants,
and found the ancillary defendant 30% liable for the accident. On June 12, 2012 the
Court of Appeal set aside the finding of the trial judge that the ancillary defendants
were 30% liable for the accident. Pursuant to the order of Thom, J., the administratrices
of Jasmine’s estate and the legal representative of Dorna applied for assessment of
damages.
Held: Jasmine, Claimant No. 1, must have been aware, even for a brief moment, of her
impending injuries and death and must have felt the impact of the collision just before
her death, but the opinion of Cottle, M, in Rodney v. Quow where $2,000 as awarded for
pain and suffering where the deceased died when his vehicle plunged over an
embarkment on a winding remote mountain road was not followed. Her
administratrices were awarded $3,500 for loss of expectation of life; $41,000 for loss of
earnings in the lost year; $46,800 for future loss; $40,950 for the benefit of her two
children who would ordinarily have depended on their mother for an average of 7
years’ and $4,555 for funeral expenses. With regard to Dorna, Claimant No. 2, she was
awarded $10,000 for pain and suffering and $485 for hospital expenses.
The damages awarded to the administratrices of Jasmine and to Dorna to be paid by
the third defendant Scarborough, with interest and costs, the latter as prescribed under
CPR 65.5, Appendix B as amended and Appendix C.
Counsel:
Mr Sten Sargeant for the claimants.
Mr Samuel Commissiong for the 3rd defendant.
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ETTIENNE V MASSICOT
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT- DOMINICA – HIGH COURTCIVIL SUIT N0. DOMHCV2010/0139
(Thomas, J. Ag.) March 19th, 20th, April 11th, July 11th, 2014]
Age at injury:
Age at trial:
Sex: Male
Type of Award: Fatal accident award

Occupation: Housewife
Total award: $10,000

Facts: The claimant’s wife was a passenger in the back seat of a bus driven by the
defendant. The road on which the defendant was travelling was steep and contained
mud and water on the surface. The mud was as a result of a storm which had affected
the area and resulted in mud slides. It had also rained earlier that day. As the defendant
was going uphill he lost control of the vehicle and it spun around and reversed down
the hill and plunged over a precipice. The deceased sustained multiple and severe
injuries and was transported to the hospital but later died. The cause of death was
given as “Traumatic shock due to multiple and severe injuries in main organs and
tissue as a result of a motor vehicle accident.”
Held: The claimant failed to discharge the burden of proof to satisfy the Court that
the defendant was in breach of his duty of care and thus negligent in driving his
vehicle. The claimant was awarded nominal damages in the amount of $10,000.
Case referred to:
Greer v Alstons Engineering Sales and Services Ltd. [2003] UKPC 49; (2003) 63 WIR 388.
Statute referred to:
Fatal Accidents Act, Chap. 7:59 of the Laws of Dominica.
Counsel:
Mr. Alick Lawrence and Ms. Rose-Ann Charles for the claimant.
Mr. Stephen K. Isidore and Ms. Ernette C.J. Kangal for the defendant.
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FREDERICK (AS ADMINISTRATRIX FOR THE ESTATE OF STEVE FRASER)
V LAM
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - ANTIGUA AND BARBUDA
HIGH COURT- ANUHCV 2008/0322 (Mathurin, M.) March 24-25, July 29, 2010]
Age at Death: 30 years

Occupation: Mechanic/Scaffold Director

Age at trial:

Total award: $33,304.50 including 25%
deduction for contributory negligence

Sex: M
Type of award: Fatal accident award
Facts: The claimant is the mother of the deceased who was involved in a fatal motor
vehicle accident. On 28th May 2007, – the deceased was riding a motorcycle at a fast
speed when the defendant who was driving an unregistered and uninsured motor
vehicle overtook a parked vehicle on the left side of the road, hit a parked jeep and
ultimately collided with the motorcycle of the deceased, throwing him from his
motorcycle, causing fatal damage. The deceased was a Guyanese national and a
scaffold director in Antigua and worked for $900 a week and provided his mother with
$200 per week. The immigration status of the deceased was uncertain in that it was not
ascertained whether he had a work permit.
Held: The defendant was negligent in his driving and therefore liable for damages.
The deceased was 25% contributorily negligent in that he was speeding and ought to
have foreseen that the defendant/motorist could have come through the remaining
single-lane, interfering with his right of way. The Court awarded the claimant $20,406
for pre-trial loss for the period of 2 years and 10 months at a multiplicand of $600 a
month or $7,200 per year, and $16,000 or $5,400 per annum for 3 years for post-trial
dependency based on a reduced multiplicand. The reduction in the multiplicand was
based on the decrease in construction activity in Antigua and the inconsistency of the
work. The 3 year multiplier was based on the likelihood of the claimant being
dependent on her son for a further two to three years. No award was made for
bereavement because the Fatal Accidents Act did not allow for a claim under this head,
and the claimant did not expressly rely on the Causes of Action Act, Cap. 78. Interest
payable on the pre-trial award at the rate of 5% per annum from the date of death to
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the date of judgment. The claimant had submitted receipts for $7,800 funeral related
expenses and this sum was awarded.
Cases referred to:
Bernard v Seebalack [2010] UKPC 15
Davies v Powell [1942] 1 All ER 657, [1942] AC 601.
Jones v Livox Quarries Ltd. [1952] 2.QB 608.
Lewis v Denye [1939] 1 All ER 310.
Tate and Lyle Food Distributor v G.L.C. [1981] 3 ALL ER 716.
Statutes referred to:
Causes of Action (Survival Act), CAP 78.
Eastern Caribbean Supreme Court Act, CAP 143.
Fatal Accidents Act, CAP 166.
Judgment Act, CAP 227.
Law Reform Miscellaneous Provisions Act, CAP 244.
Counsel:
Mr. Cosbert Cumberbatch for the claimant.
Mrs. Cherissa Roberts-Thomas for the defendant.
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GEORGE V EAGLE AIR SERVICES LIMITED
[SAINT LUCIA – PRIVY COUNCIL – CLAIM NO. 1 OF 2007
(LORD MANCE, LORD NEUBERGER AND SIR JONATHAN PARKER) JULY 15,
2009]
Age at injury: Not known
Age at trial: Not known
Sex: M
Type of award: Fatal accident award

Occupation: Part time work on motorcars, Full time – Not known
Total award: $975,826 (incl. interest)

Facts: The appellant, Mrs George, appealed by special leave granted on 3 rd May 2007
against decisions of d'Auvergne J dated 11th December 2001 and the Court of Appeal
dated 1st November 2004, in each case dismissing her claim for damages against Eagle
Air Services Ltd. The claim was brought by writ issued on 6th July 1993, and relates to
the death in an air crash on 12th July 1990 of Mr Hughes Williams. Mr Williams was
Mrs George's common law husband and the father of her five children, the first four
born in respectively 1978, 1984, 1986 and 1987 and the last born on 28th July 1990 after
Mr Williams's death. The action was brought for the benefit of the estate and under the
Fatal Accidents Act for herself and her five dependent children. Mr Williams was a
mechanic working for the respondents in St Lucia and his duties included servicing
and repairing their aircraft. The statement of claim alleged and the defence served by
the respondents admitted that Mr Williams and the pilot, Mr Allan Clavier, were killed
in an air crash at Union Island involving the respondents' aircraft J6-Sl-W on 12th July
1990. The claim alleged that Mr Williams was travelling on the aircraft in the course of
his employment and that his death was caused by pilot negligence, and it went on to
give some particulars relating to mishandling of the aircraft as it was about to land at
Union Island. The defence alleged that the aircraft had been serviced by Mr Williams
and was airworthy for the flight; it alleged that Mr Williams was travelling "outside
the scope of his employment, [and] was on a gratuitous ride which was never
sanctioned or authorised by the defendant"; and it further alleged that the respondents
had "never authorised the pilot to mishandle or carry out any activities which was [sic]
not consistent with normal and safe landing procedure" and that "in the event such
mishandling occurred, it was outside the scope of the Pilot's employment". Otherwise,
the defence simply denied the allegations of negligence, and advanced no positive case
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to explain the crash. The matter came first before d'Auvergne, J on 2nd May 1996, when
Mr. Larcher, representing the respondents, recorded that he had just been served with
the "comprehensive" report to which the Board has already made reference, and that
Mr. Montplaisir QC, representing Mrs George, had informed him that it was intended
to put this into evidence. Mr. Montplaisir conceded that there should be an
adjournment, and the matter went off to 13th January 1997 when both Mrs. George and
Mr. Williams' mother (Mrs Agatha Henry), who at that stage had also brought her own
dependency action, gave evidence. The matter was again adjourned, firstly because of
the absence of an original death certificate (although why this was necessary in the
light of the defence is unclear) and, secondly, because the accident report "needs to be
produced in court but [the respondents] wish ... this to be done in a formal way" and
were "not disposed to allow it to be put in evidence by consent". Notice was on
20th January 1997 given on behalf of the appellant of intent to produce the report as
documentary evidence at the adjourned hearing on 27th January 1997. What happened
is unclear, save that there was a long period of unexplained delay, at the end of which
Mr. Larcher sought and obtained a formal order dated 12th July 1999 that the report "be
served on the Defendant" (though what that added to the previous provision to him of
a copy is unclear) and for a general exchange of documents on or before 20th July 1999.
On 25th September 2000 the trial resumed, with Mrs. George being recalled and
repeating and amplifying her previous evidence. Asked about her case on negligence,
she said that, not having been there, she did not know what caused the aircraft to crash
or what the pilot did but that "I say the pilot was negligent because I had a dead body
back". Mr. Ewart Hinkson, part owner and manager of the respondents, also gave
evidence, saying inter alia that the aircraft had no need for any repairs when it left St
Lucia and "had to be airworthy or it would not have left St Lucia airport for Union
Island". He denied that he had authorised Mr. Williams to fly, or that Mr. Williams's
employment required him to fly, on the aircraft, but accepted that Mr. Williams did
not like flying. The matter was adjourned for written addresses to be submitted by
10th October 2000, after which final oral submissions were made on 6th November 2000.
In his written address, under the heading "Negligence", Mr. Montplaisir relied heavily
on the accident report. However, in his oral submissions on 6th November Mr. Larcher
submitted that there was no evidence of negligence, and, when Mr. Montplaisir sought
in reply to refer to the report, Mr. Larcher objected that it "was never submitted as an
exhibit", to which Mr. Montplaisir submitted that it "was intended to be an exhibit".
The matter was adjourned for this issue to be researched until 30th November 2000. Mr.
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Montplaisir then applied for leave for the report to be admitted. Mr. Larcher
successfully resisted the application on the ground that its admission would have
required it to be tendered through someone who could have been cross-examined and
the application was too late and prejudicial after all the evidence. On that basis, though
over a year later, d'Auvergne, J gave judgment dismissing the action for want of "any
evidence …. as to how the accident which caused the death of the Deceased, together
with Pilot Clavier occurred".
Mrs. George, by now acting in person, appealed and in her skeleton raised three issues:
"1. Whether the death of Hughes Williams was caused by the negligence of the pilot
and employee of [the respondents]. 2. Since the aircraft was airworthy when it took off
at Vigie Airport St Lucia, whether the Doctrine RES IPSA LOQUITUR applies to his
[sic] claim? 3. Whether the learned trial judge was right to refuse to admit the report of
the Director of Civil Aviation, Eastern Caribbean State of [sic] Evidence Contrary to
Article 32 of code of Civil Procedure". The Court of Appeal recited the course of events
at trial relating to the report, concluded that "the report could not have been admitted
into evidence at that eleventh hour" and in these circumstances saw no reason to fault
the judge's reasoning, since "in the absence of the report there simply was no evidence
of negligence to support the particulars contained in the pleadings". The Court of
Appeal did not address the second issue raised in Mrs George's skeleton. Like the
judge, it declined to award costs against Mrs George. Mr James Guthrie QC and Mr
Daniel Lewis, who at the Board's invitation and with the support of Messrs. Charles
Russell, were good enough to provide some assistance to Mrs George's case pro bono
at an earlier stage of the appeal to the Board, mentioned as one among a number of
possibilities that the report might have been admissible as a public document.
However the Board rather doubts that. Even if the maker had been produced, much of
what he reported might have proved objectionable on the ground that he was himself
only reporting on the basis of hearsay. On the other hand, it might have been possible,
given appropriate notice, either to lay a proper basis for the admission of any such
hearsay or to obtain and produce other admissible evidence, whether oral or written,
to confirm it. But none of this was done.
That is not however the end of the matter. There remains the second issue raised by
Mrs George's skeleton in the Court of Appeal, that of res ipsa loquitur. The maxim is
discussed in Shawcross and Beaumont's Air Law in Chapter VII at paragraphs 50 to 65,
where it is stated that, in cases, like the present, where the Warsaw system is not
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suggested to apply, "the maxim is potentially of great importance owing to the
difficulty of discharging the burden of proof in aviation cases". Shawcross and
Beaumont note that the perils of air flight have in the past led to reluctance to apply
the maxim to air crashes, but cite a considerable number of more recent cases in which
it has been held applicable, and quote a statement of the United States Federal Court
of Appeals in Higginbotham v. Mobil Oil Corpn 545 F 2d 422 (5th Cir, 1977): "Major
improvements in design and manufacturing technology, in pilot training and in
ground control, communications, and navigational aids, among other things, have
combined to give air travel an estimable safety record ….. Logic, experience and
precedent compel us to reject the argument that airplane crashes ordinarily occur in
the absence of default by someone connected with the design, manufacture, or
operation of the craft". In the Board's view, the same considerations here apply to
justify the invocation and application of the maxim. The basis for its application is in
fact well laid by paragraph 16 of d'Auvergne J's judgment, quoted in paragraph 8
above. This was the respondents' aircraft, their flight and their pilot. Aircraft, even
small aircraft, do not usually crash, and certainly should not do so. And, if they do,
then, especially where the crash is on land as here, it is not unreasonable to suppose
that their owner/operators will inform themselves of any unusual causes and not
unreasonable to place on them the burden of producing an explanation which is at least
consistent with absence of fault on their part. The respondents have in fact never
suggested or attempted to suggest any explanation of the accident or any reason
preventing them giving an explanation. In the Board's opinion, they have in the result
failed to displace the inference of negligence which in the circumstances results from
the crash itself.
On that basis Mrs George's claim should have succeeded. The contention that Mr.
Williams was a joy-rider appears to the Board misconceived. He must have been on
board this small aircraft with the pilot's consent, as Mr. Hinkson accepted. He did not
like flying, so that it is unlikely that he asked to fly - just as it is unlikely that the pilot
would have asked him to fly - without some cause, probably related to the machine's
operation albeit now unknowable. But, even if one supposes that Mr. Williams was a
joy-rider, the Board considers that a duty of care was still owed to him, in the same
way as to anyone else on board. The aircraft was on any view being piloted on the
respondents' business. (The plea in the defence that, if the pilot mishandled the aircraft,
he was acting outside the scope of his employment is patently unsustainable.) The
respondents and their pilot owed a duty of care to him, like anyone else on board.
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That leaves the question of the damages to be awarded. Mrs. George emphasised that
she did not seek, or want, an order remitting the matter to the High Court for damages
to be assessed. She asked the Board to assess damages. She relied on her letter to the
Board dated 14th January 2009, in which she repeated figures apparently submitted to
the Court of Appeal in 2004, quantifying the claim including interest at £4,493,628.80.
The breakdown of this total which she put before the Board shows that it is computed
on the basis of alleged basic pay and overtime earnings for the period 1990 to 2016,
compounded at 5% p.a. plus interest thereon compounded at 8% p.a. Mrs George's
explanation of the fact that these figures were calculated in pounds sterling was that
the respondents' insurers are British.
These figures bear no relation to the evidence that Mrs. George gave at trial, or the
figures that Mr. Monplaisir, QC put forward on her behalf in his final written address
at trial, which totalled only $282,284 (without any interest) but themselves present a
number of problems. At the conclusion of the hearing before the Board on 2 nd March
2009 the Board made an order for an interim payment to Mrs George in the sum of
$250,000 within 21 days. The Board has concluded that it is not possible at this stage
for it to reach any decision as to the final award to be made, without further
information and assistance on various points, which it will identify and give both
parties an opportunity to address. Messrs Charles Russell, when informing the Board
in April 2007 that Mrs. George did not wish to be represented formally by them or by
counsel, volunteered that they would be available to assist, should the Board require
the assistance of amicus curiae. The Board would therefore also propose to invite their
assistance in that capacity. The issues regarding damages, including the question
whether there should be any remission to the High Court in St Lucia, will be stood over
for further consideration on this basis.
Held: For the reasons given, the Board will humbly advise Her Majesty that Mrs
George's appeal against the decisions of d'Auvergne, J and the Court of Appeal
dismissing her claim as administratrix of the estate of Mr. Hughes Williams and as
tutrix of their five children should be allowed, and that judgment should be entered
for her as appellant against the respondents for damages to be assessed; and that all
questions relating to the amount of such damages and to the forum for their
determination be stood over for further consideration by the Board. The parties should
have 21 days to make any submissions as to the costs of the proceedings to date. In the
absence of any such submissions, the respondents should pay the appellant's costs of
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the proceedings to date before the Board as well as in the courts below, to be assessed
if not agreed.
Cases referred to:
Gammell v Wilson [1981] A.C. 27.
Higginbotham v. Mobil Oil Corpn 545 F 2d 422 (5th Cir. 1977.
Jallim v Ghiwaroo High Court Case No. SLUHCV2003/0483 (St. Lucia).
Mathurin v Augustin [2010] ECSC J0317-4 (www.justis.com and www.eccourt.org).
Rose v Ford [1937] 3 All ER 359.
Statutes referred to:
Civil Code, Art. 609.
Administration of Justice Act, 1982 (UK).
Counsel:
Mr. Guthrie Q.C. and Mr. Daniel Lewis instructed by Messrs. Charles Russell for the
appellant.
Mr. Montplaisir pro se.

HILL V GEORGE
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT- DOMINICA – HIGH COURTCIVIL SUIT N0. DOMHCV 2002/0388 (Cottle, M.) April 29th, 2005]
Age at injury: 49 years
Age at trial:
Sex: Female
Type of award: Fatal accident award

Occupation: Not known
Total award: $30,230

Facts: The deceased, aged 49, was struck by a motor vehicle driven by the defendant
and died instantly. At the time of her death the deceased was a mother of six. A claim
for financial dependency was brought on behalf of the five children who were still
living with the deceased at the time of her death. Three of these children were adults
and at least one was already a parent. Two of the children were minors aged 16 and 14
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respectively. The court accepted that the deceased earned a monthly income of $1,300
and spent $850 on her. A multiplier of 4 was used to calculate the loss to trial. By trial
the youngest child was 18 years old and still at school. Given the cost of schooling and
maintenance, the Court awarded the entire surplus of income for the benefit of this
dependent.
Held: The claimant was awarded general damages of $21,600; special damages of $200;
loss of expectation of life of $1,000; loss of earnings of $500; and prescribed costs of
$6,930. Interest on general damages was awarded at the rate of 5% from date of consent
judgment until payment.
Case referred to:
Benham v Gamblin [1941] AC 157.
Statutes referred to:
Fatal Accidents Acts, Cap. 7:59.
Law Reform (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act, Cap. 7:99.
Counsel:
Dr. William Riviere for the claimant.
Mrs. Baron-Royer and Ms. De Freitas for the defendants.

MATHURIN ET AL V AUGUSTIN
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - ST. LUCIA – COURT OF APPEAL –
CLAIM NO. HCVAP2007/041 (Barrow, Rawlins and Edwards (Ag.), JJ.A)
February 8, June 2, 2008]
Age at injury: 25
Age at trial: N/A
Sex: F
Type of award: Fatal accident award
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Facts: The appellants caused the death of a 25 year old woman in a motor vehicle
accident. The master held that the estate was entitled to damages for lost years. The
Court considered whether the estate of the deceased was entitled to recover damages
for the deceased’s loss of future earnings as a result of the defendant’s negligence.
Held: Based on the provisions of Article 609 of the Civil Code which states that on the
death of any person after the commencement of that Chapter, all causes of action
subsisting or vested in him shall survive against, or, as the case may be, for the benefit
of his successor, the appeal would be dismissed with costs. This would be the case, in
spite of the abolition of awards for loss of expectation of life by the Administration of
Justice Act, 1982 (U.K) which does not extend to St. Lucia because it conflicts with the
express provisions of the Code.
Decision of the master that the respondent was entitled to an award of damages in
favour of the estate of the deceased for the “lost years” upheld.
Cases referred to:
Gammell v Wilson [1982] AC 27.
Ismael v Albert SLUHCV 0717 0f 2002 (www.eccourts.org).
Statutes referred to:
Administration of Justice Act, 1982 (U.K.).
Civil Code, Arts. 609 and 917A(1)(3).
Law Reform (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act, 1934 (U.K.).
Counsel:
Mr. Shawn Innocent for the appellants.
Mr. Hilford Deterville, Q.C. and Ms. Samantha Charles for the respondent.
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PRINCE (ADMINISTRATOR OF THE ESTATE OF DENVILLE SPRAUVE,
DECEASED) V GEORGE ET AL
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT- BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS –
HIGH COURT- CLAIM NO. BVIHCV1993/0035 (Benjamin, J.) February 5, 6, April,
2002]
Age at injury: Not known

Occupation: Boat Captain

Age at trial: Not known

Total award: $15,815 of which $8,200
were general damages

Sex: Male
Type of award: Fatal accident award
Facts: A collision at sea occurred between a Boston Whaler boat captained by the
deceased and a power boat captained and operated by the 1st defendant. The claimant,
the brother of the deceased, claimed against the 1st defendant and the servant/agent of
the 2nd defendant, damages for negligence and breach of statutory duty under the Fatal
Accidents Act. Cap. 26 and for the benefit of the estate of the deceased pursuant to the
Causes of Action (Survival) Act, Cap. 10. The issues to be decided by the Court were first,
whether the 1st defendant was negligent in the handling of the power boat, second,
whether the deceased was contributorily negligent and third, what damages if any
should be awarded to the claimant on behalf of the dependants of the deceased (his
mother and son) or for the benefit of his estate. By the time the case came on for trial,
the mother of the deceased had died and therefore the claim was restricted to the
dependency of his son.
Held: The 1st defendant was liable to the claimant in negligence and there was no
factual basis for inferring contribution by the deceased. With regard to the son of the
deceased, he attained the age of 18 one year less one day after the accident, and between
the date of the accident and his completion of High School 16 months would have
elapsed. He was therefore held to be entitled to $3,200 as damages. With regard to loss
of expectation of life, the Court noted that there were no local awards establishing a
conventional sum and noted that it had awarded $4,000 in respect of a 16 year old
student, Therefore, it awarded the claimant damages of $5,000 for loss of expectation
of life of the deceased, considering that the deceased was an adult. No arguments were
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presented to the Court with respect to damages for the “lost years” and no award was
made.
The total award was therefore: special damages of $7,615 with interest at 3% per annum
from February 18, 1992; damages for the benefit of the dependant of the deceased of
$3,200 and $5,000 for loss of expectation of life. Interest of 6% per annum from February
11 1993 to date of judgment on the general damages.
Cases referred to:
Gammell v Wilson [1982] A.C. 27.
Grant v Samuel Civil Suit No. 72 of 1996 (BVI).
Jefford v Gee [1970] 1 All ER 1202 [1970] 2 QB 130.
Pickett v British Rail Engineering Limited [1979] 1 All ER 774, [1980] AC 136.
Rose v Ford [1937] 3 All ER 359, [1937] AC 826 .
Statutes referred to:
Cause of Action (Survival) Act, Cap. 10.
Fatal Accidents Act, Cap. 26.
Law Reform (Miscellaneous) Provisions Act, Cap. 41,
Prevention of Collisions at Sea Act, Cap. 262.
Counsel:
Ms. T Small for the claimant.
Mr. P. Dennis for the first defendant.
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THOMAS V MITCHELL ET AL
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT- GRENADA – HIGH COURT CIVIL CLAIM. NO. GDAHCV2005/0391 – (Mathurin, M.) October 3 and 4, 2007]
Age at injury: 49 years
Age at trial:
54 years
Sex: Male
Type of award: Fatal accident award

Occupation:
Total award: $199,267.14

Facts: The claimant ‘s husband was a passenger in a motor vehicle owned by the first
defendant which at the material time was being driven by the second defendant. The
deceased sustained injuries when the vehicle was involved in an accident crashing into
a lamp post. He received severe injuries and died from those injuries ten (10) days later.
The claimant is the administratrix of the deceased’s estate.
Held: The claimant was awarded general damages of $22,000; special damages of
$6,467; loss of expectation of life of $7,000; and loss of earnings (in the lost years) of
$163,800. Interest was awarded on general and special damages at 3% from service
until judgment and the global judgment at the statutory rate until payment. Costs were
awarded in the sum of $23,334.
Cases referred to:
Alphonso et al v Ramnauth [1997] 56 WIR 183.
Gammel v Wilson [1982] AC 27.
Harris v Empress Motors Ltd [1983] 3 All ER 561.
Modeste et al v Jacobs et al Grenada. Claim No. HCV2000/0583.
Pickett v British Rail Engineering Ltd. [1980] AC 136.
Counsel:
Mr. Nazim Burke for the claimant.
Ms Karen Samuel for the defendants.
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RODNEY V QUOW
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT – ST. VINCENT AND THE
GRENADINES – CLAIM NO. 415 OF 2004 (Cottle, M.) April 20, 2006]
Age at death: 36
Sex: Male

Occupation:
Total award: $117,910

Type of award: Fatal accident award
PLSA: $5,500
Facts: The deceased was a passenger in a car driven by the defendant which plunged
over an embankment. The deceased was thrown from the vehicle which fell some 100
feet. He was 36 years old at the time of his death on December 26, 1997. The Court of
Appeal found the defendant liable for the death of the deceased and ordered that
damages to be assessed be paid by the defendant. A claim was brought by the widow
of the deceased as administratrix of the estate of the deceased and on behalf of herself
and a minor child who would be 16 years on September 6, 2006. The claim was brought
under sections 3 (the dependency action) and under section 13 (the survival action) of
the Compensation for Injuries Act, Cap. 83 of the Laws of St. Vincent and the Grenadines,
1990.
Held: (i) The dependency action: Of the $600 per month earned by the deceased, $400
was available for use of his family. Unless the son of the deceased continued school full
time beyond the age of 16, his dependency would end there. However, since the widow
might expect to benefit to a greater extent from her husband’s earnings as the years
went by, no adjustment of the multiplicand would be made by deducting any sum in
respect of the son after his dependency came to an end. The multiplicand would
therefore be treated as $400 per month, with a deduction of 25% as having been for the
benefit of the deceased who shared the household, leaving a figure of $300 x 12 = $3,600
annually. Based on authorities reviewed, the multiplier of 12 years would be adopted
for this case and the award to the dependants would therefore be $3,600 x 12 =$43,200.
(ii) The survival action: (a) special damages: No award would be made as special
damages for the cost of obtaining letters of administration but the agreed items of
special damages were $2,010;
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(b) loss of expectation of life: Under the head of loss of expectation of life,
following Charles v. Hebert et al, the sum of $3,500 would be made;
(c) pain, suffering and loss of amenities: Since the deceased would have been
aware during the plunge of his impending injury, a token sum of $2,000 would be
awarded under the head of pain and suffering and loss of amenities;
(d) the lost years: For the loss years, the annual earnings of the deceased of
$600 x 12 ($7,200) adopting the multiplier of 12 would result in an award of $86,400,
less the amount of $200 which the deceased spent on himself every month on himself
(2,400 per year x 12 years = $28,800) or $57,600.
(e) loss to the minor child: The dependency of the minor child was assessed
as $100 per month, or $1200 annually. Since he would soon be 16 years, a multiplier of
8 years would be adopted, since there was no evidence that his dependency would last
beyond his 16th birthday. The total for the minor child’s loss would be 1,200 x 8 = $9,600.
Total award:
Loss of earnings
Special damages
Loss of expectation of life
Pain, suffering and loss of amenities
Loss of income over the lost years (for claimant)
For the minor child

$43,200
$2,010
$3,500
$2,000
$57,600
$ 9,600
$117,910

Cases referred to:
Charles v Hebert et al [2005] ECSC J1202 -2 (www.justis.com.)
Spencer v Triple General Contracting Co. Ltd [1999] ECSC J0412 -1(www.justis.com).
Statute referred to:
Compensation for Injuries Act, Cap. 83, Laws of St. Vincent and the Grenadines, 1990
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SEATON V DUGGINS
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT – ST. KITTS AND NEVIS – HIGH
COURT – SKBCV2005/0198 (Belle, J. Nov. 6, 2008 and April 23, 2009]
Age at death: 25
Sex: Male
Type of award: Fatal accident award
PLSA: $11,500

Occupation: Unknown
Total award: $84,446.54

Facts: The deceased was involved in a motor vehicle accident which resulted in his
death. The claimants brought an action on behalf of his estate, claiming special
damages for medical and funeral expenses.
Held: The claimant was awarded $6,000 for loss of expectation of life; $11,000 for pain
and suffering, taking into account the short period for which he survived the accident,
and $61,000 for loss of future earnings minus 10% for living expenses, and he was
awarded $84,446.54.
Cases referred to:
Alphonso et al v Ramnath (1997) 56 WIR 183.
Gammel v. Wilson [1981] AC 27.
Grant v. Samuel. BVI High Court Claim No. 72 of 1996. (www.justis.com)
Mohan (Administratrix of the Estate of Russel Mohan) v. Caribbean Ispat Ltd. TT 2002 CA
84. (www.justis.com)
Morgan v. Moss Jamaica . HCV 042712003 (http://supremecourt.gov.jm).
Stephen Duncan, deceased, Estate of v. Salraj T & T High Court Claim No. 2658 of 1998.
Thomas v. Mitchell. GD 2007 HC 24 (www.justis.com)
Triple General Contracting Co. Ltd. v Spencer [1999] ECSC JO 412 -1.
Statute referred to:
Causes of Action (Survival) Act, Cap. 11
Counsel:
M. O.Brien-Norton for the claimant.
E. Ferdinand and K Spence for the defendant.
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WILLIE V MINVILLE ET AL
[EASTERN CARIBBEAN SUPREME COURT - SAINT LUCIA – HIGH COURT –
CLAIM NO. SLUHCV
2000/0171(B) (Cottle, J.) April 23, 27, 2007]
Age at injury: 36
Age at trial: N/A
Sex: F
Type of award: Fatal accident award

Occupation: Seaman/part-time
jockey
Total award: $374,600

disc

Facts: The deceased was killed in a motor vehicle accident when the motor cycle he
was riding collided with one or two omnibuses which were traveling in the opposite
direction. The claimant, mother of the deceased, brought suit against the defendants
who were the drivers of the respective buses. Action against the 1st defendant was
discontinued and judgment in default of defence was entered against the 2nd defendant.
The Court considered the quantum of damages that should be awarded to the claimant.
Held: The claimant was awarded general damages in the sum of $363,800 together with
special damages in the sum of $10,800.
Case referred to:
Plummer et al v Conway Bay Ltd. [2008] UKPC 3.
Statutes referred to:
Civil Code, Art. 988.
Civil Code, Art. 609.
Counsel:
Mr. John Carrington for the claimants.
Mr. Oscar Ramjeet for the first defendant (on 22nd January only).
Mrs. Lorna Shelly-Williams for the second defendant.
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